


PHD COMPONENTS
RADIO & TV COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
UNIT 7 CENTENARY ESTATE
JEFFRIES RD ENFIELD MIDDX
SHOP NOW OPEN TELEX 261295

ALL COMPONENTS OFFERED SUBJECT TO
AVAILABILITY. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
SUBSTITUTE REPLACEMENTS SHOULD THE
ORIGINAL PART BE OUT OF STOCK OR
UNAVAILABLE!
PLEASE ADD 50p per parcel post
and packing.

SEMICONDUCTORS
AA113
AA116
AA117
AA119
0A91
0A95
0A202
BA100
BA102
BA130
BA154
BA155
BA164
BAX13
BAX16
BAY38
BY206
iN4148
BY126
BY127
BY133
BY164
SK82/08
BY238
BYX10
N4001
N4002
N4003
54004
N4005
54006
N4007
N5407
BR100
BR101
BRY39
TIC1160N
BT119
BT120
BYX/71/600
2N444
TV106/2
BYX88 2V7
BZY88 3V0
BZY88 3V3
BZY88 3V6
BZY88 3V9
BZY88 4V3
BZY88 4V7
BZY88 5V1
BZY88 5V6
BZY88 6V2
BZY88 6V8
BZY88 7V5
BZY88 8V2
BZY88 9V1
BZY88 10V
BZY88 11V
BZY88 12V
BZY88 13V
BZY88 15V
BZY88 18V
BZY88 20V
BZY88 22V
BZY88 27V
BZY88 33V
BZX61 7V5
BZX61 8V2
BZX61 9V1
BZX61 10V
BZX61 11V
BZX61 12V
BZX61 13V
BZX61 15V
BZX61 16V
BZX61 18V
BZX61 20V
82X61 22V
BZX61 24V
BZX61 27V
BZX61 30V
BZX61 33V
BZX61 36V
BZX61 39V
BZX61 47V
BZX61 72V
AC107
AC127
AC127/01
AC128
AC128/01
AC141
ACI 41K
AC142
AC142K
AC176
AC176/01
AC186
AC187
AC187K
AC188
AC188K
A0140
AD142
AD143
AD145
AD149
AD161/2
AD162
A0262
AF121
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF239
ALI 02
AU107
AU110

AU113
AL103
AY102
BC107
BC108
BC109
8C113
BC114
BC115
BC116
BCI 17
BC118
BC119
BC125
BC126
BC136
BC137
BC138
BC139
BCI 40
BC142
BC143
BC147
BC148
BC149
BC153
BC154
BC157
BC158
BC159
BC160
BC161
BC170
BC171
BC172
BC177
BC178
BC179
BC182L
BC183L
BC184L
BC184LC
BC186
BC187
BC203
BC204
BC205
BC206
BC207
BC208
BC209
BC212L
BC213L
BC214L
BC225
BC237
BC238
BC251A
BC301
BC303
BC307
BC308
BC327
BC328
BC337
BC338
BC547
BC141-10
8 0115
8D124
60131
El 0132
B D133
130134
B D144
B D159
BD238
8 D380
El 0441
B D537
B D538
B D507
80508
16181
16182
BD709
8D710
130442
BD379
BF115
8F118
BF152
8E154
8E157
BF158
8E160
6E163
13F167
BF173
8E177
BF179
8F180
BF181
BF182
8E183
BF184
BF185
81194
BF195
BF196
BF197
BF198
BF199
8E200
8E224
BF240
8E241
BF256LC
6E257
BF258
BF271

BF273
BF274
BF336
BF337
8E338
6E355
BF458
BF459
8E743
BFX29
BFX84
BFX88
B FX89
B FY50
BFY51
B FY52
B FY90
B F381
BFR39
BFR79
BFR81
BFR89
8E259
BDX32
BU206
BU208/02
BU326S
B U406
BU406D
BU407
BU407D
R200813
R201013
R2540
ME0402
ME0412
ME4003
ME6002
ME8001
MJE2955
MJE3005
MP8113
MPSUO5
MPSU55
TIP2955
TIP3055
TIS9OM
2N2904
2N2905A
2N2905
2N3053
2N3703
2N3075
2N3710
2N3055H
TAA350
TAA550
TAA570
TAA611
TAA630S
TAA6616
SN76540N
TAD100
TBA120AS
TBA231
TBA4800
TBA5200
TBA530
TBA530Q
TBA540
TBA540(1
TBA550
TBA55011
TBA560C
TBA560CQ
TBA570
TBA5700
TBA641 BX
TBA641B11
TBA651
TBA720A
TBA730
TBA750
TBA750Q
TBA800
TBA8105
TBA820
TBA920
TBA920Q
TBA990
TBA9900
TCA2205A
TCA900
TCA940
TDA1170
TDAI 200
TDA1270
TDA1412
TOA2020
SN76115N
SN76227N
SN76530P
SN76651N
SN76003N
SN76013N
SN76013NO
SN76013ND
SN76023N
SN76023ND
SN76033N
SN76110N
SN76226DN
SN76227N
SN76532N
SN76533N
SN76544N
SN766504
SN76665N
SN76666N
SL901B
SL9178

0.20
0.25
0.50
0.50
aso
0.80
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
1.20
0.50
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.50
0.25
2.50
1.60
2.80
1.00
2.00
2.50
1.70
2.50
2.50
250
aoo
0.20
0.20
0.15
0.20
0.20
1.50
1.30
1.00
1.20
1.20
1.30
1.30
0.30
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.60
0.80
0.50
1.80
1.75
2.50
2.00
1.50
2.00
0.75
1.20
2.20
2.00
2.00
2.00
220
220
100
aoo
2.20
2.20
250
250
3.00
4.00
aoo
1.50
1.50
200
2.00
1.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
200
2.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
200
2.00
aoo
4.00
1.00
4.00
2.00
1.20
1.00
1.50
aoo
2.00
2.00
2.00
200
1.00
200
2.00
200
1.20
200
2.00
200
1.00
1.50
1.20
6.00
8.00

TBA396Q
TDA440
SN76001N
TBA520
TBA120S
TBA396
TCA270S0
TDA2030
TDA2I40
TDA2150
TDA2160
TDA1230
TDA3089
TDA1054M
MC1349P
SAA661
SAS560S
SAS5705
SN7400N
SN7413N
SN74122N
SN74141N
TBA395
TBA3950
TBA950
TCA800
TCA8000
TDA1180
TDA1190
TDA2002H
TDA25900
TDA2600
TDA2640
TDA3950
TAA621 AX1
TBA625X5
TCA8305
TDA2020/A2
TDA2020P
TDA2030V
TDA2010/B D2
TDA2002V
ICA940E

200
2.50
1.50
2.00
1.00
2.00
200
8.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
3.00
200
2.00
1.50
0.60
2.00
200
0.40
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.80
1.80
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
330
aso
5.00
5.00
330
aoo
3.30
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
aso
4.50
5.00
aoo

We can often supply equivalents
to transistors & I.C's not listed. Free
list on request with any order.

VALVES
DY/86/87
DY802
ECC82
ECC84
ECH83
ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL86
EF80
EF95
EF183
EF184
EL34
EL84
GY501
PC97
PC900
PCF80
PCF802
PCF806
PCL82
PCL84
PCL85/805
PCL86
PD500/510
PFL200
PL36
PL81
PL504
PL508
PL509
PL519
PL802
PY88
PY500A
PY800/801
UCL82
30F L2/1
PCF805
PCF808
PL519 PY500A

1.30
1.80
1.40
1.20
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.50
1.70
1.60
aoo
2.00
aoo
1.50
1.50
1.74
1.60
1.10
1.70
1.80
1.90
1.90
500
260
260
1.50
2.50
250
4.00
5.00
aoo
1.70
2.80
1.70
1.10
1.40
1.20
1.20
5.00

VALVES NOT SHOWN HERE MAY
BE IN STOCK. PLEASE WRITE
FOR QUOTE.

DIRECT REPLACEMENT PARTS
Dacca 30 Series Lopt 8.00
173 Tuner (Rep) Elc 1043/05) 8.00
4.443M HZ Crystals 2.00
Cut Out TCE 3500 250
Cut Out GEC 2.50
Cut Out TCE 8500 200
TV18 Rectifier Stick 2.00
520 Rectifier Stick 2.00
VA 1104 Thermister 0.80
Transductor TCE 3000 1.50
AEG Tuner (Rep) Elc 1043/061 9.00
Aerie! Isolator Kit 1.60
Philips G8 Lopt 12.00
PYE 691/697 Lopt 11.00
Bush A 774 Lopt 18.00
Bush 0823 Lopt 5.00
Pye 731 IF Gain 10.50
A823 Bush Power Panel 20.00
PL 802T Transistorised 4.00
BAH CO TOOLS - Come and see the
full range at our shop or send for full
catalogue free, on request, with any
order.

EHT MULTIPLIERS

TCE950 Doubler
TCE950/1400 Tripler
TCE1400 (Piped System Only)
TCE1500 Doubler
TCE1500 Tripler
TCE1600 1/2 Wave
DECCA CS 1730/1830 Doubler
DECCA CS 1910/2213 Tripler
DECCA 30 Series Tripler
DECCA 80 Series Tripler
DECCA 100 Series Tripler
GEC Hybrid 2028 Tripler
GEC 2110 Tripler Pre JAN77
GEC 2110 Tripler Post JAN77
ITT CVC 5/8/9 Tripler
ITT CVC 20/25/30
Philips 520 Tripler
Philips 550 Tripler
Philips G9 Tripler
PYE 691/693/697 Tripler
RRI 823 Tripler
RRI Z179/823
TCE 3000/3500 Tripler
TCE 4000 Tripler
TCE 8000 Doubler
TCE 8500 Tripler
TCE 9000 Tripler
TVK 76/13 Continental Sets
TVK 52 ITT Replacement
Korting 90% Tripler
Autovox Tripler
Rediffusion MK 1 Tripler
RRI TV 25 Quadrupler
RRI T20

2.00
5.04
4.56
4.16
4.64
395
4.23
6.67
6.01
6.43
6.68
6.43
7.21
6.43
6.51
6.45
6.51
6.42
6.63
6.68
5.48
6.68
5.51
8.00
353
5.60
7.28
5.50
6.68
6.50
6.50
6.00
4.00
7.04

MULTISECTION CAPACITORS
DECCA 400 400/350 172
DECCA 80/100 400/350

800/250 4.00
GEC 200 200 150 50/350 100
GEC 1002000/35 1.10
GEC Philips G8 600/250 2.10
GEC Philips G8 600/300 2.50
117 KB 200 200 75 25/350 3.00
ITT CVC 20 200/400 2.20
Philips G11 470/250 1.90
PYE 691 200 300/350 2.80
PYE 1003 1000/40 0.90
PYE 731 800/280 2.50
RRI 2500-2500/30 1.30
RRI 600/300 2.50
RRI 300 300/300 2.50
TCE 950 100 300 103 16 1.00
TCE 1400 150 100 100

100 150 3.70
TCE 1500 150 150 100 2.10
TCE 3000/3500 175/400 

100 100/350 270
TCE 3000/3500 600/70 1.00
TCE 3000/3500 220/100 azo
TCE 8000/8500 2500-2500/63 1.50
TCE 8000/8500 700/200 1.00
TCE 8000/8500 400/350 1.00
TCE 9000 400/400 3.00
TCE 9500 220/400 2.20
MAINS DROPPERS

TCE 140 12R 16, IK7 116 -

462 126 1.16
TCE 1500 350 20, 128.

IK5. 317 1.10
TCE 1600 18 Thermal Link

320 70, 39 1.10
TCE 3000/3500 0.80
TCE 8000/8000A 56 1K, 47, 12

5R 1R 100R 1.00
Philips G82.2 68 0.90
Philips G8 47 0.80
Philips 210 30 125, 2K85 0.70
Philips 210 118 118 . 148

Oink/ 0.65
RRI 154  50 16 94 0.60
RRI A640250 14 156 0.80
GEC 27840 10 15 19

10  63  188 1.00
GEC 2000 0.80
PYE 731, 735 36  27 1.00
PYE 11009 60 . 70 173 

26 16 17 19 1.00
RR1823 56R  68R 0.80
CONNECTORS

Sets of AVO Leads 10.00
Plug 13A (Box of 20) 8.00
AL Coax Plugs Pack of Ten 1.80
606 Attenuator 1.00
12DB Attenuator 1.00
18DB Attenuator 1.00
Back to Back Coax 0.40

SERVICE AIDS & TOOLS

Super Servisol 0.82
Foam Cleanser 0.82
Silicone Grease 0.82
Plastic Seal 0.82
Aeroklene 0.82
Freezit 0.82
Antistatic 0.82
Solder 18 SWG 60/40 SKGM 7.50
SR2 Desoldering Tool 9.70
SR3AS Mini Silver 7.00
SR3A Mini Orange 6.80
Replacement Nozzles 0.80
Replacement Washers 0.19
Solder Mop Red 0.60
Solder Mop Brown 0.60
Side Cutters ORYX azo
TVTY 80/80 Transistor EQV

A -Z or 2N 5.00 each
Books PR 9.00 PF



COPYRIGHT
cIPC Magazines Limited, 1981. Copyright in
all drawings, photographs and articles
published in Television is fully protected and
reproduction or imitation in whole or in part
is expressly forbidden. All reasonable
precautions are taken by Television to ensure
that the advice and data given to readers are
reliable. We cannot however guarantee it and
we cannot accept legal responsibility for it.
Prices are those current as we go to press.

CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence regarding advertisements
should be addressed to the Advertisement
Manager, 'Television", King's Reach Tower,
Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS. Editorial
correspondence should be addressed to
-Television", IPC Magazines Ltd., Lavington
House. Lavington Street, London SE1 OPF.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
An annual subscription costs £10 in the
UK, £11 overseas ($24.20 Canada or USA).
Send orders with payment to IPC Services,
Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, Haywards
Heath, Sussex.

BINDERS AND INDEXES
Binders (£4.40) and Indexes (45p) can be
supplied by the Post Sales Department, IPC
Magazines Ltd., Lavington House, 25
Lavington Street, London SE1 OPF. Prices
include postage and VAT. In the case of
overseas orders, add 60p.

BACK NUMBERS
Some back issues are available from the
Post Sales Department, IPC Magazines Ltd.,
Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street,
London SE1 OPF at 85p inclusive of postage
and packing.

QUERIES
We regret that we cannot answer technical
queries over the telephone nor supply service
sheets. We will endeavour to assist readers
who have queries relating to articles
published in Television, but we cannot offer
advice on modifications to our published
designs nor comment on alternative ways of
using them. All correspondents expecting a
reply should enclose a stamped addressed
envelope.
Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems should be directed to our Queries
Service. For details see our regular feature
-Service Bureau". Send to the address
given above (see "correspondence").
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this month
177 Leader
178 Mosfet Band III Preamplifier by Hugh Cocks

The problem with bipolar transistor wideband amplifiers
is the possibility of intermodulation problems in the
presence of strong local signals. The use of a mosfet
provides a solution.

179 Readers' PCB Service
180 Letters
183 Video Mixer by Malcolm Burrell

A simple design allowing four or more monochrome video
sources to be mixed. An effects circuit can be added and
will be described in a later article.

186 The Complementary Transistor Switch by S. George
Applications of the complementary transistor switch circuit
in TV sets.

188 Teletopics
190 VCR Clinic by Steve Beeching, T.Eng. (C.E.1.1

Further VCR faults and their causes.

192 Servicing Notes on the Siemens Model FC365 by Mike Dutton
Not a very common set this, but worth spending some
time on. Notes on faults encountered to date.

193 Practical TV Servicing: Capacitor Defects by S. Simon
Capacitors are responsible for a large proportion of faults
in TV sets. A guide to common capacitor problems.

195 Next Month in Television
196 Video Report: The Sony HVS2000P Effects Unit

by David K. Matthewson, B.Sc., Ph.D.
A versatile unit at a very reasonable price. What it does
and how it does it.

198 Vintage TV: The Baird Everyman by Vivian Capel
This set, introduced in the late 40s. was an interesting
exercise in economical design.

199 Service Notebook by George Wilding
Notes on faults and how to tackle them.

200 TV Tussles by Nick Lyons
A counter-attack by some Thorn sets plus notes on the
Rediffusion Mk. I colour chassis.

202 Long-distance Television by Roger Bunney
DX reception and conditions, and a review of the JVC
Model 3040UKC.

205 Test Report: The Thandar PFM200 Digital Frequency Meter
by Eugene Trundle

There are quite a few uses for a frequency meter, and this
one is remarkably cheap.

206 Fault Report by Derek Snelling
Problems with the Tandberg CTV2-2 chassis and EW
modulator faults on the Pye/Philips G11 chassis.

208 Two -channel TV Sound by Harold Peters
Methods of obtaining two -channel sound, receiver
considerations plus a note from Andrew Flockton on
pseudo stereo.

210 Active Sound Filter by Keith Cummins
A filter unit designed to remove the effects of beats
between a sound recorder's bias oscillator and other
signals above the basic audio spectrum.

211 Service Bureau
213 Test Cast 218

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED MARCH WILL
BE PUBLISHED ON FEBRUARY 18
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CAMPBELL
ELECTRONICS Limited

Unit 5/6, Heath Hill Estate,
Dawley, Telford,

Shropshire. TF4 2RH
Tel Telford 109521 502422 502447

Telegrams CAMELEC

Telex CHAMCOM 35191

DISTRIBUTORS OF SPECIALIST SPARES TO RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE DEPTS; NATIONWIDE

ACI27 8 AE229 11"0
AC128
AC 141
AC142
AC153
AC178
AC187
AC188
AD149
AD181
AD162
AF115
AF116
AF1I7
AF118
AF125
AF 126
AF127
AF139
AFI78
AF180
AF 181

.58 AF279S

.66 AL102

.68 AL113

.57 AU103

.59 AU106

.88 AU107

.68 AU108
1.60 AU110
.75 AU111

1.03 At1112
1.04 AUI13
1.04 AUY10
1.04 BC107
1.38 8C106
.59 BC109
.61 BC113

1.04 8C114
.88 BC115

2.04 BCI 16
2.12 8C117
2.14 BC118

1.15
2.90
2.90
2.80
3.56
2.74
2.74
2.90
2.90
2.90
3.06
1.71

.18'

.18'

.18'
20

.18.

.13.
-20'
.19'
.33'

BC119
BC125
BC126
BC135
BC136
8C137
BC139
BC140
BCI41
BC142
BC143
8C147
BCI48
BC149
BC153
BC154
BC157
BC158
BC159
8C180
BC170B
BC171
BC172

r.
to. BC547

.28' BC548
/8 BC549
.14- BCX31

BC531
.14. BCX33
.38 BCX34
.3r BCX36
.15' BCY70
to. EICY71

to. BCY72
130115
130116

1 80131
29' BC307 9. 80132
19. BC327 .22 813133

0C337 .17 80135
.t5. 8C338 .17 80136
t BC384LC .29 80140
.39 8C461 35 BD144
.27 BC.482 .75 13D150A

BC483 .75
.19'

ITEMS SHOWN WITH INDICATES THESE ARE SOLD IN PACKS OF 5
TRANSISTORS ".......4.****"

.49 BC173
20 BC178
20 8C179

.23 8C182L
8C1133L

8C184L
.39' 8C186
.39 BC187
.38 BC211L
.39 BC213L
.39 BC214L
t9. 8C237
1" 8C23/1
is* BC239

1.iti*. ISTtRS. S I [ It t OC I g'" IDet''' RECTIFIERSIGVITCH-S, M -ACS_.° " ' .540 I11
01142 V 58501 97
8E743 .51 87109 1.58 BY179 83 WO7 .39
80100 .29' 81116 1.70 BVW21 2.58 W04 .35
O 5101 AV 87119 4.43 8YW24 3.05 WO6 85
B RC4443 95 87120 4.45a4ryW621 44 0918 001892

813739 AO C106D 73 49
137106 1.31 07112 2.00 877/64 5.24 8 R3 67
81108 1.71 TIC46 le ITT3CD 50 BR4 58

INTEGRATED. CIRCUITS
BRCM200
BRCM300
BRC1330
877822
8776018
C500
CA270AE
CA270BE
CA505
CA758E
CA920AE
CA2121
CA3089E
CA30900
E 776016
El -1116016
LM1351
LM 1370
MC1307P
MC1310P
MC1327AP
MC1327P
MC1330P
MC13491
MCI351P
MC1352P
MCI358P
MC7724CP
ML23713
SAAS70
SAA700
SAS560S
SA65705
SAS580
SAS590
SAS660
SAS670
SC9503P
SC9504P
SC9506P
51.437E
SL901B
SL9176
51_918A

451
1.05
6.88
2.59
3.53
330
3.56
1.72
4.50
2.58
2.38
4.513

1.96
2.90
2.90
2.08
2.34
2.62
2.20
3.63
1.58
.85

2.28
2.08
1.64
1.67
1.79
2.59
2.61
5.16
2.36
2.38
3138
3.88
450
4.50
1.80
1.95
3.55
7.91
5,24
7.39
7.91

6616861NC 2.62
SN72723L 2.21
SN78003N 2.20
SN76013N 1.70
SN76013ND 1.97
56760236 1.61

SN76023ND 1.98
SN76033N 1.94
SN76110N 2.11
SN76226DN 2.58
SN76227N
SN71322814

SN78530P
SN765326
SN76533N
SN765446
S6765035
SN76666
TAA350A
744550A
TAA5508
TAA550C
TAA570
TAA591
TAA6306
TAA661B
TAA700
134231
7134240.4
TBA395
784396
TBA440C
TBA4406
TI34480
TBA500
TBA5I0
189520

2,21
2.43
1.94
2.33
2.64
1.85
3.81
1.67
1.72
.31

.31

.31

2.16
3.65
5.16
347
6.16
1.70
6.17
441
3.68
4/7
4.39
2.30
3.47
3.47
2.55

TBA530 2.38
TBA540 2.94
TEI4550 3.15
TBA560C 3.10
T84570 2.35
784641Al2 3.61

7956411311 3.71
TBA651 3.92
TBA673
TBA690
TBA700
T84720A
TBA750
113A800
TBABIOAS
TBABlOS
TBA820
TBA890
784920
784940
TBA9502.4
TELA970
TBA9130
TBA1440G
71341441
TCA270
TCA2706
TC4440
TC4640
TCA650
T CA730
TC4750
7C4800
TCA820
7C4900
TC4910
TC4940
TCE1OOP

 DA440
TDA4406
TDA1170
TDA1412
113147522

TDA2530
TDA1560
TDA2590
TDA2600
 43950
ZTIC335

2.88
3.76
2.12
3.48
2.01
2.30
2.93
2.93
1.96
5.20
3.01
4.08
1.81
5.40
3.33
4.39
4.39
2.32
5.40
2.61
3.92
4.51
4.25
3.20
3.58
3.00
1.95
1.95
1.95

41645
4.35
5.03
1.55
5.52
313
4.79
3.54
3.86
3.39

.94

531506 1. 6143 it 8E222 II B1450 52 1351117 3.16
re BD150C 109 8E154 .25' 8E224 .36' BE458 .52 BU126 210
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.81 BD232 .83 8F181 .59 8E271 .49 BF)(85 .43 MJE340 .77
.96 80233 .83 8E182 .50 8E273 .20M 8E588 .49 MJE520 .71
.80 80234 .60 BF 183 .50 8E274 .27° 8E750 .4911 MJE2955 1.74
.72 BD237 .78 BF 184 .49 8E324 .67 81151 MJE3055 1.03
.69 813238 .57 0E185 .49 8E336 .49 8E752 0C28 3.17
.58 BD435 1.03 BF 194 .19' 81337 .49 131190 1.19 0C35 2.55
.58 130437 .75 9E195 to. BF 338 .49 6S179 .84 0036 \2.83
.58 90509 .77 13E196 1 9. 8E355 .80 813139 .62 0C44 .52

2.49 80510 .85 81197 .19. 81362 .62 BU105/01 1.84 0C45 .58
.94 BDX32 166 8E198 .28 81363 .82 8U105/02 1.80 0071 93

6E115 .59 9E199 .25. BF422 .82 BU108 2.38 0072 .63
8F 121 .29 BF 200 .38 8E423 .68 8U110 3.89 0076 .46

AA112
AA116
AAI17
A4119
AA143
A4144
47102
AY106
BA102

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS
18* BA115 BAX18 08' B1206 .20. 87 510 .18 64007

.18* BA145 .21' 131126 r3. 87207 26. 0A47 64148
1p BA155 131177 .13 31310/400 .33 0991 .12 54448
10. BAI 56 81133 .21. 81210/800 .42 164001 .08' 65401
13 BA202 131176 2.04 .36 164002 .06. 65404
.09' BA219 13 1182 1.15 81251 33' 164003 08. 65408

2.03 13/1316 131184 .58 BY255 .35 1N4004 .06* 1144
1.86 BA317 87187 93 81298 .66 154005 772002
.48 BAX13 57199 .39 81299 .69 164006

.14°

.12.

.12°

.12.
.27
.31

.05'

QUALITY COLOUR
TELEVISIONS

TESTED AND WORKING

Large quantities of most makes of top quality
CTV's always available and at very competitive
prices. Any quantity considered for delivery.
Telephone now Telford (0952) 502422 for
prices.
Personal callers welcome 9am-5pm Mon -Fri at
our warehouse on Heath Hill Estate, Dawley,
Telford, Shropshire, where these sets can be
seen working in our display area.
Also available trolley stands to suit most makes.

TCE 1400
150.100.100100150 325v
TCE 1500
150000+150a 300v
TCE 950
100.300.100.113 3130v
TCE 3000/3500
175 .100 +100  350v
TCE 3000/3500
1000  63v
TCE 8000
700. 250v
DECCA
400,400 350v
DECCA
200400,1004.300v
RR 1/11T
200  400v
PIE
200.300  350v
GEC
200.200+150.-50  300v

RR1
300.300  300v
051

3.18 2500.2600. 30v
561

2.21 600  300v
PYE

2.01 200.300,100+32  350v
ICE

2.43 150.200.200  300v

.76 200.200.200.50  300v

10
.04'
.23'
.16.
.21'
.27°
.05
.25.

VARICAP TUNERS,
DELAY LINES, CRYSTALS, etc

Etc 1.043 05 8.51
8.51

12.53
200
2.87
3.04
2.41
1.43
1.43
1.89

ELC 1043.06
U321 (Philips GI
Delay line DL50
Delay line DL60
Luminance Delay Line For TEA560
TranIductor AT4041/37
Linearity Coil AT4042/02
Linearity Coil AT4042/04
Colour Crystal 4.433619 M Hz

SERVICE AIDS
SE RV ISOL .87
FREEZER .94
AIR SPRAY CLEANER .92
FOAM CLEANER .86
SILICONE GREASE 1.01
SOLDER MOPS .75

2.48 200.200.75,25 300v
PIE

3.30 800  250v
RR1

2.65 470.470  250v
GEC

1.87 300.300.100.50.150. 375v
GEC

2.58 1000.2000 35v

3.79

2.87

1.43

2.18

3.97

2.78

3.04

2.93

2.24

2.85

5.92

1.38

SOLDER
60/40 I 8SWG

In Kilo 7.90
2Y, Kilo 38.08

51038
R1039
132008
52009
82010
R2029
R2030
52285
R2305
52306
82540
TIP29
71130
TIP31
TIP32
T1P33
T1P34
11P41

71142
liP47
TIP112
TIP117
TIP121

is
TIP1213

2.72 TIP127
2.74 11P2955
2.89 11P3055
2.62 11643
2.89 TISA3
2.45 71691
2.55 11692
2.61 ZTX300

.98 Z7/(500
1.12 40636
3.39 26697

.55 262905

.77 2N3053

.37 2E13055

.41 263703
12 263704
.63 263705
.47 263707
.50 2N5296

2115298
255496
ZSC11717

44
1.09
1.37
.79

VALVES
DY801 .85 PCL62
ECC81 .68 PCL84
ECL80 .69 PCL85
EF80 80 PCL86
EF183 77 PFL.200
EF184 .74 P136
PC86 1.02 P1504
PC88 1.01 PL508
PC900 .92 PL509
PCC189 .69 P1519
PCF80 .69 PL802
PCF86 1.72 PY88
PCF200 2.30 P7500
PCF801 1.49 PY800
PCF807 as

1.49
.85
.64
.38
.35
.35'
.46
.1

.17
1.40

.35'
.38
/9'
.77
.16'
.26
.15'
.1r
.91

1.03
.78

3.813

.88

.94
1.02
1.15
1.05
1.19
1.26
1,84
2.99
342
3.12

.86
1.85

.98

REPLACEMENT
DROPPERS

PHILIPS G8 64
PHILIPS 0814701 .49
PHILIPS 210 .77
TCE 1500 1.11
GEC 2018 82
551 640 .72
TCE 8000A .85
DECCA 20 1.47
PIE 731 .94
1.CE 1400 1.16
RR1 A823 1,00
GEC 211011205. 12051 .86
ICE 3500 .93

EHT>sMULTIPLIER TRAYS

TCF1400 (5 Stickl
TCE 150013 StIchl
TCE 1500 15 Stick/
ITT CVC 5.7.139 9
ITT CVC 20,30
GEC 2028, 1040
GEC 2110
GEC 1100
GEC 2200
PIE 691.693
PVE 731 14 Mad/
PVE 731 (51.141
PIE 713, 15, 17
PHILIPS 520,540.550
PHILIPS 550 (long load(
PHILIPS 09
DECCA CS1730,1830 5.11
DECCACS2030.2230.TELPRO

644
DECCA CS1910,2213 6,44
DECCA 813(100/Telpro 5.20

4.46
3.76
4.46
644
7.13
8.44
8.44
7.76
6.44
6.11
6.55
6.49
7.24
6.44
8.44
8.44

TCE3000. 3500 6.90
TCE 4000 6.72
TCE 8000 5.62
TCE 8500 7.99
TCE 9000 7.24
RR1 Dual Standard CTV 8.28
R RI A823 8.39
RR1 A8238 7.07
RR1 2718 6.38
GRUNDIG 5010/6010,13110 5.69
GRUNDIG 3000 6.61
KORT1NG 8.61
SIEMENS TV1431, 51/2 8.61
SABA/TE K/SITA/DOR IC 6.38
TANBERG TV2 2, TVC MG 5.55
EUROTRAY 8.24
CONVERSION BRACKET A /4
CONVERSION BRACKET B .34
7718 EHT STICK 1.43

Telephone -TELFORD STD (0952)502422/502447
ORDER VALUES LESS THAN £10.00 PLEASE ADD 40P P & P.
ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE NET. EXCLUSIVE OF VAT. PLEASE ADD AT 15% (ANYTIME)
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Can you afford NOT to switch to
the fantasticBRIARWOOD TV trade offer?

100's ofcolourTVs

1007, complete- as they arrive-inbatches of ten

ONLY f13.00 perset

COLOUR TVs WITH TESTED TUBES
GUARANTEED 100% COMPLETE

IN 10's In 20's
GOOD WORKING
in 10's

PYE 691 £18.00 each £15.00 £33.00
PYE 697 £21.00 each £18.00 £38.00
GEC 2040 £18.00 each £15.00 £33.00
BUSH 184 £23.00 each £20.00 £38.00
THORN 3000 19 £28.00 each £25.00 £43.00
THORN 3000 25 £23.00 each £20.00 £38.00
THORN 3500 26 £28.50 each £25.00 £43.00
DECCA BFD - 30's £28.00 each £25.00 £43.00
KORTING £25.00 each £22.00 £45.00
TELPRO £23.00 each £20.00 £38.00

Please note there is 15% VAT on all the above prices.

Foreign makes of TV's i.e. Skantic/Luxors, ASA's, Mitsubishi, Teleton, Grundigs, Saba's etc., in
batches of 10's 4 £40.00 each

Later types of sets i.e. G8, Thorn 3500 Varicap, ITT/KB, Thorn 8500, GEC 2100 etc., in batches of 10's
@ £50.00 each.

OPENING TIMES MON-FRI 9.00-12.00/1.00-5.45 (CLOSE 4.30 SAT)

CASH & CARRY SPECIAL SERVICE TO THE TRADE
OR ASK ABOUT SPECIAL DELIVERIES ON LARGE QUANTITIES

BRIARWOOD TELEVISION
Briarwood House, Preston Street

BRADFORD, West Yorkshire ND7 1LU
Tel: (0274) 306018

BRIARWOOD TELEVISION LIMITED
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MISC S/Output Trans. £1
+ VAT + P&P
F/Output Trans.
£1.25 + BAT + £1 P&P
Scancoils £1.50 + VAT
£1 PIP. Other spares
available, please write or
phone for details.

RIARWCIOD
QUALITY SELECTED EX EQUIPMENT SPARES

MONO TUNERS
6 button integrated all at
£4.00
U.H.F. P/Button D/S
£3.50. U.H.F. P/Button
S/S £4.00. Rotary £3.00 +
£1 P&P

MONO TUBES
(tested)

19" Rimguard E3.00
23" Rimguard E4.00
20" Rimguard E5.00
24" Rimguard E6.00

E5.00 P&P

MONO LOFTS
All D/Standard Lopts at
£4.00 + ft P&P.
All S/Standard at £4.00 +
£1 P&P.

MONO PANELS
i.e. Philips, Bush, etc.
f3.50 + £1 P&P.
Quotations tor complete
S/hand chassis it
required. (Diff. prices)

VALVES (MONO & COLOUR)

PCL82

and

0.10 30C1 0.10 PCC189 0.10 EF183
PCL83 0.25 30C17 0.10 30C15 0.10 EF184
PCL84 0.10 PCF802 0.10 30C18 0.25 6BW7
PCL85 0.10 PCF805 0.25 PC97 0.20 EH90
PCL86 0.10 PCF806 0.10 PC900 0.10 DY802
PFL200 0.10 PCF808 0.25 EF80 0.10 PY800/1
PCF801 0.10 PCF80 0.10 EF85 0.10 PL36

Please is Postage

IF LUM
Bush/Murphy 5.00 5.00
GEC/Sobell 5.00 5.50
Philips 5.00 7.00
Decaa 5.00 9.00

Thorn 2000 5.00 5.00
Pye 7.00 6.00
Baird 6.50 8.50

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.25

Packing

D/STANDARD COLOUR SPARE PANELS

CHROMA
6.50

9.00

5.00
7.00
7.00

EHT

6.50

REG CON
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

6.50 7.00
5.00
5.00

Postage & Packing £1.25

PLEASE ADO 15% V.A.?.

TO ALL ITEMS AND

OVER
AT COST

CASH
WITH ALL ORDERS

PL504 0.25 ECL80 0.10
6/30L2 0.10 PL509 1.00
30PL1 0.25 PY500 1.00
30PL13/4 0.10 GY501 1.00
30FL1/2 0.25 PL508 0.50
ECC82 0.10 PCF200 0.50
ECC81 0.10 EY51 0.15

Bush 184
GEC Hybrid
Philips G6 S/S
Thorn 3000
Pye 691/693
Thorn 3500

IF
9.50
6.00
9.50
6.00
6.00
6.00

S/OUPUT
1.50

POWER L/TB F/TB
5.00

2.00 7.50
(19" only) 5.00

6.00 5.00

6.50 10.00 5.00
5.00
5.00

S/STANDARD COLOUR SPARE PANELS

LUM

6.50

6.00
6.00
6.00

Kotring and other foreign panels available on request

COLOUR TUBES
17" £15.00
18" £15.00
19" £15.00
19" A49/192 £18.00
20" £18.00
22" £20.00
25" £15.00
26" £22.00

Plus P&P £6.00
New rebuilt tubes
available on request.

COLOUR TUNERS
Bush £5.00
GEC £5.00
Philips G6 S/S £5.00
Pye 691 £5.00
Thorn 3000 £5.00
Some new tuners in
stock, can supply on
request. Many Foreign
Tuners also available on
request. Plus P&P £1.

CHROMA VIDEO
12.00
9.00

10.00
6.00
8.00

6.00 6.50

COLOUR LOPTS
Most Lopts available
from £5.00. Both
British & Foreign
makers. Please ring
or write.
P&P per Lopt £1.00

CON
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

12.00

POWER
6.00

20.00

20.00

L/TB F/TB
12.00

12.00
6.00

20.00 6.00
15.00 5.00
20.50 6.00

Postage & Packing £1.25

MISC.
S/Output transformer
from £1.50.
F/Output from £1.25.
Scancoils from £5.00.
P&P £1.00
Other spares available on
request.

THORN 1500 TUNERS

NEW SPECIAL OFFER
AT £8.00

Postage & Packing £1.00

NEW PRODUCTS!
SUPER

6.9

VALUE -SUPER QUALITY
95eachWide band aerial for all

UHF TV transmissions

(
Fits 22"-26' TV's

wood finished cross member
State size required.

note there 25p per order.
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TV scores with quality
NEW SPARE SELECTION

TYPE PRICE E TYPE FRICE £ TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE £
AC107 024 AF170 0.92 BC173 0.12 80132 0.36
AC113 022 AF172 1.00 BC177 0.12 BD133 0.37
AC115 0.23 AF178 1.00 BC178 0.12 80135 0.30
'AC117 0.30 AF180 1.00 BC178A 012 BD136 0.30
AC125 0.23 AF181 1.00 BC179 0.12 BD137 0.30
AC126 0.23 AF186 0.90 BC182L 0.09 BDI 38 0.31

AC127 0.22 AF239 0.46 BC183L 0.09 1313139 0.40
AC128 0.22 AU113 1.40 BC183LA 0.10 BD140 0.37
AC131 0.13 BA130 0.08 BC183LB 0.10 130144 1 39
AC141 0.24 BA145 0.14 BC184L 0.09 BD145 050
AC142 0.24 BA148 0.21 BC186 021 80177 0.50
AC141K 0.31 BA155 0.08 8C187 0.21 80178 050
AC142K 0.31 BAX13 0.05 BC209 0 11 B0203 0 40
AC151 021 BAX16 008 BC212 009 80204 0 70
AC165 0.21 BC107 011 BC212L 0.09 BD222 0 73
AC166 0.21 BC108 0.11 BC213L 0 09 80233 0 36
AC168 0.22 BC109 011 BC214L 009 BD234 0 34
AC176 0.22 BC113 0.11 BC237 0 09 BD237 0 44
AC176K 028 BC114 0.11 BC238 0 09 BD238 0 44
AC178 0.23 BC115 0.11 BC240 0 31 BDX22 0 73
AC186 0.26 BC116 0.11 BC249 0 35 B0X32 1 98
AC187 0.23 BC117 0.12 BC251 0.22 BDY18 0.80
AC188 023 BC119 0.24 BC257 0 20 BDY60 0 80
AC187K 0.30 BC125 0.15 BC262 0 18 BFI15 0 30
AC188K 0.30 BC126 015 BC263B 0.20 BF121 0 29
AD130 0.58 BC136 015 BC267 0 19 BF154 0 12
AD140 0.68 BC137 017 BC281 0 24 BF158 0 19
AD142 0.80 BC137 0.23 BC300 0 27 BF159 0 24
AD143 0.70 BC139 023 BC301 0 27 13E160 0 23
AD145 0.70 BC140 024 BC302 0 30 BF163 0 30
AD149 0.64 BC141 0.27 BC303 0 27 BF164 0 30
AD161 0.42 BC142 027 BC307 0 11 BF 167 0 30

AD162 0.42 BC143 0.27 BC307A 011 BF173 0 21

AD161) BC147 010 BC308A 012 BF177 0 26
AD162) 1.00 BC148 010 BC309 0 14 BF178 0 24

AF106 042 BC149 0.10 BC337 0 12 BF179 0 28
AF114 0.37 BC153 0 12 BC338 015 BFI80 0 30
AF115 0.37 BC154 0 12 8C487 0 20 13E181 0.34

AF116 0.37 BC157 0.12 BC547 0 10 BE182 0 30
AF117 0.40 BC158 0.12 8C548 0 11 BFI83 0 29
AF118 0.45 BC159 0.12 BC549 0 11 61E184 0 27

AF121 0.37 BCI60 026 BC557 0.12 BF185 0 29

AF124 0.43 BC161 026 BCX33 0 10 BE186 0 32

AF125 0.30 BC167 0.11 BD112 039 6E192
AF126 0.30 BC168 0.11 BD113 0.65 BF194 0 15

AF127 0.30 BC169 0.11 60115 0.32 8E195 0 13
AF139 0.40 BC171 0.10 BD116 047 BFI96 0 13

AF150 0.27 BC171A 0.10 BD124 1 30 BF197 0 13

AF151 0.30 BC172 0 10 80131 0 36 8E198 0 12

All transistors, IC's offered are new and branded Manufactured by Muliard. ITT
Please add 15% VAT to all items and overseas at cost
P & P U.K. 50p per order. overseas allow for package and postage. Cash with all orders All prices subject to alteration without notice.

TYPE PRICE L

282219 0.40
2N2646 0.40
2N2926 0.15
2N3053 0.21

283054 0 60
283055 060
283442 1.00

283702 0.15
283703 0.12
2N3704 0 18

283705 0.18
2N3706 0 14
2N3707 0.14
2N3708 0 14

2N3772 200
283773 2.50
283819 0.30

VALVES

DY87 0.52
DY802
ECC82
EF80
EF183
EF184
EH90
PC86

0.64
0.52
0.50
0 70
0.70
0.75
0.85

PC88 0 85
PCC89 0 65
PCC189 0 70
PCF80 0 eo
PCF86 0.72

PCF801 0.70
PCF802 0.78
PCL82 0 70
PCL84 0.75
PCL86 0 81

PCL805 0.82
PLF200 1 00
PL36 0.90
PL84 0.74
PL504 115
PL508 1.50
PL509 2.45
PL802 2.55
PY88 0.75
PY500A 1 60
PY81 800 0.65

MAIL ORDER TV BARGAINS
PYE 691
PYE 691

22"
26"

£55.00
£55.00

PYE 697 22" @ £65.00
PYE 697 26" @ £65.00
BUSH 184 19" @ £70.00
BUSH 184 22" @ £70.00
BUSH 184 26" @ £70.00
GEC 2040 19" @ £55.00
GEC2040 22" @ £55.00
GEC 2040 25" @ £55.00
GEC 2040 26" @ £65.00
KORTING 22" @ £70.00
KORTING 26" @ £80.00
THORN 3000 19" £70.00
THORN 3000 25" @ £60.00
Good working mono's Pye, GEC, Bush etc.
20" & 24" S/S £15.00
20" & 24" D/S £14.00
19" & 23" D/S P/Button £12.00
19" & 23" D/S Rotary £ 8.00

Cheques, P.O. or Cash with orders Please.
Please note there is 15'4 VAT on all the above
prices. Plus E10.00 p & p for colour TV, £5.00
for mono. ENGLAND, WALES and SCOTLAND
Inland N & S IRELAND £15.00 for colour.
£7.00 for mono.

TYPE PRICE
IC's

TYPE PRICE
BF199 0.14
BF200 0.28
BF216 0.12
BF217 0.12
BF218 012
BF219 012
BF220 0 12
BF221 0 21

TYPE

0C25
0C26
0C28
0C35
0C36
0C38
0C42
0C44

PRICE E

1 00
1 00
1.30
1.00
oao
090
0.45
aso

BF222 012 0C45 0.50

BF224 0 18 0C46 039
BF256 0.37 0070 0.39
BF258 0.30 0071 0 39
BF259 0.30 0072 0.39
BF260 025 0074 039
BF262 028 0075 0.39
BF263 0 25 0076 039
BF271 0.27 0077 050
BF272 027 0078 0.23
BF273 016 0081 0 26
BF336 030 00810 0 14
BF337 029 0082 0.26
BF338 0 29 00820 0 20
BF479 0083 0 30
BET 0 27 0084 0 30
BFT 027 0085 0 28
BFX84 027 0C123 0 25
BFX85 027 0C169 1 20

BFX 030 0C170 1 20

BFY37 0.22 OC171 0 92
BFY50 021 0491 0.07
BFY51 0 21 BRC4443 0.65
BFY52 0.21 R20088 1 50

BFY53 027 R21309 1 30

BFY55 033 R2010B 1 50

BFX R2265 1 50

BHA0002 1 90 R2305 0 38
BSX20 0 23 R2305

BSX76 0 23 BD222 0 37

BSY84 0 36 R2540 2 50
BU105 1.00 S2802
BU105 02 1 50 SCR957 0 65

BU105 04 200 TIP31A 0 38
BU126 1 40 TIP32A 036
BU205 1 20 TIP3055 053
BU206 1 60 TIP31B 0 39
BU208 1 60 TIS90 0 23
0C22 1 10 TIS91 0.25
0C23 1 30 TV106 1 09

0C24 1.30 MJE34O 0.50
MJE520

Texas. Motorola etc
0.45

BTT6018 1.00
CA3605 1 20
MC7/c
MC14016 0.50
SN76003N 1.40
SN76013N 1.20
SN76013ND 1.00
SN76023N 1.20
SN76023ND 1.00
SN76110N 1.00
SN76226DN 1.50

SN76227N 1.20
SN76532N 1.30
SN76550N 0.30
SN76666N 0.70
TAA570 1.38
TBA120AS 1.00
TBA1205 0.75
TBA12OSQ 0.75
TBA395 2.20
TBA341 0.97
TBA520 1.40
TBA5200 1.10
TBA5300 1.10
TBA540 1.30
TBA5400 1.45

BRIARWOOD

T8A5500 1.40
TBA560C 1.50
TBA560CQ 1.50

TBA570 1.00
TBA5700 1.00
TBA800 1.00
TBA810 1.50
TBA920 2.00
TBA920Q 1.50
TBA9900 1.50
TCA270SQ 1.45
TCA270SA 1.45
TCA2700
TCA1327B 1.00
TCA800 2.00
TDA1010
TDA1327B 1.00
SBA750 1.75
SC9503P 1.20
SC9504P 1.20
SL901B 3.50
SL917B 5.00

DIODES &THYRISTORS
0A47 0.06
0A81 0.06
0A90 0.06
0A91 0.07
BA130 0.10
BA145 0.16
BA148 0.18
BA154 0.18
BA155 0.10

BAX13 0.08
BAX16 0.10
BY126 0.10
BY127 0.10
BY164 0.40
BY179 0.57
BY226
BY227 0.12
BYF206 0.14
1N4001 0.04
1N4002 0.05
1N4003 0.06
1N4004 0.07
1N4005 0.07
1N4006 0.08
1N4007 0.08
1N4148 0.05
1N4751 0.14
1N5401 0.12
1N5403 0.12
1N5404 0.14
1N5405 0.14
1N5406 0.14
1N5408 0.25
BR100 0.22
BR101 0.28
BT106 1.19
BT108 1.23
BT109 1.09
BT116 1.60
BT120 1.60
2N4444 0.90

Briarwood House, Preston Street.
Bradford West Yorkshire BD7 1LU

TELEVISION LTD Tel: (0274) 306018

E.H.T. Trays
Colour

TYPE PRICE £

Pye 691 693 4.50
Pye 715/731/
735 5.50
Pye 737 5.40
Decca (Large
Screen)
CS2030/2232/
2630/2632/2230/
2233/
2631 5.00
Decca 80 5.30
Decca 100 5.30
Philips G8
520/540 5.30
Philips G9 5.50
Philips 550 5.30
GEC C2110 5.50
GEC Hybrid
CTV 5.10
Thorn 3000/
3500 5.00
Thorn 800 2.42
Thorn 8500 4.75
Thorn 9000 5.50
GEC TVM25 2.50
ITT KB CVC
5/7/8/9 5.10
ITT KB CVC
20/25
30/32 5.50
Bush CTB25
MK3
Quadrupler 8.00
Bush X179 4.50
RRI (RBM)
A823 5.00
Bang & Olufsen
4/5000 Grundig
5010/5011/5012/
6011/6012/7200/
2052/2210/2252R
Tandberg
(radionette)
Autovox 6.60
Grundig
3000/3010
Saba 2705/
3715
TeIefunken
709/710/
717/2000 6.80
Korting 6.80

E.H.T. TRAYS
MONO

950 MK2
1400 2.50
1500 18" 19"
stick 2.75
1500 24" 5
stick 2.85
Single Stick
Thorn TV
11. 16K 70V 0.75
TV 20 2 MT 0.75
TV 2016K
18V 0.75
BUSH 718 1.30

EXPORT
COLOUR
& MONO TV's
AVAILABLE
READY
FOR USE
OVERSEAS
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Manufacturers Surplus
Components

FIT THE RIGHT PART

20 assorted Tantalum capacitors
£1.20

300 mixed 3 and i watt resistors f 1.95
150 mixed 1 and 2 watt resistors £1.95
300 mixed Capacitors, improved
pack, most types £3.95
100 mixed Electrolytics E2.95
300 mixed Printed Circuit
mounting Components for
various TVs, resistors, caps etc £1.95
300 printed circuit Resistors

to 4 watt E 1.45
100 High Wattage TV resistors,
Wirewound etc. £2.95
100 mixed miniature Ceramic
and Plate Caps £1.50
100 mixed polystyrene
capacitors £2.20
25 mixed Pots and Presets £1.20
25 mixed TV Presets £1.00
20 assorted TV VDRs and
Thermistors £1.20
10 assorted TV Convergence
Pots £1.00
20 assorted TV knobs, includes
push button, chrome, control
types etc. Mostly Thorn and ITT £1.00
10 assorted Valve Bases,
B9A, ceramic, EHT, etc. £1.00
20 assorted Sync Diodes
blocks for various TVs £1.00
10 Spark Gaps £1.00
20 assorted Zener Diodes
1 watt and 400MW £1.50
100 Mixed Diodes, includes
zener, power, bridge, varicap,
germanium, silicon etc. All full spec.E4.95

2 assorted I.C. Sockets £1.00
20 Gen. purp. Germ. Diodes £1.00

GRUNDIG
UHFNHF Varicap Tuners.

Fit 1500 GB, 3010 GB.
Brand new £12.50

PUSH BUTTON
KNOBS

Type 1 15mm long 11mm
diam. Brushed Aluminium Finish

10 for £1

Type 2 10mm long a 10mm
diam. Chrome Finish 10 for £1

Both types fit standard 34rnm
square shafts as used on most
music centres etc. 100 for £7

1000 for £50

Why Buy Expensive Triplers I
Repair your old 5 and 3 sticks at
a Fraction of the Cost.
10 Replacement Rectifier
Sticks (Thorn). £1.00

Ultrasonic 40 kHz remote control
eceiver with 20" Coax lead and Phono

Plug.
Thorn: £1.20 each 3 for £3

Hardware Pack
Includes BA nuts and bolts,
nylon, posidrive, self -tapping
"P" clips, cable markers,
clamps, fuse holders etc. £1 per lb.

ITT CTV. SCAN COILS complete with
cony. yoke. Plessey type. £3.95

TRANSISTOR
MOUNTING KITS

T03 (BU208 etc) 8 for 60p
T0220 (TIP 33 etc) 10 for 60p
T077 (BD131 etc) 12 for 60p

Pack of each £1.50
All include Mica insulators and rele-
vant washers.

I.C. SOCKETS
DIL 14 pin 10 for £1
Gull 16 pin. 12 for £1
Dil to Quit 16 pin 10 for £1

CASSETTE MAINS LEAD
7' lead with Fig. 8 Plug.

75p each, 4 for £2
ITT BLUE LATERAL

Assembly (single knob type) 60p
3 for £1.50

ITT Spun Aluminium Control Knobs. 1"
diam. 4" shaft 4 for £1

SAVE THAT TUBE.
Fit our C.R.T. Isolating Trans-
former. Ideal for HTR./Cath.
Shorts. 200-220-240 inputs.
750-900 MA outputs with
thermal cutout. Made for
Thorn 4000 C.T.V. but works
O.K. on other sets.
£3.00 each 2 for £5.00

Pye 697 Line Power Panels.
Damaged with some components
missing but ideal for spares. Good
value £2.20 each

3 for £6

SPECIAL OFFER
Thyristors, SS106. Like BT106.
60p each 3 for £1.50

10 for £4.00

3A 200V Diodes 8 for £1.00
2A 800V Metal Diodes 12 for £1.00
3A 1000V Diodes 6 for £1 00

Spillages,

SPECIAL SCOOP PURCHASE OF
MULLARD CAPACITORS

Floor Sweepings, Cosmetic Imperfects etc. All mixed up.
Factory clearance.

UNREPEATABLE OFFER
Polyester C280's (Liquorice Allsorts( 100 mixed £2. 1000 mixed £12
Miniature Electrolytics (Blue Type) 150 mixed £2. 1000 mixed £10

De Luxe Fibre Glass
Printed Circuit Etching kits

Includes 150 sq. ins. copper
clad FIG. board. 1 lb ferric
chloride, 1 etch resist pen.
"Tweezers", Abrasive cleaner.
Etch tray plus instructions.
Special Price £5.95.
1 lb F.E. C1 To mil. spec. £2.25
150 sq. in. Single sided board

£2.00
150 sq. in. Double sided board

£3.00

FOCUS UNITS
Rotary type. As fitted in "Thorn
8500", solid state G.E.C. and
lots of other sets. £1.20 each 3
for £3.

VIDEO GAME BOARDS
All new but incomplete. Hundreds of
useful modern components. C.111.0.'s
I.C.'s, Transistors, Diodes, Sockets.
Switches, etc.
5 Assorted Boards £2.50.

33V Varicap Tuner Regulators.
Equivalent to TAA550. SN76550,
ZTK33 etc. Only 8 for £1

L.O.P.T. for R.B.M. 823A
Chassis £4.50 each 3 for £10

TRANSDUCTORS 90° fit G8 etc. £1.20 each 3 for £3

THORN 900, 950 Triplers. £1 each 3 for £2.50

Degaussing V.D.R.'s (Red, Orange,
Black), fit most sets. 5 for Et .

Bush CTV 25 Quadrupler Remo type
Q25B. equiv. to ITT. TU25 3QK. with
mounting brackets. £3 each.

2 for £5
GEC single standard, hybrid chassis
convergence panel. Brand new,
complete with plugs and leads £2.50

G.E.C. S/S Hybrid Focus
Assembly with lead and VDR Rod £2.00

SPECIAL OFFER
GEC transistor rotary tuners with
slow drive. AE Skt. and leads
2010 Series £1.95 each 3 for £5

Line linearity coils, 50p each, 3 for £1
4 Knobs black with chrome
caps to fit ITT, Thorn, GEC and
most small diam. shafts 60p per set
ITT CVC5 power panel. New
but five resistors never fitted El 50
4 P/B UHF TUNER suitable for VC200
and some Pye and Philips sets. 3 hole
fixing. £2.75
Pye mono mains droppers
with fusible link.
1470 + 2600
690 +1610

50p 3 for E1.00
50p 3 for £1.00

R201013 £1 each

Portable TV EHT Sticks
''Siemans TV 18 KV". Fit
most portables 50p each 3 for £1.00
Pye 18" CT200 V. Cap P/B
Assembly with leads and plug £3.90
Miniature Mains Transformers
4 5V-0-4 5V at 250Ma 90p each.

3 for £2.50
BD131 4 for £1. BD132 4 for £1
2N3055H 60p each 3 for £1.50
FOCUS RODS (2,3" V.D.R.) £1.20 each

3 for £3
BB105B U.H.F. Varicap Diodes

20 for £1
Telescopic Aerials

Chrome on Brass, 9 Section.
2'1" Extended. Plugs in to any 3.5mm
skt. Ideal for portables.

£1.00 each. 3 for £2.50
UHF MODULATOR

VIDEO IN - UHF OUT
Calibrated to Channel 36.
Housed in metal box 24" x 2" x i"
Complete with 9" coaxial
lead and plug. With connection
data. only £2.50 each, 3 for £6

Thorn 1500 Bias Caps. 160uF
25v 20 for £1.50

NEW
4.433 C.T.V. Crystals

Long Leads £1.00 each
3 for £2.50

Miniature Push to make Switches.
Red knob 8 for £1
Sub. Min. S.P.C.O. Slide Switches

10 for £1
2.2k fusible, vertical mounting
Screen Feed resistors 9 watt 8 for £1.00

0.470 4watt emitter resistors 40 for £1.00
10pF 400V modern Small
Type
4.7pF 63V
10000F 16V
330pF 25v
470pF 25V
4,500pF 35V cans 80p each
2.200uF 40V Cans 600; 3 for £1.50
4,700pF 40V Cans 80p: 3 for £2.00
R BM/ITT. Capacitor 220uf 400v

£1.00 each, 3 for £2.50.

8 for £1.00
20 for E1.00
10 for £1.00
10 for £1.00
10 for E1.00

VIDEO O.P. TRANSISTORS
BF257A 10 for £1.00
BF338 10 for £1.50

Avoid Lethal Shocks
Buy our specially designed EHT Probe
removes high voltage charges from
tubes, caps, etc. Heavily insulated with
lead and earth connector 60p each

B9A P.C. valve bases 20 for f 1.00
EY87/DY87 EHT bases 10 for E1.00
C.T.V. Tube bases 5 for £1.00
20mm Antisurge Fuses. 630Ma
800MA, 1A, 1.25A, 1.6A, 2A, 2.5A
3-15A 12 of ONE Type £1

Pack of Each £7
TBA 800Q 60p 3 for £1.50
TH3 thermistors 10 for E 1.50
Miniature "Terry" clips ideal
for screwdrivers and small
tools etc. 40 for E1.00
Convergence Pots with
knobs. 50, 100, 200. 300, 500.
1000, 2000, 1K.

8 of 1 type 1'1.00. 8 of each £7
Dacca Bradford Tuners. 5 but-
ton (4 push, one tune) £2.75
each, 5 for £10.50. Also fit
Indesit mono TV.

EHT Cable 30p per metre
10 metres £2.50

Anti Corona Caps 3 for £1.00
Miniature Level/Batt. Meters
as fitted to many cassette
recorders 90p
Miniature Reed Switch3s 20 for
£1.00. 100 for £2.95.
Rediffusion/Doric Mk 13 5 stick
Triplers can be modified for
other sets £1.00

ZENERS
400MW. 2.7V, 4.3V, 4.7, 5.6, 6.2V, 6.8, 7.5, 27V, 30V

10 of one type 80p. 10 of each type £6.00
10 of each type £5.50

10 of one type E1.00
10 of each type £2.50

BR100 6 for £1.00

1.3W. 12V, 13V, 18V,

DIACS

IN4000
IN4002

GEN. PURPOSE DIODES
30 for £1.00 1N4003/1002
25 for £1 00 IN4148

BA158 10 for £1 00

20 for £1.00
20 for £1.00

TRANSISTOR PACKS
Our Transistor Packs are even better than before' 100 NEW AND
MARKED TRANSISTORS including BC238, ME0412, BF274,
BC148, BC183L, BC338 and, or other similar types. A random
analysis of these packs yeilded between 98 and 106 transistors of
17 to 20 different types with an average total retail value of £14 -

£16. OUR PRICE ONLY £4.95
200 transistors as above but including BD131, 2N3055, AC128,

BFY50, BC154, BF394, BC184L, etc.
ONLY £9.95

Send 60p P. & P. on all above items; send Cheque ,)r P.O. with
order to: -

SENTINEL SUPPLY
DEPT. TV

149a Brookmill Rd., Deptford, London SE8

(Mail Order address only. Callers by appointment)
Trade enquiries for quantity welcome.

Surplus stocks purchased for cash.
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MANOR SUPPLIES
PAL COLOUR BAR GENERATOR

plus CROSS HATCH KIT (Mk. 4)

3RD SUCCESSFUL YEAR

DE
CASE

* Output at UHF, applied to receiver aerial socket. '

* In addition to colour bars R -Y, B -Y etc.
* Cross -hatch, grey scale, peak white and black level.
* Push button controls, battery or mains operated.
* Simple design, only five i.c.s. on colour bar P.C.B.

PRICE OF MK4 COLOUR BAR & CROSS HATCH
KIT £40.25 + £1.40 P/Packing. DE -LUXE CASE £5.95.
ALUMINIUM CASE £3.30, BATT HOLDERS £1.70,
ALTERNATIVE STAB. MAINS SUPPLY KIT £5.55.

ALSO THE MK3 COLOUR BAR GENERATOR KIT FOR
ADDITION TO MANOR SUPPLIES CROSS HATCH UNITS.

£28.75 + £1.40 p.p. CASE EXTRA £2.00. BATT. HOLDERS £1.70.

** Kits include drilled P.C. board, with full circuit
data, assembly and setting up instructions.

** All special parts such as coils and modulator
supplied complete and tested, ready for use.
** Designed to professional standards.
** Demonstration models at 172 West End Lane, NW6.
** Every kit fully guaranteed. Technical back-up
service.

MK 4 DE LUXE (BATTERY) BUILT & TESTED £66.70 + £1.60 P&P.
MK 4 DE LUXE (MAINS) BUILT & TESTED £80.50 + £1.60 P&P.
VHF MODULATOR (CHI to 4) FOR OVERSEAS £4.60.
INFORMATION ON VIDEO TAKE -OFF FOR C.C.T.V.

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT)

MANOR SUPPLIES
TELETEXT KIT (MK2)

(INCORPORATING MULLARD DECODER 6101VML)
BACKED BY

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL

 EXTERNAL UNIT, PLUGS INTO AE SOCKET OF TV RECEIVER.
 LATER SPEC (DOUBLE HEIGHT. BACKGROUND COLOUR FTC)
 INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL (MULLARD 5000 SYSTEM) STATION SELECTION.

TEXT, MIX, TIME. DOUBLE HEIGHT. HOLD. CLOCK, REVEAL RESET ETC. ETC.
 INCLUDES COMPLETE & TESTED 6101 VML (MULLARD) DECODER, SAW FILTER IF

PANEL & 32 BUTTON REMOTE CONTROL HANDSET.
 SUITABLE FOR BBC DEAF SUB -TITLE TRANSMISSIONS-REMODULATES PICTURE.
 CONVERTS ANY UHF RECEIVER TO STATION SELECTION REMOTE CONTROL

AND TELETEXT. (SIMPLIFIED KIT AVAILABLE FOR REMOTE CONTROL ONLY).
 FACILITIES FOR VIDEO OUTPUT, MONITORS, CCTV ETC.
 AUDIO OUTLET FOR EXTERNAL HI-FI AMPLIFIER.
 EVERY KIT EASY TO ASSEMBLE & FULLY GUARANTEED. TECH. BACK-UP SERVICE.
 DE -LUXE CASE MEASUREMENTS APPROX. 151 x 101 x
 WORKING MODEL AT 172 WEST END LANE. N.W.6.

FURTHER DETAILS ON REQUEST
ALSO, MANOR SUPPLIES TELETEXT MK 1 KIT (TEXAS)

NOW WITH REMOTE CONTROL PRICE £193.20 P/P £2.80.

TELETEXT & TELEVISION SPARES
"TELEVISION" NEW MONITOR PARTS AVAILABLE.
"TELEVISION" NEW PORTABLE RECEIVER PARTS AVAILABLE.
WORKING MODEL & PANEL TEST SERVICE.
NEW CTV SIGNALS BOARD PARTS NOW AVAILABLE.
SPECIAL OFFER TEXAS XMII TELETEXT MODULE NEW &
TESTED, LIMITED QUANTITY AT HALF PRICE £69.00 p.p. £1.40.
"TELEVISION" COLOUR RECEIVER PROJECT ALL PARTS
AVAILABLE AT PRESENT. POWER, SIGNAL & TIMEBASE. SEND
OR PHONE FOR LIST. WORKING MODEL ON SHOW WITH
TELETEXT. (PANEL TEST SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE).
NEW SAW FILTER IF AMPLIFIER PLUS TUNER COMPLETE AND
TESTED FOR T.V. SOUND & VISION £32.80 p.p. £1.10.
TELETEXT 5V STABILISED MAINS POWER SUPPLY (FOR TEXAS
OR MULLARD DECODERS) £6.70 p.p. £1.00.
TELETEXT 23 BUTTON DE -LUXE HANDSET WITH 5 YDS. CABLE
£11.30 p.p. £1.00. XM11 INTERFACE PANEL (THORN) £2.10 p.p. 75p.
CROSS HATCH UNIT KIT, AERIAL INPUT TYPE, INCL. T.V. SYNC
AND UHF MODULATOR. BATTERY OPERATED. ALSO GIVES
PEAK WHITE & BLACK LEVELS. CAN BE USED FOR ANY SET
£12.65 p.p. 50p. (ALUM CASE £2.60 p.p. 80p.)
ADDITIONAL GREY SCALE KIT £3.35 p.p. 35p.
TV TEST GENERATOR UHF MODULATOR £4.60 p.p. 40p.
UHF SIGNAL STRENGTH METER KIT £20.00 (VHF VERSION
£21.60). ALUM CASE £2.00 DE LUXE CASE £5.95 p.p. £1.60.
CRT TESTER & REACTIVATOR PROJECT KIT FOR COLOUR &
MONO £25.80 p.p. £2.00.
THORN 9000 FACIA INCL. CHANNEL SELECTOR, INDICATOR
SET CONTROLS, ETC. £5.50 p.p. £1.80.
PHILIPS 210, 300 Series Frame T.B. Panels £1.15 p.p. 75p.
BUSH Z718, BC6 100 SERIES SURPLUS LINE T.B. PANEL Z904,
INCL. LOPT, EHT STICK, FOCUS ETC, 18" £17.25 p.p. £2.00.
BUSH 2718 BC6 100 SERIES IF PANEL £5.75 p.p. 80p.
BUSH A816 IF PANEL (SURPLUS) £1.90 p.p. 80p.
BUSH 161 TIMEBASE PANEL A634 £3.25 p.p. £1.40.
GEC SERIES I MONO PANELS £2.10 p.p. £1.30.
GEC 2110 DECODER, RGB PANELS £5.75 EACH p.p. f 1.00.
GEC 2010 SERIES TIMEBASE PANEL £1.15 p.p. 95p.
GEC 2040 (TYPE) CDA PANEL £2.88 p.p. f 1.25.
GEC 2040 CONVERGENCE PANEL £2.88 p.p. £1.30.
PYE 697 Line T.B. P.C.B. type salvaged £4.80 p.p. f 1.50.
THORN 3000 LINE TB PCB £5.75 each p.p. 85p.
THORN 3000 VID, IF, DEC, Ex Rental £5.75 each p.p. f1.30.
THORN 8000/8500 IF/DECODER PANELS salvaged £5.52 p.p. £1.60.
THORN 8000/8500 POWER/SALV. SPARES £2.88 p.p. 60p.
THORN 9000 LINE T.B. (incl. LOPT etc.), SALV., SPARES £8.62 p.p. £1.60.
MULLARD AT 1022 Colour Scan Coils £6.90 p.p. £1.60, AT 1023/05
Convergence Yoke £2.90 p.p. 95p, AT1025/06 Blue Lat. 90p p.p. 40p.
PHILIPS G9 Signal Board Panels for small spares £4.80 p.p. £1.00.
PHILIPS G6 Single standard convergence panels E2.90 p.p. f 1.20.
G8 Decoder panels salvaged £4.25. Decoder panels for spares £2.00 p.p. f1.35.
VARICAP, U321, ELC 1043/06 £7.82, ELC 1043/05 £6.35 p.p. 45p.,
G.I. type (equiv. 1043/05) £4.00 p.p. 40p. Control units, 3PSN £1.40, 4PSN
£1.75, 5PSN £2.00, 6PSN £2.10, Special Offer 6PSN £1.15 p.p. 40p.
BUSH "Touch Tune" assembly, incl. circuit £5.75 p.p. 85p.
VARICAP UHF -VHF ELC 2000S £9.80. BUSH TYPE £9.00 p.p. 85p.
VARICAP VHF MULLARD ELC 1042 £7.95 p.p. 45p.
UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. UHF tuners transisted. incl.
s/m drive, £3.28. Mullard 4 position push button £2.88 p.p. f 1.30.

TRANSISTORISED 625 IF for TN., sound, tested. £7.82 p.p. 75p.
MULLARD EP9000 Audio Unit incl. LP 1162 Module £4.38 p.p. 85p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. New guar. p.p.
BUSH 145 to 186SS series £8.80 COLOUR LOPTS p.p. £1.25.
BUSH, MURPHY A816 series £9.80 R.B.M. A823 £5.60
DECCA 20/24, 1700, 2000, 2401...01.50 R.B.M. Z179 £6.70
FERG., HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA DECCA Bradford (we Model N. £10.15
850 to 1580 £6.80 DECCA 80, 100 £9.50

GEC 2000, 2047 series, etc 18.50 GEC 2028 £7.82
1NDESIT 20/24EGB £8.50 GEC 2040 f I 1.30
ITT/KB VC1 to 53, 100, 200, 300 £8.50 GEC 2110 Series £12.20
MURPHY 1910 to 2417 series £8.50 ITT CVC 5 to 9 £10.15
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210, 300 £8.50 ITT CVC 30 Series £10.15
PYE, INVICTA, EKCO, FERR. PYE 691-697 £20.50
368, 169, 569, 769 series £8.50 PYE 697 PC £20.50

SPECIAL OFFER PYE 713-715 £7.85
GEC 2114J/FINELINE f.5.50 PHILIPS G8. G9 £10.15
PYE 40,67 £5.50 PHILIPS 570 £7.85
THORN 1590/1591 £5.50 (HORN 3000/3500 SCAN, EHT £7.85
KB VC ELEVEN (003) £3.25 THORN 8000/8500 £14.80
OTHERS AVAILABLE, PRICES ON REQUEST. ALSO F.OPTS.
THORN 950 3 Stick Tray f 1.15 p.p. 55p. Most others available.
THORN 3000/3500, 8000, 8500, MAINS TRANSF. £10.15 p.p. £1.60.
6.3V CRT Boost Transformers £5.00 p.p. 95p. Telephone

CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES 01-794 8751/7346
THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS AVAILABLE

NOT NORMALLY ADVERTISED, ENQUIRIES INVITED

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.B.

NEAR; W. Hampstead Tube Stn. (Jubilee) Buses 28,159 pus door
W. Hampstead British Rail Stns. (Richmond, Broad St.) (St. Pancras, Bedford)

W. Hampstead (Brit. Rail) access from all over Greater London.

Mail Order: 84 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON N.W.I I.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
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TRANSISTORS, ETC.

Type Price (17 Type Price lel Type Price (1) Type Price ICI Type Price/17
AC107 0.48 AU103 2.40 BC192 0.56 8C377 0.29 80234 0.68
AC117 0.38 AU107 2.75 8C204. 0.39 BC394 0.39 80235 0.83
AC126 0.36 AU110 2.40 BC205 0.39 BC440 0.52 BD236 0.63
AC127 0.54 AU113 2.80 13C206. 0.37 BC441 0.59 8D237 0.68
AC128 0.46 BC107. 0.16 BC207 0.39 BC461 0.78 80238 0.88
AC128K 0.55 BC108. 0.16 8C208' 0.37 BC477 0.30 8 D253 1.58
AC141 0.65 BC109' 0.16 BC209 0.39 BC478 0.25 130410 1.65
AC141K 0.70 BC113 0.22 8C211,1 0.36 BC479 0.33 60433 0.66
AC142 0.60 BC114 0.22 BC212. 0.17 BC547. 0.13 80435 0.70
AC I 42K 0.65 BC115 0.24 8C212L. 0.17 BC548' 0.13 80436 0.71
AC151 0.31 8C116' 0.25 BC213. 0.16 BC549. 0.15 80437 0.74
AC152 0.36 BC117 bap BC213L 0.16 BC550 0.24 BD438 0.75
AC153 0.42 8C118 0.24 13C214. 0.18 BC556 0.23 50519 0.88
AC153K 0.52 BC119 0.34 BC2141.. 0.18 BC557. 0.16 BD520 0.88
AC154 0.41 13C125. 0.30 BC225 0.42 5C558' 0.16 BD599 0.87
AC176 0.45 BC126 0.30 BC237. 0.18 BC559. 0.17 BD600 1.23
AC178 0.61 BC132 0.20 BC238. 0.15 BCY10 0.30 8066386 0.86
AC179 0.55 BC134 0.22 BC239. 0.22 BCY30A 1.06 BDX18 1.55
AC187 0.56 BC135 0.21 BC251. 0.25 BCY32A 1.19 BDX32 2.85
AC187K 0.65 BC136 0.22 13C252. 0.28 BCY34A 1.02 BDY16A 0.63
AC188 0.62 BC137 0.30 80253. 0.38 BCY72 0.27 BDY18 1.55
AC188K 0.61 BC138 0.35 8C261A 0.28 80115 1.35 8DY20 2.29
AC193K 0.70 8C140 0.36 BC262A. 0.28 80123 1.50 EI0Y38 1.38
AC194K 0.74 BC141 0.44 BC263. 0.26 80124 1.86 BF115 0.48
ACY17 1.20
ACYI9 0.95

BC142 0.35
13C143

2:7: 0.20N28
0.28

801301 1.66
60131 0.58

13F117 0.45
8F120 0.55

ACY28 0.98 13C147' 0.12 BC286 0.40 BD132 0.68 BF121 0.85
ACY39 2.02 13C148. 0.12 BC287 0.49 80133 0.70 BF123 0.48
AD140 1.79 8C149. 0.13 BC291 0.27 BD135 0.37 BF125 0.68
AD142 1.90 8C152 0.42 BC294 0.37 130136 0.38 BF127 0.51
AD143 1.78 8C153 0.38 BC297 0.36 BD137 0.40 BF137F 0.78
AD149 1.42 BC154 0.41 BC300 ' 0.62 BD138 0.42 BF152 0.19
AD161 0.68 BC157. 0.13 BC301 0.38 BD139 0.46 BF158 0.25
A0161/162 1.22 BC158. 0.12 BC302 0.86 80140 0.50 BF159 0.27
AD162 0.71 BC159. 0.14 BC303 0.64 5D144 2.24 BF160 0.20
AF114 0.35 BC160 0.52 BC304 0.44 80145 0.75 8F161 0.84
AF115 0.35 BC161 0.58 BC307. 0.17 BD150A. 0.51 8F163 0.65
AF116 0.41 BC1678 0.15 BC308 0.14 BD155 0.90 BF164 0.95
AF117 0.42 BC16813 0.14 5C309' 0.18 BD157 0.51 BF166 0.50
AF118 0.98 BC169C 0.15 8C317. 0.15 80158 0.75 BFI 67 0.38
AF121 0.68 BC170 0.15 8C318. 0.15 130159 0.68 BF173 0.35
AF124 0.38 BC171* 0.15 BC319 0.19 BDI 60 2.69 8F177 0.36
AF125 0.38 BC172. 0.14 BC320 0.17 B0163 0.67 BF178 0.46
AF126 0.36 BC173' 0.22 BC321A&B 0.18 BD165 0.86 BF179 0.68
AF127 0.86 BC174A & 8 BC322 0.28 130166 0.88 BF180 0.53
AF139 0.58 0.26 BC323 1.15 80175 0.90 8F181 0.53
AF147 0.52 BCI 76 0.22 BC327 0.16 80177 0.58 BFI 82 0.44
AF149 0.45 8C177. 0.20 BC328 0.18 130178 0.92 8F183 0.52
AF178 1.35 13C178° 0.22 BC337 0.17 80181 1.94 BFI 84 0.44
AF179 1.36 8C179. 0.28 BC338 0.17 60182 2.10 BFI 85 0.42
AF 1 80 1.35 BC182' 0.15 BC340 0.19 1313183 1.34 BF186 0.42
AF181 1.33 8C1821. 0.15 BC347. 0.17 80184 2.30 8F194. 0.14
AF186 1.48 BC183. 0.14 8C348A & 8 BD187 1.20 BF195* 0.13
AF202 0.27 BC1831. 0.14 0.17 80188 1.25 BF196 0.14
AF239 0.73 BC184. 0.15 BC3498 0.17 80189 0.71 BF197 0.15
AF240 1.40 BC184L 0.15 8C350. 0.24 80222 0.91 BF198 0.29
AF279S 0.91 BC I 65 0.36 BC351. 0.22 EI0225 0.91 BF199 0.29
AL100 1.30 BC I 86 0.25 BC352A. 0.24 BD232 0.91 BF200 0.25
AL103 1.58 BC187 0.27 8C360 0.59 80233 0.82 BF218 0.42

Alternative gain versions available on Items marked°.

LINEAR IC's Type Price tel Type Price (C) DIODES Type Price (f)
Type Price (£) SN76008KE 2.58 TBA240A 3.98 Type Price (i) 8Y114 0.60
BRC1330 0.93 SN76013N 1.58 TBA281 2.07 AAI 13 0.17 BY118 1.10
CA8100M 2.44 SN76013ND 1.40 TBA395' 2.58 AA119 0.21 81126 0.20
CA3005 1.85 SN76018KE 2.56 TBA396 2.40 AA129 0.28 BY127 0.21
CA3012 1.45 SN76023N 1.56 TBA400 2.20 AA143 0.18 BY133 0.35
CA3014 2.23 SN76023ND 1.40 TBA4800 1.84 AAY30 0.28 BY140 1.40
CA3018 0.71 SN76033N 2.20 TBA500' 2.21 AAZI 3 0.42 BY164 0.75
CA3020 1.89 SN76110N 1.29_ TBA510° 2.21 AAZ15 0.35 BY176 2.80
CA3028A 0.80 $N76115N 11.0' TBA520 2.98 AAZI 7 0.28 BY179 0.83
CA30288 1.09 SN76116N 1.78 TBA530P 2.24 AY102 3.85 SY182 1.14
CA3045 3.75 SN76131N 2.10 T8A540. 2.88 BA100 0.24 8Y184 0.44
CA3046 0.70 SN76226N 2.80 TBA550' 3.13 BA102 0.36 BY189 5.30
CA3065 1.74 SN70227N 1.81 TBA560C 3.18 BA104 0.19 8Y190 4.90
CA3068 1.90 SN76228N 1.80 TE18,570' 1.29 BA110 0.60 BY206 0.26
CA31305 1.57 SN76502N 1.92 TBA6115 2.68 BA111 0.70 8Y238 0.25
FCH161 2.40 SN76530P 0.97 TBA641 2.55 8A115 0.17 BYX10 0.30
FCJ101 3.32 SN76533N 1.38 TBA641Al2 2.35 BA116 0.56 BYX38/600 0.70
LM309K 1.98 SN76544N 1.85 TBA6411311 2.81 BA121 0.85 BYX70/500 0.53
LM380N-14 1.65 SN76546N 1.86 TBA651 2.12 BA129 0.45 ITT44 0.08
LM1303N 1.03 SN76570N 1.81 78A673 2.31 BA145 0.19 117210 0.63
MC1307P 1.82 SN76620AN TBA700' 2.50 BA148 0.19 117827 0.80
MC1310P 1.84 0.99 TBA720AQ 2.38 BA154 0.06 MCR101 0.48
MC1312P 2.34 SN76650N 1.48 TBA7200 2.38 BA155 0.17 MR854 1.10
MC1327P 1.88 SN76660N 0.64 TBA750. 2.18 8A156 0.12 0A5 0.88
MC1330P 0.83 SN76666N 0.96 T8A800 1.65 BA157 0.25 0A10 0.68
MC1350P 1.22 TA7073P 3.51 TBABIOAS 1.69 BA158 0.28 0A47 0.20
MC1351P 1.42 TAA263 2.20 TBA920 2.80 BA159 0.40 0A81 0.19
MC1352P 1.42 TAA300 3.85 TBA940 3.52 BA164 0.14 0A90 0.13
MC1357P 2.92 TAA320 1.10 TBA95O 2.08 BA182 0.27 0A91 0.15
MC1358P. 2.30 TAA350A 2.48 TBA990. 2.90 BA201 0.13 0A95 0.20
MC1458G 1.43 TAA370A 3.18 TCA270A. 3.65 BA202 0.14 0A200 0.13
MCI 496L 1.15 TAA435 1.70 TCA280A 1.43 BA203 0.14 0A202 0.13
MC3051P 0.58 TAA450 3.39 TCA290A 3.46 BA216 0.08 0A210 0.89
MFC40013 0.85 TA,4521 1.10 TCA420A 2.10 BA219 0.11 TIL209 0.14
MFC4060A 0.98 TAA522 2.09 TCA440 1.67 BA243 0.45 TIL211 0.18
MFC6040 1.11 TAA550 0.35 TCA640 4.26 BA317 0.06 1V20 2.25
MFC8020A 1.10
ML231 3.57
ML232 3.57

TAA560 1.93
TAA570 2.20
TAA611A 1.67

TCA650 4.26
TCA660 4.25
TCA730 4.10

BA318 0.07
BAV10 0.10
BAV21 0.18

N914 0.06
N916 0.06
N4001 0.06

NE555 0.72
NE556 1.34
NE566 1.95
SAAI 024 5.70
SAA1025 10.35

TAA611B 1.89
TAA621AXI 2.33
TAA6300 3.91
TAA630S 4.18
TAA661A 2.39

TCA740 4.04
TCA750 2.53
TCA760 1.52
TCA820 3.29
TDA440 4.16

BAW62 0.06
8AX13 0.07
8AX16 0.10
BAX17 0.19
BAY72 0.16

N4002 0.07
N4003 0.08
N4004 0.08
N4005 0.09
N4006 0.10

SA$560A 2.01
SAS570 2.01
SC9503P 1.40
SC9504P 1.38
SL414A 1.91
SL432A 2.52
SL450 5.10

TAA661B 1.75
TAA700' 2.80
TAA840 3.38
TAA861A 0.95
TAA930A 1.43
TAA93013 1.43
TAA960 3.20

TDA1003 1.68
TDA1004 2.73
TDA1005 3.04
TDA1022 6.89
TDA1024 0.97
TDA1034 2.98
TDA2610 2.86

881048 0.52
BB1058 0.33
88105G 0.30
58100 0.40
BY100 0.35
BY103 0.35

N4007 0.12
N5400 0.15
N5401 0.17
N5402 0.20
5920 0.09
S921 0.11

ZENER DIODESSL9018 4.20 TAA970 2.81 TDA2640 2.86
SL9176 5.80 TAD100 2.66 ZN414 1.45 400mW plastic 3.0-75V 14p each
SL918A 5.95 (Filter) 0.98 1/1.3W plastic 3.3-200V 18p each
SN72440N 2.21 TBAI 20A 0.90 1.5W flange 4.7-75V 1 £1.26 each
SN713001N 1.67 TBA120S. 0.99  Indicates 2.5W plastic 7.5-75V 67p each
SN76003N 2.20 TBA120SA 1.02 version is also 20W stud 7.5-75V £1.31 each

TBA231 1:1; available. 75W stud 7.5-75V £7.96 each

Type Price (£)
BF222 0.51
BF224 & J 0.22
BF240 0.32
13F241 0.31
BF244. 0.51
8F245. 0.43
BF254 0.48
8F255 0.58
8F256L 0.49
8F257 0.44
BF258 0.52
BF259 0.54
BF262 0.73
BF263 0.88
BF270 0.47
BF27I 0.42
BF272A 0.80
BF273 0.33
8F274 0.34
BF3313 0.63
BF337 0.65
BF338 0.68
8F355 0.72
8F362 0.49
8F363 0.49
BF367 0.29
BF451 0.43
8F457 0.46
8F458 0.49
BF459 0.62
BF594 0.18
8F596 0.17
BF597 0.27
BFR39 0.30
BFR40 0.29
BFR41 0.30
BFR50 0.29
BFR52 0.33
BFR61 0.29
BFR62 0.28
BFR79 0.30
BFR80 0.29
BFR81 0.30
8FR88 0.42
8FT41 0.48
BFT43 0.55
BFW11 1.02
BFVV30 2.58
BFW59 0.19
BFW60 0.20
BFW90 0.86
BFX29 0.38
BFX84 0.42
13FY50 0.3$
BFY51 0.37
BFY52 0.36
BFY53 0.343
BFY90 1.98
13PX25 142

Type Price ICI Type Price (CI Type Price (CI Type Price (CI
BPX29 1.82 MPSUO5 0.66 ZTX500 0.18 2N3819 0.47
BR101 0.53 MPSUO6 0.76 ZTX502 0.22 2N3820 0.72
BR103 0.64 MPSU55 1.26 ZTX504 0.28 2N3886 1.08
BR303 1.06 MPSU56 1.32 2N404 1.30 2N3904 0.20
BRC4443 1.76 MPSU60 0.82 2N696 0.46 2N3905 0.20
13RY39 0.60 MPU131 0.59 2N697 0.46 2N3906 0.20
BRY56 0.44 0C26 1.90 2 N706A 0.33 2N4036 0.94
85527 0.92 0C28 1.49 2N708 0.29 2N4123 0.17
131106 1.50 0C29 1.60 2N914 0.32 2N4124 0.17
87109 1.99 0C35 1.25 2N916 0.46 2N4126 0.17
87116 1.45 0C36 1.25 2N918 0.54 2N4236 2.20
13T119 5.18 0C42 0.90 2N930 0.29 2N4289 0.32
BU102 3.35 0C44 0.88 2N1164 8.29 2N4292 0.32
BU105 1.80 0C45 0.63 2N1304 1.40 2N4416 0.85
B U 105/02 1.95 OC70 0.66 2N1305 129 2N4444 1.90
BU108 2.98 0071 0.73 2N1306 1.49 2N4921 0.80
BUI26 2.91 0072 0.73 2N1307 1.32 2N5042 1.65
BU204 2.50 0081 0.83 2N1308 1.53 2N5060 0.28
BU205 2.58 00810 0.95 2N1711 0.47 2N5061 0.30
BU206 2.69 0C139 1.30 2N1893 0.62 2N5064 0.63
BU208 2.75 OC I 40 1.35 2N2102 0.71 2N5086 0.49
BU407 1.38 OC 170 0.80 2N2217 0.55 2N5087 0.50
BUY77 2.50 0C171 0.82 2N2218 0.38 2N5208 0.59
C1060 0.80 0C200 3.90 2N2219 0.42 2N5294 0.66
C106F 0.43 0C201 3.95 2N2221A 0.28 2N5296 0.68
C111E 0.46 OC202 2.40 2N2222A 0.41 2N5298 0.71
040N1 0.64 OC205 3.95 2N2369A 0.40 2N5322 1.16
E300 0.42 OCP71 1.98 2N2401 0.80 2 N5449 0.18
E1222 0.47 ON236A 0.94 2N2484 0.35 2N5457 0.46
E5024 0.19 R20088 2.72 2N2570 0.74 2N5458 0.40
GET872 0.46 R20108 2.79 2N2646 0.82 2N5459 0.58
ME0402 0.18 R2322 0.75 2N2784 1.16 2N5494 0.85
MF0404/02 0.18 R2323 0.85 2N2869 2.08 2N5496 1.05
ME6001 0.18 ST2110 0.49 2N2894 0.45 2 N6027 0.55
ME6002 0.18 ST6120 0.48 2N2904' 0.40 2N6107 0.71
MJ2955 1.30 TIC44 0.26 2N2905' 0.39 2N6122 0.60
MJ3000 1.58 TIC46 0.35 2N2906' 0.36 2N6178 1.07
MJE340 0.88 TIC47 0.45 2N2926G 0.15 2N6180 1.39
MJE341 0.72 TIP29A 0.47 2N29260 0.14 2N6211 2.74
MJE370 0.74 TIP30A 0.50 2N2926Y 0.14 2583378P 4.28
MJE371 0.79 TIP31A 0.51 2N2955 1.12 2SC458C 0.78
MJE520 0.85 TIP31C 0.67 2N3053 0.48 2SC643A 2.26
MJE521 0.95 TIP32A 0.56 2N3054 0.66 2$C9300 1.50
MJE2955 1.20 111,32C 0.72 2 N3055 0.72 2SC1061 1.45
MJE3000 1.96 TIP33A 0.77 2N3250 0.52 2SC1172Y 3.65
MJE3055 1.22 TIP34A 0.84 2N3254 0.58 2SD234 1.48
MPF102 0.40 TIP41A 0.72 2N339I A 0.38 3N128 1.80
MPS3702 0.33 TIP42A 0.80 2N3633 0.50 40250 0.98
MPS3705 0.30 TIP2955 0.77 2N3703 0.17 40251 1.14
MPS6521 0.36 TIP3055 0.58 2N3704 0.19 40327 0.87
MPS6523 0.36 TI 543 0.44 2N3705 0.17 40361 0.48
MPS6566 0.44 TIS73 1.36 2N3706 0.16 40362 0.50
MPSA05 0.30 TIS90 0.23 2N3707 0.18 40410 0.94
MPSA06 0.32 TIS91 0.28 2N3708 0.17 40429 0.88
MPSA55 0.43 ZTX108 0.14 2N3715 1.70 40530 0.79
MPSA56 0.45 ZTX109 0.16 2N3771 2.09 40595 1.39
MPSA93 0.58 ZTX213 0.23 2N3772 2.08 40803 1.13
MPSLO1 0.33 ZTX300 0.16 2N3773 2.90 40636 1.25
MPSUO1 0.61 ZTX304 0.26 2N3794 0.40 40654 0.89

For matched pairs add 20p per pair.

VDR's, etc.
Type Price (L)
E29522

/02 0.28
E298CD

/A258 0.28
E298ED

/A258 0.22
/A260 0.22
/A262 0.22
/A285 0.22
/P268 0.22

E29822
/05 0.25
/06 0.22

E29913D/P116-
P354 811 0.23

E299DH
/P230 0.72

R53 1.75
VA1015 0.92
VA1026 0.79
VA1033/34/38/

39/40/53
all 0.20

VA1055s/56a/
66s/87s

all 0.23
VA1074 0.20
VA1077 0.31
VAI 091 0.29
VA1096/97/98

all 0.20
VA1103 0.32
VA1104 0.46
VA1108/09/10/

11/12 a110.24
VA8650 1.20
2322 554

02221 0.59
2322 662

98003 0.88

VALVES
Type Price al
DY86/87 0.75
DY802
ECC81 0.78
ECC82 0.95
ECC83 0.78
ECH81 0.83
ECL80 0.82
EF80 0.60
EF183 0.75
EF184 0.75
E H90 0.94
EL34 3.08
EY51 1.20
EY86/87 0.67
PCC84 0.61
PCC85 0.79
PCC89 0.74
PCC189 0.94
PCF80 1.20
PCF86 0.87
PCF200 2.32
PCF801 0.74
PCF802 1.20
PCF805 3.37
PCF808 2.00
PCL82 0.93
PCL83 1.12
PCL84 0 65
'PCL86 1.27
PCL805/85 1.00
P0500 3.75
PFL200 1.40
PL36 1.20
PL81 0.94
PL84 0.79
PL504 1.50
PL508 1.85
PL509 3.10
PL519 3.10
PL802 3.25
PY81/P810 0.60

RESISTORS
Carbon FOP OM 10 of one

E. polo*

Affoof of  minimum of
Opcs of any wimp

50pc 100pc 500pc
3W 5.60-330k01E121 3o Up He £1.46 £5.40
3W 100-10M016241 3p 21p 995 11.46 0.40
1W 100-10540(E121 Sp 46p £1.99 03.40 £15.26

2W 100-10M0156) 9p 1106 £3.00 05.40 £911.90

Wirawound 15%1
24W 0.220-2700 1116

4W 1.00-1010 22p
7W 0.680-22k0 24p

11W 1.00-2210 28o
17W 1.00-2210 33o
Vertical mounting pillars 3p

Presets II/
0 1W (Vertical and Horizontal)
100 220, 4700, 1, 2 2.4 7, 10.22,
47, 100, 220, 470k0, 1, 2 5, 5M0

ell 14p sash
0.2W (Vertical and Horizon o°
Values. 0.1W all 14e each

FUSES (MI packs of 10)
20mm Time Delay (SEAS)
40mA £3.68
50, 63mA £2.55
100mA £1.86
160, 200, 250mA E1.44
315, 500, 800mA, 1, 1.25,
1.6, 2, 2.5, 3.15, 5.4

all £1.19

20mm quick -blow (SEAS)
100mA 88p
200, 250, 315, 500. 630,
800mA, 1. 1.25, 1.6, 2, 2.5,
3.15.5A a1156p
2A circuit breakers

metal E1.52
plastic £1.48

LABG EAR (Details of full range on request)

TELETEXT ADAPTOR 7056 Prices & Details on request
VIEWDATA ADAPTOR 7050

COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
0M6052/08. VHF/UHF gives standard 8 band colour bars

variable tuning « front panel on/off switch + sync trigger
output i blank raster « red raster - crosshatch « greyscale
stepwedge colour bar - centre cross . dot pattern +
centre dot. £213.21

BRIDGES
Rating Price (£) Rating Price

50V 0.27 2A 100V 0.36
100V 0.28 200V 0.40
200V 0.32 400V 0.47
400V 0.40 600V 0.53
600V 0.50 800V 0.60
800V 0.58 1000V 0.87

3A 100V 0.52 6A 100V 0.68
200V 0.55 200V 0.68
400V 0.81 4QOV 0.74
600V 0.67 600V 0.80
800V 0.80 800V 0.86

1000V 1.20 1000V 0.95
10A and 25A ranges also stocked.

CAPACITORS
Metallised Paper
2n2F 1500V DC
2n2F 600V AC
3n6F 1700V DC
4n7F 1500V DC
1 On F 1000V DC

60p
24p
60p
130p
22p

10n F 500V AC
15n F 300V AC
22nF 300V AC

100nF 1000V DC
470nF 1000V DC

H.V. Disc Ceramic (t)
1kV 1.5nF 18p

80p
30p 3kV 1.5nF 20p
32p 8kV 10, 22, 47,
20p 82, 100, 120,
80p 150, 180,

200, 220pF 30p

8kV 250, 270, 39p
300pF

10kV 1nF 67p

CONVERGENCE
POTENTIOMETERS
5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 50, 100,
200, 5000 138p each
Spindles for

above 5p each

VHF to UHF CONVERTER CM6022/RA. "Televerta for DX-ing or uhf receiver use on relay systems, Eire etc. tf28.37

HAPPY BUSY CHRISTMAS!

Until January 20, 1981 take advantage
of our Mail Order Christmas offer -buy 4
of any transistor, diode or integrated
circuit and receive a fifth one free of
charge. (Note: overseas customers:- Your
order must be postmarked before 20
January).

P. 81 P. UK: £0.12 per order. Overseas: At cost.
Please add VAT at 15%.
It is only possible to show part of our range here. Our
catalogue (30p refundable) shows Service Aids, 7400
series, CMOS. op amps, SCRs etc., hardware,
capacitors, special TV items and many more transistors,
diodes, i.c.'s and valves.
Giro A/c 23 532 400. A/c facilities available

EAST CORNWALL
COMPONENTS
CALLINGTON - CORNWALL

PL17 7DW
TEL: CALLINGTON 105793) 2637. TELEX: 35544

(OFFICE OPEN 9.30-5.00 MON-FRI)
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THE LU COLUMN
The good folk of Gravesend - and
their TV sets - kept Les Lawry -Johns
rather busy during the Christmas
period, when this issue was being
put together. Never fear, hell be back
again next month.

We don't need no educashun
Education is one of those things about which everyone claims to be something of an
authority. After all, we all get involved in it at least once in our lives. It's not a subject we
often comment upon in these pages, though when we do we usually receive a few quick
brickbats since one of the things teachers seem to have plenty of time for is writing letters
to editors. That should get a few of 'em going for a start.

OK, so what business is it of ours? Well, we're concerned with industry and its welfare,
things on which the state of the country largely depend, and education/training are key
aspects in industrial development. A number of questions can be put to the educationalists
then. How, for a start, do you manage to turn out a proportion of illiterates after several
years' schooling? That's an unfair question perhaps, since the educational industry's input
must inevitably include some rather unpromising material.

"Educational industry?" Well yes, it's one of the service industries really, isn't it?
Certainly there's an input and an output, a lengthy and rather expensive process
intervening between the two. So the real questions are does society get value for the
investment it makes, and is the product wanted/relevant/usable?

Oh dear, oh dear! That's not the way to look at it at all, is it? Education is an end in
itself, something to which we all have a right - advanced education too, according to a car
sticker I saw only the other day. That's the extreme opposite view, and we'd go along with
it to some extent, emphasizing only that a balance has to be struck between these ways of
looking at things, and that if education really is as all important as those involved in it are
apt to maintain then its effects on our society and economy are things that must be kept
under review.

So, are we directing our investment in education to the best advantage? Does the
educational process cost too much and take too long? Are we getting the right mix of
arts/science/management etc. output? One thing that has never ceased to stagger me
personally is the number of people who attain high qualifications in some subject or
another and then go on to do something totally different, sometimes though not always
due to limited opportunities. This isn't a case of one or two isolated examples: it seems to
happen quite often, and leads one to ask whether something somewhere might be a little
wrong? You can't get the equation exactly right of course. Only in a rather nasty sort of
totalitarian society could you decide exactly who studied what for how long, then ensure
that professions are followed come what may. It wouldn't work very well either. But it
does tend to raise the question as to what education is for?

These questions are not new of course. So long as I can recall there's been concern
about too many/few scientists, doctors, arts graduates and so on. One thing that
everyone's been sure about is that we've always produced too few engineers. It would be
ironical if we got this right just when there's little engineering left to be done as a result of
our economic decline.

It's easy to ask awkward questions and to point out deficiencies. Technical magazines
tend to have something of a vested interest in the educational system's shortcomings,
since they survive in part through filling the gaps in the formal educational system. In fact
there exist side by side formal and informal educational systems, technical journalism
forming part of the latter. This means that journalists share some of the educationalists'
problems - in acquiring and putting over knowledge, especially where a fast developing
technology is concerned. One advantage the journalist possibly has is that through
operating in an informal way he can see these common problems in a different light.

Let's consider educational taste for example. Educational what? Well, taste plays a
major role in most aspects of life, so why not in education? Some, especially the
extroverted, find that they do best in a class, learning on a group basis. Interaction and
questioning and so on and so forth. Others may find it difficult to get anywhere unless left
largely to their own devices. Between these extremes there no doubt lies a wide range of
educational tastes, and the problem is can a formal educational system even begin to cater
for them?

This and our other questions are not the sorts to which simple answers are possible.
They are nevertheless worth asking. Especially as one has this feeling that education could
and should have been doing rather better than it has, and that some at any rate of our
misfortunes are due to educational failings that have persisted over a very long period of
time. Shove up the shutters someone quick, and let's see what response we get!
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Mosfet Band III
Preamplifier

Hugh Cocks

DXERS using bipolar transistor wideband preamplifiers for
Band III reception have over the years been plagued by
breakthrough from various non -Band III sources. The main
offender is a splatter effect, caused by the intermodulation
products of f.m. broadcast transmissions, over channels
E6/7 (B7/8). The effect is quite noticeable at the writer's
location some 25 miles from the Wrotham transmitter.
Another problem, higher up the band on ch. E9 (B11), is
breakthrough of local police transmissions if these are
nearby. Local u.h.f. TV transmissions also tend to appear at
various points throughout the band.

These gremlins can be largely removed by using
acceptor/rejector filter circuits, but these can (and do!)
cause an unacceptable loss. The main problem is that the
f.m. intermodulation is present over a bandwidth of 88-
97MHz, and a single filter can't cope with this. If you're
very near an f.m. transmitter a filter won't help much
anyway. I've seen f.m. breakthrough directly with a valve
tuner at about 200 yards from the transmitter.

The basic problems can be removed by using a mosfet
instead of a bipolar transistor preamplifier - I think that the
last problem mentioned could be cured only by moving
house or a large dose of TNT! The mosfet used in the
preamplifier circuit presented in this article is the relatively
new BF960, which has a gain of over 20dB at 200MHz
with a noise figure claimed to be well under 2dB - off -air
results certainly seem to confirm this.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The input signal is coupled
to gate 1 of the mosfet via Cl and the tuned circuit Ll/D1,
gate one being earthed from the d.c. point of view by Ll.
C2 provides d.c. isolation of the tuning bias voltage applied
to D1. Gate 2 of the transistor is decoupled by C5 and
biased at 4V, for maximum gain, by the potential divider
R2/3. The mosfet's drain is connected to the 12V supply via
L2 and R5, C4 earthing the upper end of L2. L2/D2 form
the output tuned circuit, with C6 providing d.c. isolation.
The output signal is taken via C7. C3 decouples the tuning
voltage, whilst R1 and R4 isolate the varicap tuning diodes
from the tuning potentiometer.

R5, which provides current limiting, could have been
placed in the transistor's source lead. An extra decoupling
capacitor would have been required however, while stability
is improved by earthing the transistor's source directly. The
input and output circuits are screened from one another to
avoid instability.

A suitable 12V power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 2 -
it's not worth using batteries nowadays. The current
consumption is approximately 20mA, which is higher than
would be required with a bipolar transistor design.

Construction
The layout used in the prototype amplifier is shown in

Fig. 3, and those with experience of building preamplifiers
should have little difficulty. Use a good screen between the
input and output circuits -a suitable material is the copper
foil found inside the lids of old rotary u.h.f. tuners. The
subchassis can be made of tinplate or PCB material.

Anchor the tinplate subchassis to the main chassis (an
aluminium box in the prototype) via the coaxial socket nuts
and bolts. Position the mosfet on the input side of the
screen, with only its drain lead going through to the output
tuned circuit.

The coils consist of two turns of coaxial cable inner
conductor, with centre taps to the input and output coupling
capacitors. Spread the coils over the entire length (about
+in.) of the +in. diameter former.

Testing and Setting up
When construction has been completed, switch on and

check the operating conditions. Gate 2 of the transistor
should be at about 4V (give or take 0.3V), while the drain
should be at about 10y. Be very careful not to short out the
supply accidentally with a meter prod/screwdriver blade -
the transients set up when I did just this destroyed the first
BF960 I used ... CMOS i.c.s seem to go the same way, due
to the writer's shaky screwdriver!

Tune the TV set to 175MHz (ch. E5/B6) and swing the
tuning potentiometer. A noise peak should be seen, at the
bottom end of the tuning range, if all is well. Next tune the
set to the top of the band and repeat the process. The noise
peak should this time be near the top. If the 11 peak occurs
near the middle of the control's range of travel, the coils
have too much inductance and should be spread out a little
more. Conversely if the h.f. peak is too near the bottom end
of the range the coils should be squeezed together or a
ferrite core added to increase the inductance. Keep the size
of the input and output coils identical.

Next plug in an aerial (or signal generator). Signals
should now be seen. To check the tracking, tune for the
strongest signal at the l.f. end and expand/contract the input
coil. Repeat the process at the top end of the band. I found
that the input coil had a very broad peak, and no tracking
problems were experienced.

If blips of oscillation/instability are seen on tuning
through with the aerial disconnected, plug in an aerial. If the

GI

G2

Source

R2
220k

ale
C5.001I

G2

R5
10

001

75.n. C1 C2
input 22p 15p

LI
D11

138109GT

R3
100k

GI
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100k

Trl
13F960

C7 75A.
22p output

C6

IlScreenf
..._ I

C3 ore
ooi

02
BE009

R4
100k
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Fig. 1: Circuit of the mosfet Band III preamplifier. Use
ceramic capacitors. and 114/, 10% resistors. Diodes from
Electro-value, Trl from Ambit International.

240V
AC

Fig. 2: Suitable power supply circuit.

470

150 12V

Tuning
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instability goes, well and good. If not, check the screening
between the input and output circuits - ensure that the
soldering to the tinplate subchassis is good at all points. It
should go without saying that all connections should be
kept as short as possible.

Results
In these days of low -noise tuners, a preamplifier makes a

less dramatic improvement than in the days of
PCC84/PCF80 tuners -cum -noise generators (for DX use
they did't need a preamplifier so much as a predriver). A
good increase in sensitivity/decrease in picture noise was
nevertheless noted. Using an audio tone from a good quality
signal generator, the signal could be heard down to 0.5µV
without the preamplifier: with the preamplifier in circuit, the
tone could still be heard very weakly at 0.1 µV! The tuning
peak is fairly broad, and no problems should be found when
tuning across Band III in a hurry.

Although the prototypes were built for set -side use, a
masthead version could be employed, with suitable
weatherproofing to house the unit. A third wire will have to
be run up the mast for the tuning voltage - ensure good

All boards are epoxy glassfibre
and are supplied ready drilled and
roller -tinned.
Any correspondence concerning
this service must be addressed to
READERS' PCB SERVICES
LTD, and not to the Editorial
offices.

12V

Input Output

Tuning voltage

0-12V
Aluminium box lid

Fig. 3: Suggested layout.

decoupling of the tuning voltage at the amplifier end, as the
line can be a source of hum/shortwave breakthrough.

Band III is rather neglected by DXers, which is a great
pity. Using a good aerial, it's surprising what can be
received on a daily basis over the noise - let alone what can
be received when the conditions are good. A colleague
observed Arabic SpE signals in Band III last July.M

EV) ERN
READERS PCB SERVICE

Issue Project Ref. no. Price
November 1976 Ultrasonic Remote Control D007/D008 £3.85 per set
March 1977 Teletext Decoder Power Supply D022 £3.75
May 1977 Teletext Decoder Input Logic D011 £12.50
June 1977 Wideband Signal Injector D031 £1.00
June 1977 Teletext Decoder Memory D012 £10.50
July/Aug 1977 Teletext Decoder Display D013 £11.00
September 1977 Teletext Decoder Switch Board D021 £1.75
April/May 1978 CRT Rejuvenator D046 £3.00
October 1978 Colour Receiver PSU Board D052 £4.00
January 1979 Colour Receiver Signals Board D053 £10.75
February 1979 Commander -8 Remote Control System D054/5 £6.00 per set
March 1979 Colour Receiver Timebase Board D049 £17.13
July 1979 Colour Pattern Generator D062 £14.50

D063 £9.15
September 1979 Teletext Decoder Options Board D064 £8.50
August 1979 Teletext Decoder New Mother Board D065 £6.00
August 1979 Simple Sync Pulse Generator D067 £4.00

September 1979 New Teletext Signal Panel 11331 £8.00
October 1979 Teletext Keyboard D057 £3.50
October 1979 Teletext Interface Board D058 £5.00
November 1979 Colour Receiver Remote Control D066 £5.00
January 1980 Remote Control Preamplifier D061 £3.75
February 1980 Teletext/Remote Control Interface D070 £9.50
February 1980 LED Channel Display D071 f4.00
March 1980 Improved Sound Channel D072 £3.25
May 1980 Monochrome Portable Signals Board D074 £6.25
June 1980 Monochrome Portable Timebase Board D075 £7.75
July 1980 Monochrome Portable CRT Base Board D076 £1.00
Sept/Oct .1980 New CTV Signals Panel D077 f9.50
January 1981 Small -screen Monitor Board D078 £8.50
December 1980 Video Camera Pulse Generator Board D079 £4.50
December 1980 Video Camera Video/Field Timebase Board D080 £5.50
January 1981 Video Camera Power Supply Board D082 £2.00
January 1981 Video Camera Line Timebase/H.T. Board D083 £4.00

I -To:- Readers' PCB Services Ltd. (TV), Fleet House, Welbeck St., -1
Whitwell, Worksop, Notts.
Please supply p.c.b.(s) as indicated below:
Issue Project Ref. Price

Prices include VAT and post and packing. Remittance with order please.

NAME
ADDRESS

Post Code

L.
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Letters
TRANSISTOR TESTS

In connection with S. Simon's comments in the January
issue on carrying out conduction tests on transistors, I'd like
to point out that not everyone will be using an AVO Model
8 and that different meters, even if of a similar specification
to the AVO 8, can give totally different results. For
example, with my USSR made 20k g /V meter on the low -
resistance range all silicon transistors read open -circuit,
regardless of polarity. Forward biased junctions of typical
germanium transistors such as the AC128/AC178 etc. all
read about 70 g . On the next resistance range, normal
silicon transistors read 100 Q for the BC 108 etc., 120 Q for
the BF194/5/7 types and 2501 between the emitter and
collector of a BF196.

None of this matters as long as you know your meter, but
the beginner could easily be confused, especially if he takes
S. Simon's notes to mean for instance that a BF196 which
does not read between 50-10012 is therefore faulty.
Alan J. Gamble,
Ormskirk, Lancs.

Editorial note: The AVO Model 8 was quoted because it's
generally regarded as a sort of "standard" for television
servicing. Alan Gamble's warning is important, and we
suggest that those using other meters regularly should try
them out on known good transistors of various types in
order to check on the sorts of readings they should expect to
get when making such tests.

VINTAGE MATTERS
Writing about the pre-war HMV Model 901 in the Letters
column in your December issue, E. Kendal says "there were
no ferrites that could operate at 45MHz in those days".
There were dust cores however, and these were a neater
solution than brass eddy -current slugs. I expect that many
readers now approaching retirement age will remember the
Pye r.f./i.f. 45MHz strips which, by coincidence, were
mentioned by Chas E. Miller in the same issue. The coil
formers used in these strips - also available separately -
were in my opinion the most convenient the experimenter
ever had. They were grooved to keep the turns of the
winding at a constant spacing, and had two full-length fins
drilled with holes to secure the ends of the winding(s). As
long as we had these formers, I almost enjoyed winding
v.h.f. coils.

I was told, and think it to be true, that the Pye strips were
originally designed as vision r.f. strips for use with the pre-
war Alexandra Palace TV transmissions, and were called
up as it were for wartime service as radar i.f. strips - hence
the frequency.

The EF50 was certainly a notable valve. Unlike later
styles of all -glass valves the pins were stiff, and after a
period of use it was common to find cracks radiating from
them. I don't recall finding one that had lost its vacuum
however. The original EF5Os were painted red, but the
VR91 services equivalent was usually unpainted. Another
still remembered war -winner was the VR65, a 6.3V version
of the Mazda SP41. Both the VR65 and the VR91 were
used in large quantities, supplies being reinforced by

manufacture in the US and Canada - if I remember
correctly, the US -made VR9 1 s were marked Sylvania. The
nearest US type was the 6AC7/1852, a metal valve. But US
radar equipment, unlike British, contained a lot of twin
triodes - the 6SN7GT. As Chas E. Miller says, British
practice was to use high -slope pentodes in as many
positions as possible. This was partly in pursuance of the
policy of using high gain and feedback to obtain predictable
and accurate performance. The immediate successor to
both of these British high -slope pentodes was the CV138,
which later became known commercially as the EF9 I etc.
This type, and improved versions of it, remained an Inter -
Service standard until the end of the valve era.
E. F. Good,
Darlington, Co. Durham.

PUSH BUTTON REPAIRS
S. Simon's article on tuning troubles in the November issue
prompts me to write regarding the repair of the push
buttons used on certain Rank TV sets. The point made
about these buttons in the article is that the star shaped hole
in the plastic wears to become a round hole, with the result
that the button can no longer be used to rotate the spindle
for tuning purposes. The answer to this problem is very
simple, and doesn't require sticky adhesives which can leave
an awful mess. Go to your nearest stockist of plastic
Rawlplugs. You'll find that the ends of these are star shaped
while the body diameter is tapered. So all you need to do is
to cut off the required length and push it into the hole in the
button, which is then as good as new. Ten plugs cost about
10p - they must be of the type that's star shaped at the end.
Roy Martin,
Belfast.

MISLEADING SYMPTOMS

A recent fault we had on an ITT colour set fitted with the
CVC9 chassis and Feathertouch tuning could cause
confusion. The fault itself was simple enough - the 100mA
fuse F lc in the 12V stabiliser circuit (see Fig. 1) on the
Feathertouch panel had gone open -circuit. But the
symptoms were a dim picture with excessive sound and
vision noise. Channel changing was not affected. The cause
of these misleading symptoms was the fact that some
voltage was still present on the 12V line - obtained from the
20V I.t. line via R 1 c, T lc and the base -emitter junction of
T2c. So before you start chasing around the aerial, tuner
and a.g.c. departments when you come across this situation,
check the fuse. The set does give one clue: the channel
indicator lamps don't light up.
A. Mole,
London, W4.

20V
LT
0

32V
stabilised
0
(Tuning voltage
supply)

T47

FIc
)00m4 27

T2c
BC 140

Tic
13C171

Ric
68k

I2V
stabilised

0
To touch tuner

circuits and RF
amplifier in

tuner unit

'47

Fig. 1: The 12V stabiliser circuit on the Feathertouch tuning
panel used in some versions of the 177 CVC9 chassis. When
Fl c goes open -circuit there's still some voltage on the 12V
rail, via R1 c, T1 c and the base -emitter junction of the series
regulator transistor T2c. This can cause misleading
symptoms. There are two fuses with the reference number
Fl c in these sets, the other one being the mains fuse.
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We employ a large skilled Staff, who utilise some of the
most sophisticated Test equipment available, inclusive of
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Kits which have PROVED themselves!

Forgestone 500 TELETEXT
High quality colour television receiver

NEW INFRA -RED FULL FEATURE

* Pin diode tuner
* Glass epoxy printed

circuit panels
* Full technical

construction manual
* Hi-Bri tube
* Eleven integrated circuits
* Ready built and aligned

IF module

THE ULTIMATE in large
screen 22" and 26"
television receiver kits.
Deluxe full spec.
Teletext, 7 channel +
VCR. Also video and
audio In/out.
6 models in the 500
range.

Buy as you build. All
Forgestone Kits are for
the constructor of today,
sections of the Kit are
available separately.
Please send stamp for
further details of these
quality products.

Telephone or Mail Orders
accepted on
Access/Barclaycard

REMOTE CONTROL TELETEXT

* High quality components
* Modern cabinets
* All solid state
* Fully isolated and

protected power supply
* Diode split L.O.P.T.
* Low consumption
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limited
Ketteringham, Wymondham,
Norfolk, NR18 9RY
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Training in
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Start training TODAY and make sure you are
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opportunities open to trained people. ICS can
further your technical knowledge and
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can do the same for you.
Fill in the coupon below and find out howl

There is a wide range of courses to
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City and Guilds Certificates: -
Telecommunications Technicians,
Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians
Electrical Installation Work
Technical Communications,
Radio Amateur,
MPT General Radio Communications
Certificate
Diploma Courses: -
Electronic Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Engineering,
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering, Servicing and
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New Self -Build Radio Courses with Free Kits
Colour TV Servicing
Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in
constant demand Learn all the techniques
you need to service Colour and Mono TV
sets through new home study courses which
are approved by a leading manufacturer
The ICS Guarantee
If you are studying for an examination, ICS
will guarantee coaching until you are
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P.V. TUBES
38A WATER STREET
ACCRINGTON LANCS
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES

SUPPLIERS OF TELEVISION COMPONENTS

Telephone: Accrington (0254) 36521

BB5 6PX TRADE COUNTER OPEN MON-FRI 9a.m.-4.30p.m.
SAT. MORN. 9.30a.m.-12 NOON.

NEW MONO TUBES NEW VALVES RECTIFIER TRAYS TRANSFORMERS
MuIlard 131/510 12" 110° 17 00
Mallard A34/510 14" 110° 1'18 50
Hitechi 631/300 12" 110° 11500
Vega 12" 90° n 5 00
Vega 850/120 20" 1113° 113 50
Vega A61/120 24" 1 1 0° £15-00
1 yew mammy mew PAM.* which
Mrs 2 yews warreaty.

REBUILT COLOUR TUBES

30712 121
07801 72

0086/1 66
ECC81 60
16682 68
16C83 60
16/84 80
ECM 98
ECC88 135
ECF80 80
66882 88
16881 1 04

16684 1.13

EC1.80 84
16182 77

ECL86 84
ECF86 78

1780 68
1785 68
1786

EF89

1 19

113
EFI83 68
Ef184 88
8890 1 02

EL34 I 63
6181 86
11134 68
6190 82
01509 2 22

Al Mies

E75006 1 33

1280/I 58

GY501 145
6234 156
6166 698

67813 10.00

PC86 81

PC88 81

PC92 80

PC97 114
PC900 80
PC6134 70

PC685 85

PCCEI8 82

PC689 79

P1C189 1.02

PtC805 140
PCF80 75

PCF86 1.13

PCF200 1.23

P57800 1 38
PC7801 113
PCF802 86
PCF805 I 63
717806 130
6E808 163

PC11200 1 45

P6182 78
PC183 2 00

Mud

PCL84 81

PCL85/805 79

PC186 81

PD500 193
P71200 I 35
P136 1 15

PL81 94

PL82 46
P183 143
PL84 84

P195 100
P1504 1 32

P1528 1 43

P1509 239
P1519 218

215PL802£5
PY33 61

PY88 81

PY5001 1 40

P7800/1 69

UCF80 67
116118 I 143
UCL82 84
06183 94
0184 102
026 I.30
UI91 95

6723 85
0785 80

Thorn 950 £4.25
Thorn 1500/1580 13.85
Thorn 1500 5 suck 14.25
Thorn 1600 £345
Thorn 3000/3500 E6 89
Thorn 1400 13.85
Thorn 8000 13.51
Thorn 8500/8800 £5.40
Thorn 9000 £743
Oecca CTV 19/25 15 35
Oecca CS1730/3, CSI830/5 £368
Deena 1910 Bradford 15.92

2213
Deco 30 1592
Decca 80 16.28
Dem ISO £604

MAINS DROPPERS

GEC 2110 before Jen '77 16 95

GEC 2110 alter Jan '77 16.65
GEC 1021 2028, 1040

15 64177/K8 6105/1/8/9 ES 35
ITT/KB CVC10/25/30 15 35
Korting (similar to Siemens IVK11 E665
Philips 3113 550/1/3
Philips 08
Philips G9 E".,.,
Pye 691/3 1513

131/25Pm E540
Rank BM 6823/2179 1518
Rank BM 1823 WV 8,

Redehlusion MK1 £6.04
BR .6 2000 16 60
-Universal Tuttle" 40

PREFERRED VALUES

UNE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Type Prise 1.1

Bush 4714 /11.75
Replacement Triplet for 1774 £10 75

Delta 80 18.58
Decca 100 18.58
Dacca 1730 £8.58
Deco 2230 £8.58
GEC 2040 19.20

GEC 2110
ITT CVC

18.59
25/30/32 £7.80

Philips 68 £10.00
Phillips G9 17.15
Philips 611 113.50
Pye 691/693 £14.00
Pye 697 £14.00
we 731 £10.15
Thorn 3500

17" 18", 19" 10" 12810
22" 130.00
25". 26" 134 00
26" I.10° £36 00

Glass lor glass exchange

2 yes, kreersety.

MULLARO COLOUREX/OR
RESISTORS

E0T Transformer 15.00THORN NEW LIFE Tn.
PAN LIN

Deco 20 Deco 20 Series
G.E.C.018 70

Philips 210/5050 66

MINIMUM°
4 watt 1 ohm 15

2 26, 3 3k 17

476.686 19

ThornScao 8100

19,00
Thorn 8500 £10.00

Typo MAINS TRANSFORMER hin(.)

18" £54.5011.10
19" £46.00
20' 150.00
22' 140.00
25" 15010
21" 152.00
26" 110° 155.50

Glass for guess exchange

1 yew mramv 4 644114480441.
Grimes int VAT ea maim

MONO 15.00
COLOUR f5 00
PORTABLE 13.50

Philips 08 5081 35

Philips 08 5083 56
Pye 725 53

IBM 161 55

RBM A823 77
Thorn 1500 96
Thorn 3500 68

Thorn 8000 86
Thorn 8500 83

106 24
7 watt I ohm -4 7 Irohni 16

566.116 17
156-226 20

11 wan I ohm.6.8kohm 19
10k -15k 20
11k 23

17 watt 1 ohm -10 kohm 26
156, 226 27

Thorn 3000/3500 £1050

PYE IABGEAR
Mast Head Amp W8 12V

26db gain £12.00
Unit for above 111.25

'BehindBehind the Set' second set amp 110.06
'Behind the Set' UHF amp (mains) 110.73
Teletext Adaptor (Colounext) 1208.00
VHF/LIHF 8.1 distribution amp 132.35

me am - - persaleed.
Please add 15% VAT is AU. items

SEMICONDUCTORS SEMICONDUCTORS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS DIODES RE PLACEMENT ELECTROLYTICS
Typo his 1.1
AC126 22
66127 22
AC128 20
AC12810 32
AC141K 34
861426 30
AC176 25

16176K 32
86187 26

ACI87K 28
ACI BB 25

AC188K 37

80140 75
90143 82
A0149 79

10161 42
80161/2 11 15
413162 41
AF124 34
AF127 32
AF139 42

Tom Pries 4
86112
BC2121.

416213

862138 1

862131
136214

8C2141. 1

06237
86238
861514 1

8625113 I

862528 1

862528 I

0C2614 1

8C2610 I

862624 I

802628 I

BC300 3

86301 2

66303 2

16307 1

Type Priet (p1
BF160 27

10167 24
E0173 22
1E178 26
6E179 28

87180 36
87181 36
881132 30
87183 30
87184 30
67185 30
87194 11

87195 10

87196 10

137191 II
137198 18

87199 15

87200 30
87224 16
87241 15

BF257 28

Type Pries (p)

'803268 El 42
00407 £1 .25

E1222 28
MJE340 40
MJE520 44

0671 27

0679 15

0200813 £180
820101 £1.80
82265 E140
82321 58

R2323 67

62461 11.50
R2540 12 80
66016334 90

16116335 80
T1P296 43

TIP30C 43

TIP316 41

117326 42
117416 46

Type Prim .)
CA3065/7778018/

M12328 £2.20
ETTR6016/

M12318 £2 0

MC1307 £1 00
MC1327 El 0

MC1349 CI 0
MC1351 El 00
MC1352 11 00
61105606 f1 80
SAS570S f I 80
019018 14 45
01917E1 £625
SL1310 11 80
6113270 £1.20
5671300311 £1 .15
06760139 11.15
S74713013140 £7.15
56760239 E145
0976023710 95
SN76033N E153

Type Prim (p1

T8A12011 11 .00

111396 80

71314800 11.25
76.1510 13 00
1885200 £1.20
T86530 11 .20

7845300 £1 .28
713415400 E149
T885500 El se
16456060 £1.59
711570 11.00
T647500 E139
7868000
71481015 1135
786920 . E180
7819200 E199
7819900 £149
T6112700 11 10
T64270S0 E125
166800 1799

Type Prim 1.)
AA119 7

19A102 17

136115 13

80145 17

80148 17

04154 6

BM 85 14

00156 15
86013 1

136316 5

11131058 30
887056 30
86126 10

87127 11

81164 45
131176 85
81199 I°
BY206 14
872101800 22

86298/400 22

B7299/800 22

TIN P044 LP/
BYX71/600 40
0A47 9
MO 5
0191 8
0/95 6
01102

11
71914 3

N4001 4
94002 4

N4003 4
84004 5

N4005 5

1140013 5

94007 6

64148 2

84448 10

95401 12

95402 I4
N5403 12
95404 12

Type Ma DO
Decc 30 (400.400/350V/ £2.82
Decc 80/100 1400/3506 and

8 0/25011 UDC
Elea 1700 20-20.2420

1200-200.100-3506/ £3.00
PMI's 6 8 I600/3001/1 £211
Pye 6911200300/35061 12.28
Ronk A.82311500,2500/3091 11.08
Thorn 850.9501100.300-100.16/27561 £160
Thorn 14001150.100.100.100.150/32061
Thorn 1500 1150.150-100/300V) 11.92
Thorn 30001100100-200/3501/ £2.61
Thorn 3000-350011000/6361 172

Thorn 30013500 11000/70111 83
Thorn 3000-350011500/7011 80
Thorn 35001176100.100-400/350V( 12.34
Thorn 8000/8500 2500+2500 70V 11.47
Thorn 8000/8500 700 e 2501 £2.20
Thom 8000/8500 400 .3506 12.44

CAPACITORS
DOUBLE ENDED

0239 15
41102 1100
81103 12.00
A0110 12 00
A0113 E149
86107 11

B630711 1

131327 I

86328
86337 11

86338 9

86481 30

87258 25
87259 26
137271 24

87273 12

87214 13

87336 36

T1P426 47

T1P41 70

1172955 90
7111055

ISEP30551 63

TIS91 21

397611001 89
68761319 £1.30
571762266 El 55
0147622701 El 10
56765326 £1.50
SN765335 E130

764940 £1.60
TOAI170 f 1 99
71912030 /2.80
7062522 12 40
T0A2640 /250
TOA21390 1110
784641/B11 E150

81310 20
01355/600
81182 E180
81184 41

511223 90

145405 13
N5406 13

N5407 15

#5408 18
11144

4
TT2002

1 1

Velie MFO Prise (p)
10 22 7

10 47 7

io loo 8

10 220 11

10 470 18

Ws MFD PM NW
63 4 7 7

63 10 9
63 21 12

63 47 16
63 100 19

1361076 12

801078 13

16546 7

86541 10

67337 30
87338 34
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Video Mixer
ONE of the prime ambitions of the amateur video enthusiast
must be to build a control desk to enable different video
sources to be selected as required. One often progresses no
further than a plug and socket, or at best a row of toggle
switches. The aim of the present project has been to design
a very simple system which the enthusiast with limited
finances can easily build. It'll give his efforts that little extra
polish.

Design Considerations
The mixer was designed to complement the simple video

camera featured in recent issues of the magazine.
Depending on the quality of the cabinet used, the
constructor who shops around might be able to build a two
or three camera monochrome outfit for about the cost of a
single commercially built domestic camera.

I've called it a simple system, but the word "simple"
refers to the electronics. As the system grows, so do the
number of interconnecting units, cables and plugs and
sockets. Then there comes the need for a monitor to enable
you to preview the pictures at your disposal. So we end up
with a system that's less portable and not exactly for the
living room, rather for the "den", spare room or garage.

Flexibility really is the keynote of the "Studio 80" series.
The ideas are tried and tested and can be taken up or
discarded at will.

This mixer, in conjunction with two or more video
sources which must share a common source of sync pulses,
enables "live" programmes, lectures etc. to be produced.
Those with a video recorder will be able to make large
chunks of or even complete productions, using different
cameras and mixing shots as necessary without having to
stop the machine - with the inevitable picture disturbances
that this produces. The lone amateur on the other hand
could sit before a fixed camera with one hand on the mixer
to enable him to add a little "finesse" with captions, test
cards or general shots.

Operation
A -B channel mixing is used, i.e. a single fader control

selects the input from either of two banks of switches (see
Fig. 1), depending on its position. With the fader in the A
position, operating the top switch buttons will give black
level, camera 1, camera 2, camera 3, camera 4 or effects if
this feature (to be described in a later article) is
incorporated. The bottom row of switches gives the same
results with the fader in the B position. A fade-in can be
accomplished with say the fader in position B and black
level selected on the bottom row of switches and camera 1
selected on the top row. Moving the fader upwards will then
fade in the camera I picture. Moving the fader down again
will fade out the picture.

Mixing between two video sources is also possible. Say
camera 2 is selected on the top row and camera 4 on the
bottom row of switches. Moving the fader from A to B will
result in the pictures first dissolving into each other, finally
leaving the camera 4 picture on the screen. With the fader in
this position, a cut to camera 1 is produced simply by

Malcolm Burrell

operating the camera 1 switch on the bottom row. The next
shot involving the use of the fader can then be selected at
the top.

This arrangement provides enough facilities for most
purposes. Crude superimposition of titles is possible if a
"contrasty" background is used. The lettering should be
white on a black background. By moving the fader to about
half way into the dissolve mode, the title should be
discernible, though the relative brightness of the overall
picture will be reduced. I shall be covering this in greater
detail when we get to the special effects unit.

The mixer is tolerant of deviations from the ideal 1V
peak -to -peak video signal, and it's possible to mix
composite (video plus syncs) and non -composite (video
only) signals as well as colour and monochrome signals. In
the latter case however the output obtained will always be in
monochrome due to the loss of the original sync pulses, the
burst and all signals below the black level (this includes part
of the chrominance with dark colours such as red and blue).

The video inputs should be of 75 Q impedance, and in
addition to the input socket an extra socket is provided for
looping through (see Fig. 2) to monitors etc. If the signal is
not to be fed to another piece of equipment, a switch can be
incorporated to introduce a terminating resistor or the
cheaper solution of using a "stuffer" can be adopted. The
latter is simply a suitable plug containing a 7552 resistor.

The sync pulse generator has been built into the unit to
save on extra casing, power supplies and cables. The four
outputs available are mixed syncs, mixed blanking and line
and field drive. These can be taken to a five -pin DIN plug.
As with the original circuit published in the May 1977 issue,

cCarera Camera Camera
C 2 C 3

Pattern
generator

Syncs
Video

output
A 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fader)

B 0
Black

0
1

0
2

0
3

0
6

0
Fx Fsgzsi

Fig. 1: Fader, switches and general arrangement of the inputs.
Position 4 can be used for a pattern generator or a fourth
camera.

Camera

Fig. 2: Looping through.

Mom for

Video

Pulses n
te.

Mixer

27n.

27n

75.n.

10945!

75.n output

Fig. 3: Use of extra gates to obtain 750 outputs.
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these are at TTL level. The perfectionist (who won't build
this unit anyway!) will probably throw up his hands in
horror, though a limited number of video sources will work
happily with these medium -impedance pulses. The use of
extra gates will give you 75 Q outputs (see Fig. 3).

The selector buttons used are those marketed by Maplin.
They can be arranged in rows ranging from one to ten. For
convenience, two banks of six are employed, but if a simpler
video system is to be used and no expansion is envisaged a
smaller number can be used.

Circuit Description
The channel A and B amplifiers are identical, so the A

one only will be described (see Fig. 4). The input selected by
the switchbank is a.c. coupled by Cl to the emitter -follower
transistor Tr3. Since selecting different video signals whose
mean level may vary widely can produce picture
disturbances with a large -value coupling capacitor, a d.c.
restorer transistor (Trl) is used to provide a stable base
bias. The alternative approach (using a lower value coupling
capacitor) would result in an unacceptable l.f. response. C3
is included to prevent instability.

A.C. coupling is again used to the fader amplifier
transistor Tr5. The fader control itself, VR I a/b, is a dual -
slider control with each track connected in the opposite
sense. Since this control tends to be noisy, at least until it's
worn in, a.c. coupling (C9) is used between the control and
the collector of Tr5. The use of large -value coupling
capacitors preserves most of the l.f. response.

The output from the fader is a.c. coupled by C13 to the
first transistor in the CA3046 transistor -array i.c. - this is

Set with VR2 0 3V1

Fig. 5: Setting up the sync and black level controls.

used to reduce the transistor count in the circuit. The first
stage is an inverter, which is a.c. coupled with d.c. clamping
(D1) to the following emitter -follower stage. The use of a.c.
coupling with d.c. restoration at this point was found to give
a very significant improvement to the performance of the
mixer. The addition of C15 in the emitter circuit of the
inverter stage improved the vertical edges.

The blanking and sync pulses are added at the following
differential -amplifier stage, with VR2 setting the sync level
and VR3 the black level (see Fig. 5). The blanking removes
any sync pulses in the original signal. The final stage is a
further emitter -follower which provides a IV peak -to -peak
output at 75 Q .

The well-known ZNA134J sync pulse generator i.c. has
been used as the sync source, the outputs being buffered by
1C2. The cheap and cheerful circuit shown in the August
1979 issue should work reasonably well as a cheaper
alternative.

Setting up
To set up the mixer, feed in the output from a camera,

adjusted to 1V peak -to -peak. With the output from the
mixer viewed on a scope, adjust VR2 for a sync amplitude
of about 0.3V, then set VR3 so that the darkest parts of the

* Vision mixer components list

Resistors: R11 220k R22 1k Miscellaneous:
R1 82 R12 220k R23 10k Switchbanks See text.
R2 82 R13 220 R24 12k F1 1A anti -surge with holder
R3 2k7 R14 2k2 R25 390 XL1 2.5625MHz crystal
R4 6k8 R15 220 R26 4k7 Heatsink RS 401-497 for IC4-5
R5 2k7 R16 2k2 R27 1k T1 240V primary, 15V 3A secondary
R6 6k8 R17 1k R28 100 Mains on -off switch
R7 47 R18 1k R29 100 Input/output sockets as required.
R8 470 R19 470k R30 220
R9 47 R20 150k R31 1k The crystal is available from:
R10 470 R21 3k3 R32

0.25W, 5% carbon film

3k3 Senator Crystals,
36 Valleyfield Rd.,
London SW16 2H R

VR1 1 k+ lk lin. IC3 is available from:
VR2
VR3

22k miniature horizontal skeleton preset
2k2 miniature horizontal skeleton preset

Semicomps Ltd.,
Willington Rd.,
London Colney,
St. Albans, Herts.

Capacitors:

Cl 10 16V radial electrolytic
C2 10 16V radial electrolytic
C3 470p ceramic plate
C4 470p ceramic plate
C5 10 16V radial electrolytic
C6 10 16V radial electrolytic
C7 330p ceramic plate
C8 330p ceramic plate
C9 10 16V radial electrolytic
C10 10 16V radial electrolytic
C11 100 16V radial electrolytic
C12 0.1 ceramic disc

C13 47 16V radial electrolytic
C14 100 16V radial electrolytic
C15 680p ceramic plate
C16 47 16V radial electrolytic
C17 4700 25V can electrolytic (e.g. RS 102-774)
C18 0.1 ceramic disc
C19 10 16V radial electrolytic
C20 0.1 ceramic disc
C21 10 16V radial electrolytic
C22 0.1 ceramic disc
C23 100 16V radial electrolytic
C24 0.1 ceramic disc
C25 22p ceramic plate

Semiconductors:
Tr1-4 BC182L
Tr5-6 BC212L
D1-4 1N4148
IC1 CA3046
IC2 7408
IC3 ZNA134J
IC4 7812
IC5 7805
BR1 RS262-078
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video waveform just touch the black level. If a scope is not
, available, view the picture on a monitor, setting VR2 for a
steady locked picture then VR3 so that the darkest parts of
the picture begin to blend with the dark grey areas. Then
back VR3 off slightly to give a satisfactory contrast range.

Miscellaneous Matters
The mixer and the effects generator to be described can

be housed in the same cabinet, sharing the same power
supply. Whether or not the mixer is used with the camera
design previously described, it should provide a cheap
solution to amateur TV production problems. Surplus, even
ex -broadcast, equipment can be obtained by the amateur
from time to time, and although the mixer is not of
broadcast quality it should work well with most video
equipment.

Many cameras, such as the Crofton design, can be
adapted for separate sync operation. There are many
however, especially those of the surveillance variety, which
can be difficult to operate in this way without extensive
modification. This is mainly because they obtain their field
scan by shaping the mains supply waveform. All need not
be lost if you have one of these, since with some ingenuity
the sync can be separated from the video and used to drive
other units.

Mixing colour signals is a complex business, with the
need to avoid phase errors, preserve the burst and lock the
subcarrier and ident on all units in use. There's no reason
however why an RGB system could not be used with a
mixer circuit like the present design in triplicate, feeding a
common colour encoder.

A PCB for the project is in preparation and will be shown
next month.

The Complementary Transistor Switch

IT'S common to explain the action of a thyristor by drawing
an analogy with a complementary pair of transistors. Fig. 1
shows the idea. As we should know by now, provided the
thyristor's anode is positive with respect to its cathode, then
by applying a positive -going pulse to its cathode gate to
make this positive with respect to its cathode the thyristor
will conduct. It will then remain conductive so long as the
current flowing through it is sufficient to hold it on. In the
circuit show in Fig. 1(a) the thyristor will switch on and
discharge capacitor Cl - which would have charged
previously from the positive rail via R 1. If the value of R1 is
such that the hold -on current is insufficient once C 1 has
discharged, the thyristor will switch off. By timing the
pulses so that Cl charges periodically via R1 and is then
discharged via the thyristor, a sawtooth output can be
obtained at the junction of R 1/C1.

Why does the thyristor remain conductive after the
cessation of the switch -on pulse? The two -transistor
analogy explains the action - see Fig. 1(b). By switching
Tr2 on, the base of Tr 1 is made negative with respect to its
emitter, so that it too switches on. Tr2's collector current
flows via the base -emitter junction of Tr 1, while Tr l's
collector current flows via the base -emitter junction of Tr2.
So provided the current flowing through the transistors is
sufficient, the pair remain conductive. When a thyristor or a
pair of complementary transistors switch on, the voltage
across them falls to a very low level, in the region of IV.
This is the base -emitter saturation voltage of one transistor
plus the collector -emitter saturation voltage of the other.

A complementary pair of transistors is in fact quite
widely used in TV receiver circuitry. The use of a pair of
transistors may be cheaper than a thyristor, while having
both bases available for biasing gives the arrangement
greater versatility. There are several possible applications.

Protection circuits
One is in protective circuitry. A good example is the

overload protection circuit used in the Rank Z718 chassis -
see Fig. 2. 5VT1 is the line driver transistor, and the idea is
to remove the drive to it in the event of an overload in the
line output stage. With no drive applied to the line output
stage, the set shuts down. To this end, 5VT4/5 act as a

S. George

shorting switch across the line driver transistor's base
circuit.

During normal operation, 5VT4/5 remain cut off, since
the positive voltage tapped from the slider of the set
overvoltage trip potentiometer 5RV3 is insufficient for the
8.2V zener diode 5D7 to conduct. The line output
transistors' emitter current flows via 5R8, so that the
voltage developed across this resistor - and the combination
5RV3/5R15 - is proportional to the load on the line output
stage. An excessive load will increase the voltage at the
slider of 5RV3 to the point where 5D7 and thus 5VT4/5
conduct. In order to restart the set, it must be switched off
for a minute or so for the h.t. to decay. If the overload was
transient, the set will then start up. An overload due to a
fault in the set will reactivate the trip. 5R16 and 5C22
provide a time -constant to prevent the trip responding to
switch -on surges and momentary transients. A similar
circuit is used in the later T20 chassis, though the overload
sensing arrangement is different.

Low -voltage Protection
In contrast, Fig. 3 shows the complementary transistor

switch circuit used in the Panasonic Model TC333G 13in.
battery/mains colour portable to switch the set off in the
event of the battery voltage falling to a low figure. This is
done in the interests of both the set and the battery. A LED

ve
RI

Switch -on
pulses

Gate

rM) la)

Cl

Ib)

Cl

Fig. 1: Analogy between a thyristor (a) and a complementary
transistor switch (b). Both operate in the same manner, the
thyristor acting like a pair of pnp/npn transistors with their
bases and collectors d.c. coupled. The discrete transistor
circuit gives greater flexibility in application.
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Line
Input from driver
line oscillator

Line output
transistors

Fig. 2: Use of a complementary transistor switch circuit as an
overload trip in the Rank Z718 chassis. In the event of ex-
cessive current being drawn by the line output stage, the trip
operates to remove the input to the line driver stage.

12l7

Tr4

rags -4

Fig. 3: The complementary transistor switch circuit Tr6/7 in
the Panasonic Model TC333G 13in. battery/mains colour
portable comes into operation when the voltage from the
battery falls to a low level.

151331

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the battery power supply arrange-
ment used in the Panasonic Model TC333G. In the event of
the 12V battery voltage falling to a low level, the protection
circuit shuts down the multivibrator oscillator.

t2V

Sync pulses

Fig. 5: Use of a complementary transistor switch (VT1/21 as
the field oscillator in the Rank Z718 chassis. The circuit is tim-
ed by C2 in conjunction with RV1 and R3. The field sawtooth
is generated in the following stage, as C3 charges from the
275V h.t. rail via R9 and the height control etc.

comes on at the same time to show that the battery is in
need of a recharge.

Fig. 4 shows in block diagram form the arrangement
used to obtain the h.t. supply on battery operation. Briefly,
the outputs from an astable multivibrator circuit are fed to a
driver stage which produces a 20V peak -to -peak
squarewave across the primary winding of a step-up
transformer. The output from the secondary winding is
rectified by a bridge rectifier circuit to provide the h.t.
supply.

Tr6/7 form a complementary transistor switch which is
normally cut off. There's no current through the LED
indicator D19 therefore, and the astable multivibrator
transistors Tr3/4 oscillate at line frequency. Tr6's emitter
voltage is set by the fixed potential divider R17/18 across
the 9V zener diode D14, its base voltage being determined
by the setting of the "battery undercut" preset R11 which is
connected across the 12V supply in series with R12, R10
and diodes D10 and D11. If the voltage from the battery
falls sufficiently, Tr6's base voltage will fall below its emitter
voltage (which is held steady by the zener diode). In
consequence Tr6/7 will switch on, current flowing via the
LED, the two isolating diodes D8/9 and the base -emitter
junctions of the two multivibrator transistors Tr3/4. With
both Tr3 and Tr4 held conductive, there's no output to the
driver stage and the power supply shuts down. Diodes
D10/11/12/13 are included to provide temperature
compensation.

The flexibility of the complementary transistor switch
circuit is highlighted by the fact that in the first example
given the switch is operated by applying a positive voltage
to the base of the npn transistor whilst in this second
example the switch is operated by applying a negative -going
voltage to the base of the pnp transistor.

Field Oscillator Circuit'
Our final example takes us back to the Rank Z718

chassis, where a complementary transistor switch is used as
the field oscillator. This illustrates two other aspects of the
circuit, control via the emitter of the pnp transistor, with the
switch reverting to the off condition after the discharge of a
capacitor.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 5 and depends for its basic
operation on the timing circuit RV1/R3/R7/C2. The base
of VT2 is biased at about 5.2V by the fixed potential divider
R1/2, its emitter voltage rising at field rate as C2 charges
via R7/R3/RV1. When VT2's emitter voltage rises above
its base voltage, the two transistors switch on, discharging
C2 via R7. Once C2 has been discharged, the two
transistors switch off, the comparatively high -value resistors
R3/RV1 being unable to provide a hold -on current. The
oscillator is synchronised by applying positive -going pulses
to the base of the npn transistor. D 1 and R5 rectify the sync
pulses, producing a negative bias to hold VT1 cut off until
the next field sync pulse arrives. The stage is triggered just
before the natural switch -on time set by the timing circuit is
reached.

Whilst the oscillator could be used to produce the basic
field scan ramp waveform, this is done by the following
"field waveform generator stage" comprising VT22 and the
associated components. When C2 is discharged, the base -
emitter junction of VT22 is forward biased. As a result it
switches on, in turn discharging C3 across which the field
ramp is generated.

The complementary transistor switch is a versatile circuit
then, and once you recognise it for what it is the circuit
action becomes clear.
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Teletopics
VLP now LaserVision
Philips have decided to adopt the name LaserVision in place
of VLP for their video disc system. The term VLP (video
long play) had been employed since the original laboratory
demonstrations of the system in 1972. Two other terms are
being introduced to make the system easier for consumers
to understand. For marketing purposes, the CLV discs will
be known as Long Play discs and the CAV ones as Active
Play discs. The constant linear velocity/long play versions
of the disc have a playing time of an hour per side, while the
constant angular velocity/active play discs have a playing
time of 36 minutes per side but in addition offer still frame,
slow motion, reverse motion and frame indexing facilities.
The same player can operate with both types of disc.

The LaserVision disc system is understood to be on
schedule for its launch on the UK market in mid -1981. The
system is now on sale in all major market areas in the USA,
following various initial test market trials, with players
produced by Magnavox (Philips) and Pioneer. Philips are
expressing confidence in the successful launch of the system
in the UK on two counts, first the technical superiority of
the system and secondly the fact that it will be available
ahead of its RCA and JVC rivals. Discs for the European
markets will be produced at Blackburn, where the
installation of the disc -pressing plant is well on target - trial
production started in October 1980.

The initial disc catalogue will include over 100 titles and
will be expanded to 250 by the end of the year. Rank have
agreed to make films available, joining Magnetic
Video/20th Century Fox, MCA/Universal and Paramount.
Philips envisage sales of LaserVision players in the UK
rising from tens of thousands in the first year to 150,000 in
1983 and 700,000 in 1986, and regard these estimates as
"conservative". The players are expected to sell at around
£500, with the discs averaging £15.

The name LaserVision is to be used world wide, all
players and discs made to the Philips optical system
carrying the term in addition to any other brand name.

High -voltage Line Scan Darlingtons
The use of a Darlington line driver/output transistor pair in
a common encapsulation is now well established in
monochrome portables. Matsushita have now announced in
Tokyo the successful development of a high -voltage version
for use in large -screen colour sets. As with the low -voltage
devices, the pack also includes the shunt efficiency diode
and a speed-up diode.

Grundig's 2 x4 Plus Launched in UK
Grundig have now launched on the UK market what they
call their "second generation" VCR using the joint
Grundig/Philips V2000 format. It's the 2 x 4 Plus, which
offers still pictures plus fast and slow motion. We first
mentioned it in this column last November after it had been
on show at the Cologne Photokina exhibition. Grundig
comment that with the dynamic track following that's a
feature of the V2000 system, the excellent picture quality
achieved in normal operation is maintained in the new
operating modes, providing clear, interference -free pictures.
The slow motion is at a third of normal speed, with fast
forward at three times the normal speed.
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Another new feature of the machine is the provision of
video input/output sockets. An "A" indication lights up in
the LED display to show that the machine is in the AV
mode. Like the standard 2 x 4, an automatic programme
finder (APF) records a signal on the tape at the beginning
and end of each recording. When the cassette is run in the
fast forward or rewind modes with the tape threaded round
the drum, the machine automatically stops at each signal.
The timer can be programmed to record four programmes
on separate channels over a period of ten days.

The new machine has been taken up by Visionhire, and
will be available initially through their 140 branches in the
south east.

ITV Changes
The main changes following the IBA's franchise review are
as follows: Television South is to take over the south and
south east region from Southern Television, while Television
South West will take over the Devon/Cornwall area from
Westward Television. ATV Midlands is to be restructured,
with Lord Grade's Associated Communications
Corporation holding no more than 51 per cent of the shares,
and Yorkshire Television and Tyne Tees Television must be
run separately. The new contracts take effect from January
1982. Breakfast TV is to start some time in 1983 and will be
run by TV -AM, which is headed by Peter Jay. In addition
to news reports there'll be current events programmes,
analyses, features and entertainment. Transmissions will be
from 6.15 a.m. to 9.15 a.m. TV4 starts in late 1982. The
BBC is also considering breakfast TV, with a possible
launch date in early 1982.

The Turbo Trinitron
Sony's latest release on the UK market, their 27in. Model
KV2704UB colour set, incorporates some interesting
features. For a start 114° tube, the largest
to be used in a domestic colour set. Secondly there's the use
of velocity modulation, which is employed to give enhanced
picture sharpness. The technique, which Sony call "Turbo
modulation", alters the scan speed fractionally when there's
a sudden change in picture content. Sony say that the use of
this technique enables the sharp pictures obtained with
small -screen tubes to be obtained on the new large -screen
tube. A sharpness control is provided to enable the viewer
to set the degree of picture sharpness to suit his own taste.
A third technical feature of interest is the use of a quasi -
parallel sound system. This appears to mean that the sound
signal is tapped off at an earlier than usual point in the if.
strip, thus obtaining better results than with the conven-
tional intercarrier sound technique. To make full use of the
improved quality sound signal, there's a 10W audio
amplifier with independent bass and treble controls and a
loudspeaker mounted in its own acoustic enclosure within
the main cabinet.

The set's up-market specification includes electronic
tuning by voltage synthesis, full -function infra -red remote
control and comprehensive input/output facilities. The
recommended retail price of the set, which is being
produced at Sony's Bridgend factory in S. Wales, is £650.

Death of Sir Jules Thorn
One of the best known names in our industry, Sir Jules
Thorn, died on December 12th last, aged 82. Sir Jules was
still president of Thorn -EMI, having handed over as
chairman in 1976. He was born in Vienna in 1898 and came
to England in the early 20s, his first venture being into the
import and supply of electric light bulbs and radio valves.
When import tariffs were introduced, he started to
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manufacture his own bulbs. That was in 1932. His Electric
Light Service Co. had been formed in 1928, and in 1936 he
bought the Enfield based radio receiver manufacturer
Ferguson. The combined company was named Thorn
Electrical Industries Ltd.

During the war Thorn bought DER (Domestic Electrical
Rentals), laying the foundation of the future TV rental
business. TV manufacture started after the war, and in 1958
the British Radio Corporation was set up in conjunction
with EMI, giving Thorn the rights to manufacture and sell
sets under the HMV and Marconiphone brand names.
Shortly after this the Ultra Electric Ltd. radio and TV
interests were taken over, giving Thorn two more brand
names - Ultra and Pilot. The long series of acquisitions
before and after these included AEI's lighting division,
Radio Rentals in 1968, and both electrical and gas
appliance manufacturers. Well known Thorn brand names
include Ferguson, Kenwood, Mazda, Tricity, AVO and
Taylor.

Over the years the business expanded in many directions,
including hire purchase finance and mechanical engineering.
The largest divisions remained TV manufacture/rental and
lighting however. The most recent move was Thorn's
takeover of EMI in 1979.

Sir Jules was knighted in 1964. He was president of the
Radio Industries Council in 1966 and of BREMA from
1964-8. Today Thorn is one of the UK's largest companies,
with sales of L1.75 billion and pre-tax profits of f125
million in the last financial year. Sir Jules himself played the
major role in building up this massive enterprise.

Video Round up
Hitachi have come up with an interesting VCR in their
new Model VT8000, combining as it does the latest video
technology with a suggested retail price of only £549
including VAT. Features include pause, still picture, frame -
by -frame advance and forward or reverse playback at five
times the normal speed to give visual search. A wired
remote control unit comes as standard, and the timer can be
'set to record any programme up to ten days in advance.
The size of the motor drive system has been reduced by
using a direct drive capstan and a direct drive drum motor
system. This gives a very compact, lightweight machine. To
assist in setting the machine up initially, a test signal
generator has been built in.

Sharp have also announced new video products - two
VCRs and a colour camera. The VCRs are the VC7700H
and VC 7300H, both to the VHS standard, the former being
a full -specification machine and the latter a down market
model selling at some £200 less. Features of the VC7700H
include pause, frame -by -frame advance and half and double
speed, automatic programme location by searching for a
signal laid down when the record button is pressed, and
infra -red remote control. The XC 33H camera has a x6 fl 4
manual zoom lens, a through -the -lens viewfinder and a
suggested retail price of around £500.

The new Marconi MV402 all solid-state miniature TV
camera was on show at the latest Video Tradex
International exhibition. This UK -made, matchbox -size
battery -operated camera is primarily intended for industrial
surveillance purposes.

Rediffusion have announced the opening of 22 video
centres to provide customers with a comprehensive video
service. Rediffusion are also launching a videocassette
library, with the cassettes for sale or rental. The scheme is
to be extended to several hundred of the group's 450 shops.

A somewhat different type of projection TV receiver has
been announced by Sanyo - a back -projection colour set
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The new Hitachi VT8000 VCR.

with 45in. screen. The two
channel.

A gadget called the Editor has been introduced in the
USA to enable VCR users to remove the advertisements
from their recordings - this is something of a problem for
US users since on average something like 15 minutes in
every hour is devoted to adverts. The device, which is
manufactured by the Shelton Video Company, works by
detecting the short no -signal periods that, in accordance
with FCC regulations, must precede all advertisements. The
Editor then switches the recorder off for 32 seconds after
which, if another black cue doesn't follow, the recorder is
switched on again. Apparently only two per cent of
commercials slip through - the proportion of missing bits of
programme is the same. Shelton are doing further work with
the hope of achieving 100 per cent effectiveness.

speakers deliver lOW per

Prestel Developments
British Telecom's Prestel service is to become international
this July, following a successful trial run throughout last
year. The latter involved over 300 businesses in seven
countries. The full service is expected to follow the pattern
found most successful during the trial, with information for
specific business sectors, including shipping movements,
investment statistics and commodity prices, plus "closed
user" segments giving organisations exclusive use of certain
parts of the information bank for intra-company use. The
database used will be quite separate from the one used for
general purposes in the UK.

Prestel International will be restricted initially to the
seven trial countries - Australia, Holland, Sweden,
Switzerland, W. Germany, the USA and UK, plus Hong
Kong - though access will be possible from anywhere in the
world. The first database, a GEC 4080 computer, will be
sited in London, a second one in the USA being due to
come into operation towards the end of the year. Databases
will be brought into service in other countries as required.

Meanwhile on the domestic user front various adaptors at
under £200 have been announced (Tangerine, Radofin,
Zycor), though it's not quite certain what the status of these
adaptors is - whether they are still in prototype form etc. It
seems that the development of specialised i.c.s for the
purpose is likely to have a dramatic effect on costs.

Access to Prestel-type database systems and page
selection by means of voice control has been demonstrated,
for the first time, at a conference held by the National
Maritime Institute at the IEE. It would form part of a radio
Prestel system for marine use, enabling ships at sea to
replace much of the printed documentation currently used.

Videotape Warnings
Warnings about the use of cheap, imported videocassettes
have been issued by Granada TV Rentals, Hitachi and
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JVC. Granada comment that a shortage of videotape in the
UK last year led to a flood of cheap imports, while JVC
mention "obscure brands of VHS cassettes which don't
meet the company's technical standards". The tape can be
abrasive and shed oxide which causes clogging and damage
to the heads. One point to watch out for is tapes prefixed
with the letter "T" instead of the European "E". "T"tapes
are manufactured for use with the US NTSC television
system, which is less critical than the PAL system for
recording purposes.

Revised Panel Prices
Philips Service have announced revised prices for two of
their replacement panels. The 212 27327 CDA panel for
use in Pye hybrid colour receivers now costs £17.00, while
the 212 27314 rear -mounted convergence panel for use in
later versions of the Philips G8 chassis is available as a new
unit only at £17.85. These prices do not include VAT.

Roberts-Dynatron Link
Roberts Video, the TV section of Roberts Radio, has
bought the Dynatron TV interests from Philips. This will
keep the brand name alive in the TV field, and will give
Roberts the advantage of being able to offer dealers up-
market sets in cabinet styles varying from modern to
traditional.

Trade Round up
Japanese colour receiver production is expected to reach a
record level of over eleven and a half million sets in 1980 -
production exceeded one million for the first time in any
month in November 1980. A further increase in 1981 is
anticipated.

Meanwhile European problems worsen. The Italian
TV/consumer electronics industry is the latest to get into
difficulties, as a result of which a proposal for joint
operations between Indesit, Voxon and Emerson has been
put forward. Indesit is at present under "special
supervision" - an Italian form of receivership. Voxon is
expected to apply for this status, while Emerson appears to
be anticipating bankruptcy. The three companies are hoping
that government financial guarantees will enable a holding
company to be set up. This would form one of the largest
electronic concerns in Italy, and with pooled development,

purchasing and marketing would provide considerable cost
savings. Italian Grundig and Zanussi have both announced
substantial lay-offs.

Colour tube production has ended in Finland with the
closure of the Finnvalco plant. After three years'
operations, losses exceeded £24 million. We were always
rather puzzled by this venture, which was started shortly
after Thorn withdrew from tube production in the UK. It
seems that the problems of starting from fresh in a
greenfield site in a rather remote area - selected to help deal
with local unemployment - were too great at a time of
excess world-wide tube making capacity.

A Bit of Fun
The new generation of more complex video games certainly
seems to be doing good business in pubs and clubs across
the land. One problem is that customers eventually get
bored and require something new. The ingenuity of
manufacturers in you know where is apparently rising to
meet the challenge however. One of the games that's not so
far appeared in the UK features babies being flung from the
roof of a burning building. The idea is to catch them before
they land on the ground. If you miss, the baby goes "splat"
on the sidewalk and a tiny angel appears and moves slowly
up the screen. Our more erudite readers might like to devise
a steam -hammer and editor game. The idea would be to
splat the editor with the steam -hammer, when a small
fountain pen would appear on the screen and . . . Never mind.

Station Openings
The following relay transmitters are now in operation:
Alton (Hants) BBC -1 ch. 49, TV4 ch. 52, Southern
Television ch. 59, BBC -2 ch. 62.
Baltasound (Shetlands) BBC -1 ch. 39, Grampian Television
ch. 42, BBC -2 ch. 45, TV4 ch. 49.
Brighstone (Isle of Wight) Southern Television ch. 41,
BBC -2 ch. 44, TV4 ch. 47, BBC -1 ch. 51.
Bristol (Barton House) BBC -1 ch. 21, HTV-West ch. 24,
BBC -2 ch. 27, TV4 ch. 31. Polarisation horizontal.
Mallaig (Inverness) Scottish Television ch. 40, BBC -1 ch.
43, BBC -2 ch. 46, TV4 ch. 50.
Ravenscraig (Strathclyde) BBC -1 ch. 21, Scottish
Television ch. 24, BBC -2 ch. 27, TV4 ch. 31.

Polarisation is vertical unless otherwise stated.

VCR Clinic
November was fun time. Amidst the rubble and wiring,
work progressed at a slow pace whilst I tried to sort out my
little shop. A few interesting faults have come along, sent by
various dealers who had problems and saw no reason why I
shouldn't be burdened with them.

Replay Wobble
First came a JVC HR4100 portable VCR. It replayed

known good recordings with no problem at all. When it
made its own recordings and replayed them however the
verticals wobbled at the top and bottom of the screen - the
centre vertical line was stable. The effect was similar to that
produced by displaced video heads, so we changed them.
This was a waste of time. Well I thought, the problem can't

Steve Beeching, T.Eng.(C.E.I.)

be mechanical, since replay of a known good recording is
fine. So I tried a recording made by the machine on another
one. The fault then showed up, indicating that the wobble
was due to something being recorded by the machine on the

. tape.
Experience led me to deduce (think up) that the problem

was being caused by the head drum changing speed, which
in turn suggested a drum servo fault. But the drum employs
the same components for both record and replay - or does
it?

Inspecting the motor drive voltage in both the record and
replay modes revealed a lump on the d.c. voltage in the
record mode - a parabolic lump. So further investigation
was called for, tracing back along the servo system from the
motor. The voltage from the error detector circuit was level
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and steady (pin 12 of IC3), but on the other side of the non-
linear circuit (see Fig. 1) there was this parabola. The
problem was thus due to X9 or its associated circuitry.

Now X9 is part of the still circuit. The aim is to hold the
drum servo voltage at a fixed value, near the true working
level, during a pause. During normal play, pulses from the
tracking control monostable in IC3 are fed to the base of
X8, turning it on and off sequentially. As a result, C52 is
kept discharged via D15 and X8. In the pause mode
however X7 switches on to remove the pulses from the base
of X8, which is thus kept cut off. The result is that C52
charges via R60, X9 turning on to clamp the servo motor
voltage at the level set by R62.

So what was happening in the record mode and not on
playback? Answer, X8's collector voltage was not falling to
zero, since it was not being turned on fully by the pulses
from the monostable. Now the pulse duration on record is
shorter than on playback, and these short pulses were not
turning X8 fully on. In consequence C52 was not being
fully discharged and X9 was turning on, producing the
offending parabola.

During playback the monostable which produces the
pulses to switch X8 on is timed by the tracking control, the
timing period being fairly long. In record the timing is done
by the crossover point adjuster R28, the timing period being
short. The record crossover point was in fact a bit high,
occurring some eight lines before field blanking instead of
three and a half lines. Adjusting R28 to the correct point
cured the wobble. A good one, isn't it?!

No Drum Servo Lock
Another of these portables came along a little while later,

this time a Ferguson version. The fault reported was no
drum servo lock - the dealer's engineer had tried various
possibilities without success. All the circuitry up to the non-
linear bit worked, but after this there were lumps on the
drum motor drive voltage. Now as you know Beeching is
not one to be caught twice, so R28 was adjusted. The effect
was astounding. The servo still didn't lock. Check with
scope and find the lumps present at both the collector and
base of X9. Hello, hello, hello - on the base which is
decoupled by a nice electrolytic? A nice blue tant - in fact a
nice blue open -circuit tantalum capacitor! Stick in a new
4.7µ F capacitor and the servo works.

Picture Fault
The next machine was yet another one sent in by a bald

dealer (due to tearing his hair out). The accompanying note
said that the machine replayed known good tapes but would

The latest VCR from Grundig, the 2x4 plus, uses the V2000
format. For further details see page 188.
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Fig. 1: Part of the pause circuit in the JVC portable Model
HR4100. During a pause transistor X9 switches on, clamping
the drum servo voltage at the level set by R62.
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Fig. 2: Luminance signal path in the JVC Models HR3330 and
HR3660.

neither record nor play its own. So I checked it out, and
found that the replay of its own recordings was diabolical -
very low level and fuzzy, with lots of ringing on the edges. I
then tried a known good tape. The replay was better, but
there was still some ringing.

The next step was to check the record carrier f.m.
deviation and level. These were a bit odd, but could be set
up all right. The level was a bit out, but this was put down to
previous twiddlings. The results were still bad.

I next tried playing a recording from the machine on
another one. The results were reasonable. Not good:
reasonable. This led me to conclude that whatever was
causing the problem was obviously in both the record and
replay paths. The ringing on the edges of transients was
tolerable when a known good recording was being replayed,
and when the defective machine's tapes were replayed on
another machine, but when the machine was used to replay
its own recordings the results were terrible.

I put on a test tape and started to check around,
somewhat puzzled. It was around IC3 (see Fig. 2) that I
came across some slight discrepancy. The signal level at
TP5 was about 2V peak -to -peak on replay, but at TP6 there
was only about 250mV instead of 1.2V peak -to -peak. So
being a bit dim I changed IC3, which made no difference.

Switching the rear selector switch to monochrome gave a
black -and -white picture with increased video levels. So it
must be IC3 - there's not much else except filters. Just for
interest, I did a recording and replay and discovered that the
signal level in the monochrome mode was considerably
greater. Hmmm. Since there was ringing, I replaced low-
pass filter 2. No difference. Change equalisation filter 2 and
the fault is cleared. So this was the cause of the trouble -a
partial internal short to chassis in the filter.

In writing the above I've deliberately missed out the other
components that were removed and checked before the filter
was proved to be the cause of the fault. Naturally a
replacement filter had to be ordered from Japan - because
they don't go wrong, do they?
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Service Notes
on the Siemens
Model FC365

Mike Dutton

THE Siemens Model FC365, a 90° colour set, is one of the
few foreign receivers imported during the colour boom I'd
not come across until recently. Over the past three months
however some fifty of these sets, bought ex -rental, have
passed through the workshop.

The most common problem we've had has been failure of
the tuning selector unit. It's of the push button type, with
phosphor bronze spring contacts. These snap off or go
weak, causing non -operation of the particular button or
poor tuning reset accuracy. The units can be returned to the
Siemens Service Agent for repair - new units are not
available.

The set is typically German in design, with a large
horizontal main panel and four plug-in panels for the power
supply control circuitry, RGB output, decoder and field
timebase. The main panel contains the luminance, line
oscillator, thyristor line output stage and the rest of the
power supply circuitry. The panel can be taken out of its
slides and parked vertically on the hook provided: this gives
excellent access to both sides. The plug-in panels can also
be plugged into the back of the main panel, giving access to
both sides. A separate side panel contains the sound
circuitry, a plug-in i.f. panel and plug-in tuner.

The controls are mounted in a block which can be easily
removed after releasing four fastenings. The convergence
panel is mounted along the top of the chassis and hinges
upwards to enable adjustments to be made from the front of
the set. Excellent convergence can be obtained, with extra
controls provided for corner convergence correction.

The power supply is slightly unusual. Fig. 1 shows the
main essentials. Thyristor D601 provides a regulated h.t.
supply and, with D536, C536 and C539, is incorporated in
what's basically a voltage doubler circuit. An overload trip
is incorporated in the power supply - it operates when the
return current flow via R612 exceeds a certain limit or the
beam current is excessive, disabling the trigger pulse circuit.
To reset the trip, the set must be switched off then on again.

The set's reliability is good, and with a new tube the
picture quality is excellent. Much the same chassis is used in
the following models: FC366, FC370, FC371, FC373,
FC375, FC376, FC379, FC385 and FC388.

The most common fault is a dead set, and the 4A anti -
surge mains fuse S1201 (at the left back of the main panel)
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circuit
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lk 120k
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R536
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Fig. 1: Simplified circuit showing the mains input and h.t.
rectifier circuits.

will usually be found blown. The usual cause of this is that
D536 is short-circuit. The original type had a metal body -
a BY133 is a suitable replacement. Lift out the power
supply control panel - D536 will be found mounted on the
main panel, under where the power supply control panel
sits. In only one case have we found the thyristor D601 to
be faulty.

Lack of width with bottom foldover is due to low h.t. (the
U 1 line). The cause may be a faulty preset (R614 on the
power supply control panel) or loss of capacitance in C536
(470µF) - when this electrolytic goes completely open -
circuit the effect is a dead set. It's always advisable to check
the power supply adjustments when servicing one of these
sets. Set R607 to minimum, then adjust the U 1 supply
(R614) for 238V (at pin 1 of plug II). Finally adjust R607
to bring the U 1 supply up to 240V. In the I.t. department,
adjust R651 for a reading of 24V on the U9 rail (emitter of
the series regulator transistor V555).

If the set's dead but the h.t. supply is present, suspect
failure of the line oscillator (V590 - BC238B - and
associated components), the emitter -follower driver
transistor V596 (BC337-25), or the line drive coupling
capacitor C598 (0.22µF).

The thyristor line output stage seems to suffer few faults.
The only dry -joints I've met have been under R1157
(220 52 , 17W). This resistor carries the line scan current,
and is associated with the line frequency windings on the
EW correction transductor T1155. A case of power supply
tripping was traced to one of the line output stage tuning
capacitors, C1151 (022µF) - it had split open. A faulty
tripler (type TVK52S) will also cause the power supply to
trip.

Field timebase faults have been confined to dirty preset
controls and field collapse due to failure of the emitter -
follower transistor V1035 (BC237A).

A bright screen with flyback lines was caused by C702
(5,u F) on the RGB panel. The customer had complained of
a gradual increase in brightness until eventually the picture
disappeared, leaving a blank screen. The capacitor had a
heavy leak.

A case of no sound was also traced to a capacitor. This
time C199 (10,12F) had gone dead short, removing the bias
from the base of the audio preamplifier transistor. Loss of
sound can also be due to failure (base -emitter open -circuit)
of the driver transistor V210 (BC328-25).

I've had two cases of no colour. The first was due to
R326 ( 1 k S1), which sets the reference oscillator frequency,
being faulty. The second was due to C320 (0.1µF), which
decouples the slider of R326, being leaky. The result of this
was that 8326 didn't have enough control range to pull in
the reference oscillator.

Convergence adjustment is all electronic, with no
mechanical static convergence adjustments. Gross
misconvergence can be caused by broken print inside the
convergence assembly on the tube neck. Coil L843 on the
convergence panel burns up, causing various effects.

The first anode presets are mounted together on the main
chassis and can be responsible for grey scale drifting.

R270 (33k52, 2W - it's R547 on some sets), which feeds
the TAA550 tuning voltage stabiliser from the Ul rail, runs
very warm. I've found that greater reliability is obtained by
replacing this with a component mounted on stand-off
pillars.

Finally, the on/off switch control knob breaks off. With
care however the control can be stripped down and the
knob glued. In general I've found that these sets are capable
of producing a good quality picture and sound, and are well
worth renovating.II
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Practical TV Servicing:
Capacitor Defects

THERE'S no doubt that defective capacitors are responsible
for a large percentage of the breakdowns that occur in
domestic electronic equipment. Whilst we're primarily
interested in TV servicing here, the fact is that at some time
or another we probably all get called upon to attend to
radio receivers, stereo units, cassette recorders and the like,
so a few words here and there about such items may
perhaps save the reader some time and heartache -
particularly if he's not normally involved in servicing audio
equipment.

Let's start at the shallow end, as usual, by considering
what should by now be well known, in order to go on to
what may not be so well known. When a hybrid TV set is
encountered with an open -circuit mains fuse and the fuse is
not blackened to suggest a direct short, due say to a short-
circuit h.t. rectifier or filter capacitor, we've often advised
readers to check with an ohmmeter the reading from the top
cap of the PY500 boost rectifier in the line output stage to
chassis. If the boost supply is in order, a reading of
something over 200k S2 can be expected. Anything much
less should give us food for thought before proceeding
further.

A reading of 1001(52 for example may well suggest that
the boost feed to the tube's first anode circuit is at fault, and
investigation may prove that a decoupling capacitor in this
area is short-circuit. Such a reading will be obtained only
when the 100k Q (say) feed resistor which the capacitor
decouples has maintained its value despite the heavy
current flow due to the short-circuit capacitor. It's rather
doubtful whether the resistor would have retained its value
however, since the usual rating is only about 1W. In fact the
overheated resistor would probably have already indicated
its distress by sending up smoke signals.

Let's suppose that the reading obtained is say 3k 52 ,
which you may say is a rather funny figure. Not so really,
because it could mean that the 100k Q feed resistor has
fallen in value as a result of the overload and is now only
3k52 . It could. But in fact this doesn't often happen because
when the 100k52 filter resistor we're considering changes
value it usually does so in no uncertain manner, ending up
with a very low resistance. So much then for the boost
supply filter in the feed to the c.r.t.'s first anode circuit, and
as regular readers will have recognised we were thinking in
particular of the Pye hybrid colour chassis in the foregoing
comments.

Let's get back to our discovery of a lower reading than
200k S2 between the top cap of the PY500 (or whatever)
and chassis. What do you do next? You get a nice bright
light and examine the high -voltage capacitors associated
with the line output stage. The ones you'll usually find are
round disc types with a value of some 200pF and a voltage
rating of 8kV or 12kV. If one of these is responsible for the
low resistance reading, it will usually have a blackened area
on it - if it's not in fact more severely damaged.

One might have thought that with such a deterioration
there'd be a direct short, and you could be right about this.
More often however you'll find a resistance reading of

S. Simon

several thousand ohms when checking cold, and this is what
you should generally expect under the circumstances. The
purpose of these capacitors is to contribute to the shaping
of the line flyback pulse, and the original type and
capacitance value must be maintained. The tubular type of
pulse capacitor is not so reliable, and discs are to be
preferred. A few sets do use the tubular type however - in
the ITT VC200 hybrid monochrome chassis for example
there are three in a row, and it's extremely common to find
one of them burnt up, presenting a short-circuit across the
boost line.

So here are two types of capacitor that often cause
trouble in TV sets - the ceramic (disc or tubular) types used
for tuning in the line output stage, and the paper/polyester
types used to decouple the c.r.t.'s first anode supply. These
are all high -voltage types of capacitor.

Leaky Couplers
Ceramic capacitors will also be found in most low -

voltage circuits, and these are of a different construction.
They are normally (considering the vast quantities used)
very reliable, as also are the equally widespread polyester
ones of the gaily coloured variety. They are not above
suspicion however.

Let's revert to the Thorn 1500 hybrid monochrome
chassis which we mentioned so often in the previous
Beginners' Guide series. The audio department here consists
of a PCL82 valve and associated components, with the
triode used as a voltage amplifier and the pentode as the
power output stage to drive the loudspeaker. The output
developed across the triode's anode load resistor is coupled
to the pentode's control grid by a capacitor, so that the a.f.
signal appears at the pentode's control grid but not the high
d.c. voltage at the anode of the triode. If a positive d.c.
voltage does reach the pentode's control grid, it will pass
excessive current and the sound will be badly distorted.
There are two ways in which the pentode's control grid can
become positive - either leakage in the coupling capacitor,
or a defect in the valve itself. If the positive voltage is still
present at pin 3 (pentode control grid) when the valve has
been removed, the coupling capacitor is leaky and should be
replaced. This is a common enough fault, and serves to
illustrate that leaky capacitors are not found only in the
high -voltage sections of the receiver.

Open -circuit Capacitors
Leaky capacitors are usually pretty obvious, since they

disturb the d.c. conditions and can therefore be detected
using a meter. Open -circuit capacitors on the other hand
just sit there and do nothing except cause trouble. If the
open -circuit capacitor is a large electrolytic one, the effect is
usually quite dramatic and fairly easy to trace.

Say the main h.t. reservoir capacitor becomes open -
circuit - something one must expect to encounter quite
often. There will be a drop in the h.t. voltage, which should
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be revealed without much ado by checking with the meter.
Provided one knows what the h.t. voltage should be of
course.

In a recent case we were asked to repair a solid-state
GEC colour set (C2110 series). The customer's complaint
was that the sides of the picture had come in and that the
colour had failed, leaving a blue picture (not movie). This
could have been a confusing set of symptoms, but a meter
check at the top right-hand side power resistors revealed
that the h.t. was only about 130V instead of 186V. So we
removed the bottom centre power unit and unsoldered the
connections to the h.t. reservoir/smoothing electrolytics
(they are separate on this chassis, instead of being the more
common multiple unit). The left-hand reservoir capacitor
moved the meter's pointer to a certain reading (actually
300k 52) where it remained steady - instead of the pointer
swinging over to give a low reading, then recovering to a
fairly high reading as the capacitor charged. Replacing
the reservoir capacitor restored the h.t., the width and the
colour signals, though it didn't do much for the
predominantly blue cast since this was due to a worn tube.
Resetting the grey scale made an immense improvement
however, producing quite an acceptable picture.

All pretty obvious you may say, but the essential point is
that once the effect of low h.t. due to an open -circuit h.t.
reservoir capacitor is appreciated the repair can be carried
out with a minimum of checks and disconnections. The
effect of an open -circuit h.t. smoothing capacitor is also well
known, the symptoms varying from curved verticals and
impaired sync to complete loss of any recognisable picture
- depending upon the amount of extra smoothing and
decoupling used in the set (more capacitance further along
the supply lines). Some sets employ quite an elaborate h.t.
supply network, with separate supply lines, each separately
decoupled by a fair sized electrolytic, going to various parts
of the set. With such a set the failure of the main h.t.
smoothing electrolytic will not have such drastic results as
in a set which relies on one single large electrolytic to
provide the majority of the smoothing. In the latter type of
set, loss of the one electrolytic section will produce many
varied and confusing symptoms.

To check whether an h.t. smoothing/reservoir electrolytic
is open -circuit, simply shunt the suspect with another one of
similar value. Note however the charging effect of the test
capacitor if the circuit is working, i.e. fit it before switching
on, so that it charges normally. This check will nearly
always prove the point. Remember to discharge the test
capacitor if the test is not conclusive, preferably via a
resistor to avoid the heavy spark which occurs when the
tags of a charged electrolytic are shorted across.

Low -voltage Electrolytics
Electrolytics are not confined to power supply smoothing

applications of course. For a.g.c. purposes we require a d.c.
control voltage, i.e. the signal variations present at the
source of the a.g.c. voltage must be smoothed out before the

Fig. 1: Simple transistor audio amplifier stage.

a.g.c. potential is applied to the controlled stage. This again
may be fairly obvious, but the fact is that an open -circuit
a.g.c. line smoothing capacitor can be responsible for
apparently baffling symptoms, and that much time can be
saved by remembering to check this at an early stage in the
fault finding procedure.

Let's consider next the effect produced by an open -circuit
decoupling capacitor in an ordinary transistor audio
amplifier stage - we rarely mention this sort of thing in
these pages. Many preamplifier stages used in audio
equipment employ small electrolytics to prevent negative
feedback, and it's instructive to consider the simple circuit
shown in Fig. 1.

The transistor is an npn type of the BC109 variety (low
noise, high gain). The input signal is applied to its base,
while the output signal is taken from its collector, being
developed across its collector load resistor R3 as a result of
the variation in the current flowing through the transistor. If
a resistor (by itself) is connected in the transistor's emitter
lead, this will also develop a signal voltage - since the
transistor's emitter current is also its collector current. The
signal voltage at the emitter will cancel the input signal
voltage at the base (negative feedback), which defeats the
whole purpose of the exercise. So in designing such a stage
we can do either of two things - we can omit the resistor in
the emitter circuit, or we can decouple it with a capacitor
(C3 in our circuit) which smooths out the signal voltage
variations in the emitter circuit so that the transistor is left
with a d.c. voltage at its emitter.

If you are faced with an amplifier that fails to amplify
despite the voltages around it being apparently correct,
spare a thought for the fact that negative feedback might be
cancelling the input signal, i.e. check the capacitor which
decouples the emitter resistor. You will almost certainly find
that it's open -circuit, which will be proved by shunting a
suitable replacement across it.

You may say that one rarely comes across this type of
audio preamplifier circuit in a TV set. All the more reason
to draw attention to it, since it's the "one off" jobs with
unfamiliar circuitry that are the most time consuming. Just
to emphasize the main facts here, a hum test or a signal
injector should produce a certain level of output when
applied to the collector of the transistor, a much greater
response when applied to the base, and no response when
applied to the emitter. If the test produces approximately
the same response at the collector, base and emitter, it can
be assumed that the emitter decoupling capacitor is open -
circuit.

Polystyrene
Polystyrene is a word that strikes terror in the heart of

the busy engineer. Capacitors using polystyrene as the
insulating material are normally high -stability types
employed in parts of the TV set where frequency stability is
essential - for example in the colour decoder reference
oscillator circuit or in the line oscillator circuit. Such
capacitors all too often become open -circuit, with the result
that the oscillator runs at the wrong frequency (it usually
continues to oscillate due to the natural capacitance of the
coil and the presence of stray capacitance). The situation is
aggravated when the defect is intermittent. The only sure
remedy is to replace any suspects, using exact replacements
or silver mica types of the same capacitance value (these are
also high -stability components). Typical values found in line
oscillator circuits are 390pF and 820pF. We don't want to
give the impression that line hold problems should direct
attention first to the small capacitors in the line oscillator
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circuit however: the well known trouble spots should be
checked first.

For example, say you have a Pye hybrid colour set which
is giving trouble with unobtainable or varying line hold. If
you immediately changed the polystyrene capacitors in the
line oscillator circuit, you'd almost certainly be
disappointed - because the trouble is likely to lie elsewhere.
Our oft repeated advice on dealing with this problem on this
chassis should be followed.

In short, you'd first check the 47k52 resistor which feeds
line pulses back to the flywheel sync discriminator circuit -
simply by looking at it. If it's still smart and colourful,
there's little cause for concern. If it's in an obviously
distressed state, change it and check the nearby
discriminator diodes - these often go short-circuit when the
resistor has allowed too much current to pass. Next, if
necessary, look at the 100k S2 resistor in series with the line
hold control - disconnect one end and check its value. If
everything's in order here, move over to the left-hand side
i.f. panel where you may find that the sync separator's
4- 7M S2 base bias resistor is high in value. Ah, you may
say: in this case the field locking would also be weak. Ah,
we reply, weaker than usual, though it may not be too
obvious, so watch it! If these points check out o.k., turn
attention to the 16 fit F capacitor which decouples the
oscillator's h.t. supply, and the PCF802 valve itself. When
all this has been done - and the routine takes only a few
minutes - one may fairly view the polystyrene capacitors in
the line oscillator circuit with suspicion.

Leaks and leaks . . .

What exactly does one mean by a leaky capacitor?
Leaky like a dripping tap? Possibly, in a way that might
surprise you. Otherwise what we mean is that the capacitor
has lost its d.c. insulation. We've already mentioned the
audio circuit in the Thorn 1500 chassis, where the coupling
capacitor can become leaky with the result that the
operating conditions in the output side of the circuit are
upset. Many other such examples could be quoted, but we
don't wish to labour this rather obvious condition. It's the
other aspect of the leaky condition that requires a little
explanation.

It applies only to electrolytics, but can spell havoc on a
crowded circuit board. Once upon a time one could shake
an electrolytic capacitor and actually hear the electrolyte
sloshing about inside. Since those days the electrolyte has
thickened up a bit, so you can't slosh it about. It can still
leak out however, and does. The trouble is that the
capacitor can go on functioning, since it retains its
capacitance even though it's leaking.

"What's this on the carpet under the TV set dear?"
"It must be the cat."
The cat might be quite continent, but the picture on the

TV set may be doing funny things - like getting
progressively darker as the conductive fluid spreads into the
beam limiter circuit say, causing transistors to conduct
when they shouldn't.

When your TV set or audio unit is doing funny things,
shine a light on to the end of the electrolytics to see if they
are moist. If they are, look to see where the fluid has spread
(or dripped). Many items may have to be removed in order
to clear the effects of the leakage, or perhaps a whole panel
may have to be replaced if your patience doesn't run to
removing the multipin sockets etc. in addition to the more
run of the mill resistors, capacitors and transistors in order
to clean out every trace of the conductive chemicals, wet or
dry...

next month in
"k? .

 SERVICING THE THORN 4000 CHASSIS
The 4000 colour chassis is a very interesting one -
Thorn's design for driving 110° delta gun tubes. It has an
up-market specification, having been designed primarily
as an export model. In addition to the UK, it's been pro-
duced in quantity in Australia and S. Africa. Technical
features include a parallel chopper circuit, separate line
output and e.h.t. generator stages (the latter with
regulation), and the use of a number of thick -film units. It
can give an excellent picture, though the high dissipation
can cause reliability problems.

Elsewhere in our servicing coverage, Les Lawry -Johns
returns to the scene, reporting amongst other things on
an encounter with a Thorn 9800 chassis - another one
we've not mentioned previously.

 SIMPLE UHF PREAMPLIFIER
One of the most common requests we receive is for
practical preamplifier details. This latest design is ex-
tremely simple yet capable of excellent results, using as
it does a transistor (type BFQ85) which has a high gain
(21dB at 500MHz) and a very low noise figure (1.6dB at
200M Hz).

 FUN AND GAMES
Malcolm Burrell reports on the TV games boom in pubs,
clubs and other public places. He's had an opportunity to
examine the innards of many of them, having recently
completed a maintenance stint.

 IN -CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TESTER
Also checks transistors out of circuit, in fact a very handy
device that uses only four components plus a switch and
a couple of batteries. The idea is to check whether the
transistor being tested will oscillate. It rejects transistors
with low gain, low -frequency cut-off, leaks or open -
circuit junctions, and identifies pnp and npn types. The
3V supply means that damage is avoided if the tester is
connected incorrectly. The only limitation on in -circuit
testing is where the base -emitter circuit impedance is
very low (e.g. with line output devices).
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Video Report: The Sony
HVS2000P Effects Generator
THE Sony HVS2000P camera power unit, switcher and
colouriser is a remarkable release on the domestic video
market. This small box - only some 4 x 10 x 10in. - acts
as a 12V d.c. power supply unit for one monochrome and
one colour camera (the Sony HVM100CE monochrome
and HVC2000P colour cameras say) and allows the user to
cut synchronously between the two cameras. The latter
means that the cutting is done during the field blanking
period, so that no interference appears on the screen. A
monochrome picture can also be faded in and superimposed
on top of the colour one, and even artificially colourised at
the touch of a button. These features should make the
switcher interesting enough to the domestic or low -budget
industrial/educational video user, but a further feature
should clinch the deal - the suggested retail price, including
VAT, is only £72!

At this price, which is little more than the SRP of the
power unit alone for the HVC2000P colour camera, Sony
admit that they are not making a profit out of the unit. The
hope is that it will encourage the sales of cameras and the
wider use of video equipment. Sony also comment that most
of the development costs have already been recovered, as
many of the i.c.s employed in the unit were originally
designed for use in various pieces of more expensive
professional equipment.

Features
Before we take a look at how it works, let's consider in a

bit more detail what it does.
The unit is housed in a sloping fronted case and weighs

around seven pounds. At the rear are the various
connectors, including two of the new K type 14 pin sockets
for power out/video in, and two BNC video output sockets.
One of these sockets is for feeding a VCR and the other for
feeding a monitor. Although both outputs may appear to be
identical, only the VCR output is controlled by the blanking

The Sony HVS2000P effects unit, showing the layout of the
controls on the sloping front panel.

David K. Matthewson, B.Sc., Ph.D.

switcher: the monitor output gives asynchronous cuts, and
should not therefore be used to feed a VCR.

Other sockets provide an audio output (this supplies the
signal from the colour camera's built-in microphone to
the VCR), a remote control jack to allow the colour
camera's trigger to stop and start the VCR, and a tally jack
which enables the "tape run/stop" button on the
HVS2000P's front panel to do the same thing.

The front panel has two banks of vision selector switches,
one for monitor output - a sort of preview, which allows
you to examine an effect before selecting it for recording -
and one to select the video output fed to the VCR for
recording. These two banks of switches enable either the
colour camera signal or the monochrome camera signal to
be selected for recording or, when the superimpose button is
operated, a number of special effects can be carried out. In
the simplest mode this enables you to mix (fade)
monochrome pictures with colour ones, or to key them into
colour ones - keying is a form of non -additive mixing. This
effect for example enables you to superimpose in
monochrome the name of a man shown talking in the colour
picture - this sort of thing is often done by broadcasters
during news programmes. With the artificial colouriser
switched on, the keyed in item can be superimposed in
colour - in either yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red or blue.
By operating the normal/reverse button the opposite effect
is obtained - in other words a coloured field with the
caption keyed into it, through which the colour camera's
picture is visible.

Use
All in all then it's a very versatile piece of equipment.

Colour cameras other than the HVC2000P can be used,
connected via suitable adaptor leads. Off -air TV signals or
off -tape video can also be fed in (see Fig. 1), so that titles
can be added to a prerecorded tape for example. A word of
warning here. Much of the signal processing within the
switcher is timed by the incoming colour video signal, and
it's essential that this is of the highest possible quality and
quite stable - nth generation rolling video tapes will
produce very unsatisfactory results.

The monochrome camera recommended by Sony for use
with the unit is their HVM100CE, which can be switched to
operate with its own internal sync pulses or locked to an
external sync source. It must be used in the latter mode with
the HVS2000P, its syncs being derived from the incoming
colour video signal. Hence the need for stability. Rather
awkwardly, Sony have chosen to supply the monochrome
camera with a mixed sync signal with the horizontal drive
positive -going and the vertical drive negative -going, the
whole waveform being about 2.8V peak -to -peak, instead of
a standard 2V or 4V mixed syncs signal or separate line and
field drives on two wires. This makes the use of other
monochrome cameras difficult, since it's essential that both
video sources are synchronised.

Difficult certainly, impossible no. The sample mixer I
had for review came along with an HVC2000P colour
camera but no monochrome one, so I devised a method of
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Fig. 1: Using the Sony HVS2000P effects unit. (a) Normal
use. (b) Alternative ways of using the unit.

testing it out that may be of interest to others. I had a
National monochrome camera that could be genlocked to
an external video signal (for those not familiar with video
techniques, genlocking is a way of synchronising a camera's
or a vision mixer's sync pulse generator to an external video
signal so that the two operate synchronously: they can thus
be mixed etc.). By selecting the colour camera's output on
the monitor switch bank and feeding this to the National
camera's genlock input socket, I was able to feed
synchronous signals from the National camera to the
HVS2000P switcher and thus do mixes etc.

Results
Even when compared with units costing several thousand
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the Sony HVS2000P effects
unit, which also provides regulated power supplies for the
two cameras.

Innards of the HVS2000P effects generator unit.

pounds the Sony HVS2000P switcher was found to perform
very well indeed. The only slight complaint I have is that the
synthesized colour field does not completely overlap the
colour camera one. On some TV sets this may appear as a
small margin of colour picture at the top and right-hand side
of the synthesized picture. The effect is not present when
captions are superimposed on a colour signal. Quite why
this problem arises I'm not sure, but it's obviously supposed
to happen since it's mentioned in the users' handbook.

The synthesized colours were well saturated and
impressive, judged subjectively. The keying and mixing
facilities worked well, and lighting the captions to be keyed
in, something that's always a problem, was not too difficult.
For anyone who wants the facilities this unit offers, I can
quite unhesitatingly recommend it.

One has learnt not to expect much for £70 in the video
world. It came as a considerable surprise therefore when I
lifted the top off the switcher and counted some thirteen i.c.s
and over 90 transistors, all arranged on a neat pcb. The
presets are clearly labelled, and there are plenty of test
points.

The operating principles are quite straightforward, as the
block diagram (Fig. 2) shows. The basic waveforms
required, including the U and V subcarriers and the PAL
alternate line phase shift for colourising, are all derived from
the incoming colour video signal. The incoming signal from
the monochrome camera is sliced, i.e. the signal level above
a preset level is considered to be white, that below the preset
level black (no greys), the white portion then being used to
gate the monochrome signal into the colour one at the
mixer.

Though the unit is intended for the home video market,
I'm sure it will find wider applications in education and
industry. It doesn't conform to broadcast standards, but
nevertheless works very well. With these features at this
price, it's a must for everyone seriously interested in video
programme production.

Finally (oops) a correction to my review of the Hitachi
GP4/VKC750 colour camera last month. The Sony colour
camera referred to was the HVC2000P of course.
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Vintage TV: The Baird Everyman

THE cost of a receiver in the early days of television amounted
to a high proportion of the average income. Some models
were not greatly different in price from present day ones, but
incomes then were only around a tenth of what they are today.
So sets were few and far between, and only the affluent could
afford to gaze at the wonders on the 9in. screen in their living
rooms. Thus it was that several manufacturers tried to beat
the price barrier and bring TV to a much wider audience. For
this purpose, sets cut down to the barest essentials were the
order of the day.

A noteworthy example was the Baird Everyman. There
were two basic models. The first to appear was the T29A,
which was for use on a.c. mains supplies only. The reason for
this was that a small transformer was used to feed the c.r.t.'s
heater. The rest of the heaters were connected in series across
the mains, with a dropper resistor, in the usual manner. The
arrangement rather belied the name Everyman, since a
number of areas then had a d.c. mains supply. So the second
version, the T29U, appeared. This was fitted with a GEC
6505A c.r.t. instead of a Mazda CRM92, and as this tube
had an 0.3A heater it could be connected in the series
heater chain, dispensing with the transformer.

To call it a series heater chain is not entirely accurate since
two of the valve heaters were connected in parallel. The valves
concerned were the 20P1 line timebase valve and the 10P14
field output valve. The former had an 0.2A heater and the
latter an 0- lA heater, so they could be connected in parallel in
the heater chain. It was a bit risky however, since if one of
these heaters went open -circuit the other would be
considerably overrun. The rest of the valves would still be
working, with the sound present, so there was the possibility
that the owner would leave the set on to hear the rest of the
programme.

The most interesting feature of the set however was the fact
that it used only eleven valves, plus the c.r.t. This was before
the days when multiple valves became commonplace, and in
fact the only multiple valve was the 6D6 double diode (vision
and sound detectors). The sets were of the t.r.f. variety, with
three r.f. stages. One provided both sound and vision r.f.
amplification, the other two providing sound and vision r.f.
amplification respectively. Further saving was achieved by
using the sound r.f. amplifier in the reflex manner - as an
audio amplifier as well. All this meant that there was not a
great deal of gain, but the sets were quite adequate for areas
where the signal strength was reasonably good. The 6F12
pentode used in the r.f. amplifier stages was also used in the
video output, sync separator and even the audio output
positions, so the engineer needed to carry only a few valves to
have a complete range for the set.

There were two versions of both models, one for the
London region (channel 1) and the other for the Birmingham
area (channel 4). The alignment of the latter version was
rather critical, sound rejection in particular needing very
careful adjustment.

Focusing
The standard method of focus adjustment, which

eventually came to be used in almost all monochrome
receivers, consisted of two magnetic rings on the neck of the
tube. One was fixed while the other could be moved by means

Vivian Cape/

of a lever. It was quite common in very early sets to use a form
of electrical focusing however, sometimes adjustable by
varying the current through a focusing coil.

Two methods of varying the focusing were used in the
Everyman. The main focusing was provided by means of a
permanent magnet. There was also a fine focusing control
however which varied the e.h.t. around the nominal value of
7kV. This was done by including a 20052 potentiometer in the
h.t. feed to the one -valve line timebase. Reducing the h.t.
supply decreased the e.h.t. and also the line scan power. Since
the deflection sensitivity of the tube is dependent on the e.h.t.
however, the sensitivity increasing as the e.h.t. falls, the focus
control had little effect on the width. To ensure that the height
was not affected, the focus control also varied the h.t. supply
to the field timebase.

Line Timebase
The line output stage circuits used in sets of the time were

always comparatively simple. The single -valve line timebase
used in the Everyman really did reduce things to a minimum
however (see Fig. 1). There were three windings on the
transformer (plus the e.h.t. rectifier's heater winding of
course). The secondary provided feedback to the 20P1's
control grid, and also drove the scan coils. A single RC time -
constant network set the frequency (one or two extra
components were added to this part of the circuit in some
sets). The valve's screen grid feed resistor was also the sync
separator's anode load resistor - the screen grid voltage was
thus modulated by the line sync pulses. The usual overwinding
fed an EY51 rectifier to provide the e.h.t.

Field Timebase
A rather more complex field timebase circuit was used (see

Fig. 2), though there were circuit economies here as well. The
two valves employed were a 6F12 in the blocking oscillator
circuit and a 10P14 for the output. The charging circuit

R33
5k

20P1I I

Anode of sync
separator valve

T8

180V HT
(via focus control)

VIO
EY51

Line
scan
coils

VR6
2k

220

Hold

EHT

C23
0.5

/47 ATTITI

Fig. 1: The single valve line timebase used in the Baird
Everyman. In addition to driving the scan coils, the secondary
winding on the line output transformer T8 provides feedback
to the 20P1 's control grid. The self -oscillating circuit was syn-
chronised by applying the line sync pulses to the valve's
screen grid. There was no efficiency diode in this early form of
line timebase, the output valve conducting throughout the
scan while the flyback energy was dissipated as heat.
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R27/C26 generated the basic field scan waveform, C26 being
periodically discharged by the oscillator valve. The field hold
control circuit consisted of just three resistors and a wire link
to short out sections as required. The manual rather
optimistically stated that "the frame hold is fixed before
leaving the makers and will not normally require resetting".
As engineers who were active in the trade in those days will
recall, the field hold control was in most models the most
likely one to need adjustment. In fact with some sets good
interlace could be obtained only at certain critical hold
control settings. Other sets would start rolling as soon as they
warmed up, so that the control had to be set near the opposite
limit of its hold range, the idea being that the set would drift
into rather than out of lock! The danger of course was that
the field would be out of lock when the set was switched on.

The field output stage also had some unusual features.
Instead of an output transformer, the load consisted of a
choke, the scan coils being connected between the valve's
anode and cathode via the 100uF electrolytic C 24. The height
was controlled by means of a variable resistor in the cathode
circuit. This didn't control the bias, since doing that would
have affected the linearity as well. With the control grid
returned to the top end of the control, the h.t. applied to the
stage was being varied instead. Linearity was controlled by
means of the 51(52 variable resistor VR7 in series with the
anode choke. This was not a user accessible control, being
mounted underneath the chassis. The comparatively low
value (15052) screen grid resistor R29 was returned to the

Field
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pulses

R38
68k

R25 al.C27
10k T01
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22k

477
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(=\6F12

10-
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Fig. 2: The Baird Everyman's field timebase circuit. The
network R38/25/26 forms a fixed field hold control, resistors
being shorted out as required. The output valve is operated as
a triode, with the scan coils a.c. coupled via C24.

valve's anode, so the valve was being operated as a triode.
All in all then the set was an interesting exercise in circuit

economy. Given more modern valves, the count could have
been further reduced. With a single field timebase valve, a
combined video/sync valve, a stick e.h.t. rectifier and
germanium diodes for signal detection, the count would have
been little more than that of a contemporary radio receiver!

Service Notebook
George Wilding

HUM PROS,EM
The problem with an ITT hybrid colour receiver (CVC8
chassis) was a broad hum bar plus a pronounced hum from
the speaker. This suggested either impaired smoothing or an
open -circuit diode in the 1.t. supply bridge rectifier. The
1N4001 bridge rectifier diodes all proved to be in order, so
the next move, after taking the usual precautions, was to
stab a 25µF electrolytic with long wire leads across each of
the h.t. smoothing electrolytics. These range in value from
25µF to 200µF in this chassis, but if shunting a 200µF
electrolytic with a 25µF one results in any diminution of the
fault you can be reasonably sure you've located the culprit.

Before shunting the various electrolytics I checked with a
meter to see which tags carried h.t. - discharging the test
capacitor to an earthed point would produce a big and
possibly damaging spark. While doing this I found a
reading of about 11V on one of the tags under a multiple
electrolytic can. This tag turned out to be the common earth
one for the unit. The print path across the panel was
followed and found to be terminated by a large soldering
tag, and just touching this with the positive test prod
produced some sparking. Anyway a touch with the
soldering iron cured all signs of hum.

EHT FAILURE
The raster had suddenly disappeared on a Philips Model
G20T300, leaving the sound unaffected. Failure of the e.h.t.
of course, and the likely suspects were the line timebase
valves, the boost capacitor C2064 and the line output
transformer. On removing the back, we noticed a small

solder blob near the top leadout wire of the boost capacitor,
which is vertically mounted on the panel. This suggested
that the line output transformer had almost certainly been
changed recently and could be eliminated from the list of
suspects. This proved to be the case, a new PL504 line
output valve restoring the e.h.t. Now why did that solder
blob give us a clue?

Well, if you can obtain only a very small spark at the
anode of the PL504, the next step should be to remove the
boost diode's top cap and see whether h.t. is still present at
the anode of the PL504. If so, and in the event you'll
probably get a hearty arc, then either the boost capacitor is
short-circuit or, as happens quite often in these sets, there's
a short between the secondary windings L5022/3 on the
line output transformer and the primary winding. The
easiest and quickest way of deciding which is at fault is to
eliminate the capacitor - it's soldered at both ends to
connection points on the timebase panel, so you can
simply cut the top leadout wire. If h.t. is still present at the
PL504's anode, the transformer's insulation has broken
down. It was clear then that someone had investigated a no
e.h.t. fault recently and, having found that the boost
capacitor was o.k., had resoldered its lead and replaced the
transformer.

PICTURE DEFECTS
The picture on a Pye hybrid colour set was said to "go into
lines" after about twenty minutes, while at other times it
would tend to fade and become "fuzzy". On switching on,
quite a good picture was obtained, but after some minutes
the picture was suddenly blotted out by a black -and -white
check pattern. The pattern looked as though a signal
generator had been applied, but vanished within seconds.
Ten minutes later the picture started to fade away, with at
the same time a steadily increasing type of noise being
superimposed on it - not the usual grainyness you get with
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inadequate aerial input, but more like minute horizontal
streaks.

The nature of the noise suggested that it was subject to
high amplification, implying a fault in the tuner or the first
i.f. stage. The picture then improved, and within some
minutes was tolerable. Well, the i.f. panel in these sets is
extremely reliable, so it had to be the tuner. It's mounted on
a small, easily removable panel at the side of the cabinet, so
even I could change it reasonably quickly.

Changing varicap tuners with their five leadout wires and
four lugs can be irritating and time consuming in some sets,
so I usually get young Ian (the chip off the old block!) to do
it for me. He can do it with incredible speed, and the secret
of fitting the replacement is apparently first to repeatedly
drive a stiff piece of wire through all the PCB holes. Then
check that all the leadout wires are straight and parallel,
and make sure that they are vertical, or if anything very,
very slightly inclined towards the opposite edge of the tuner.
You must now position the board so that you can see
beneath the tuner. First fit one lug on the side nearest the
leadout wires, insert the nearest wire in its hole, and
continue along the board. If any wire is slightly nearer to
the opposite edge than it should be, it can easily be pushed
back and into its hole using a long, thin screwdriver. Don't
waste your time, and risk repeatedly bending the leadout
wires, by attempting to position the wires and lugs precisely
and then drive the tuner home.

Anyway, the new tuner in the Pye set cured the
symptoms and produced a fine, grain -free picture.

CURIOUS SYMPTOMS
The picture and sound on an ITT hybrid colour set (CVC8
chassis) would intermittently vanish, leaving a very strange
visual display and only an unusual type of "vision buzz"
from the speaker. The raster would become green, with no
modulation or noise except for about six two-inch

multicoloured bars near the left- and right-hand edges of the
screen. The set might revert to normal operation within a
few seconds, or remain in the fault condition for an hour or
so.

Simultaneous loss of the sound and vision suggested a
fault in the i.f. or a.g.c. circuitry. There are one or two fairly
well known faults that occur on the signal side. The
TAA550 voltage stabiliser i.c. for example can go short-
circuit or develop less than the normal voltage, giving
complete loss of signals (though sometimes sound from a _

foreign radio station can be heard). Then a faulty a.g.c.
transistor (T41) or diode (D45) can result in an overloaded
picture with weak or no sync. The clue in this case is
incorrect voltage across the a.g.c. smoothing capacitor
C114 (50p,F). Neither of these faults would produce the
bizarre symptoms present this time however.

A start had to be made somewhere, so we checked the
voltage across C114. This should be 1V with no signal and
about -1.1V with an average strength signal. We measured
several volts however, so clearly the a.g.c. circuit wasn't
operating normally. Both the transistor and the diode were
o.k., while replacing the gating pulse coupling capacitor
C235 made no difference. This pulse comes from tag 4 on
the line output transformer, so it seemed logical to remove
the line output stage cover and take a look at the
connections to the pulse winding. There are five tags in a
row near the bottom of the transformer subassembly board
- and all were almost bereft of solder! Resoldering all five
tags restored normal results.

When discussing the matter with ITT, we were told that
the most common cause of troubles in this area is when tag
3, the chassis connection to the pulse winding, is dry -jointed
or open -circuit. The earthing wire from the transformer's
subassembly board to a tag on the transformer's core fixing
clamp can also be dry -jointed. In addition it's advisable to
check the transformer assembly clamp fixing nuts which
hold the transformer to the cage assembly.

TV Tussles
Nick Lyons

THERE are times when I seriously wonder whether TV sets
have some inbuilt evil intelligence. You may think this a
strange statement, but it's made after careful consideration
of the evidence. Haven't you noticed for example how sets
can smell a public holiday a mile off, then start dying en
masse? Then a mere word of praise as to a set's reliability
will immediately provoke clouds of smoke and pungent
odours from within.

With all this in mind, it came as little surprise when after
my last attack on Thorn sets the species launched an all out
assault on me. I won't go into the full details, merely
mention a couple of examples.

"The picture's dwindling away" the customer mournfully
told me on the phone. On arrival the picture had dwindled
to oblivion, and had clearly been en route there for some
weeks. The set in question was a transportable fitted with
the 1400 chassis. Off came the back and a PL504 with its
top a most singularly pure white was revealed. In with
another, switch on, and wait. Eventually a narrow picture
with rather poor horizontal linearity presented itself, then
dragged itself out to full width over the following two -three

minutes. Changing the PY801 boost diode improved
matters, but the line oscillator's frequency moved around
quite a bit once the set had warmed up, so in went a new
30FL2 as well.

Problem with a Plastic Case
I'll digress at this point to tell you that when a set's at a

convenient level with the back off I frequently lift it by
putting my hand under the back edge of the top. It's very
easy to lift a set an inch or two off the bench in this way,
and to swivel it around to look at the back or the front.

DC control voltage
from flywheel 270p VlB
sync circuit 130FL2

270k

Ti

I5k

33k

1052
047
IIF-

053

Line
drive

nal

Fig. 1: The line blocking oscillator circuit used in the Thorn
1500 chassis. The weak spot here is the charging capacitor
C53, which can cause intermittent line tearing when leaky.
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With some sets, such as the Thorn 1400 under
consideration, there's a handle on top to make this easier
still. So I was rather astounded when, after fitting the new
30FL2, I picked up the set to swivel it around and look at
the picture and, with the set half way round, there was this
distinct crash. The set had fallen the two or three inches to
the.table top. Butterfingers you're thinking. Well, not quite,
because I was still holding the top part of the set. The rest of
it had now assumed a more stable, though fractured, pose
on the table - the case looking like a half peeled banana.
And all this in front of the customer!

What else to do but dive into the tool box in search of
Araldite? No luck of course. But the customer, when he'd
recovered from shell shock, managed to produce a tube of
Bostik, with which I hastily glued the thing back together.
Mercifully it had come apart at the joints only - the so-
called dovetails that hold the top on - and when the repair
was completed you couldn't see the join.

Explosions
I supplied another customer, a noted bad payer, with a

reconditioned 1500 on the cheap. So I was a little wary
when she called to say that it had blown up. I replaced the
offending mains filter capacitor, but was told it couldn't
possibly be that as the set had gone off with such a loud
bang. I switched the set on, and it produced a picture. Then,
just as I was about to leave, the line oscillator dived off lock
and next ceased to oscillate at all.

"I told you" she moaned, then repeated the description of
the Hiroshima like explosion the set had apparently
produced. The PL504 was now overheating of course, and
an Avo connected to its control grid confirmed the lack of
line drive. The anode of the line oscillator mustered just 2V,
due to the 180pF charging capacitor C53 being virtually
short-circuit (see Fig. 1).

The Rediffusion Mk. I Chassis
So much for Thorns then. The Rediffusion Mk. I chassis

is not something you very often find in private ownership,
and those not connected with Rediffusion might find it a
little strange. I've only recently inherited a pair of them, and
hope that my follies when trying to recondition one of them
may serve as instruction for others. The basic problem was
that the set had more than one fault, and that I kept making
dubious assumptions.

For those not familiar with the chassis I should perhaps
first outline the basic features. It's a hybrid design, with just
two valves (PY500A and PL509). Most of the rest of the
circuitry uses discrete transistor stages, there being only one
chip (TBA750 for intercarrier sound). There's a mains
transformer for the I.t. supply and the valve and tube
heaters.

So now to the reconditioning exercise. Switch on and get
sound (lovely tone - two speakers and a tone control) but
not much by way of a raster, though the e.h.t. rustled up.
Find internal preset brightness control, on timebase board,
but adjusting this produced no more than a mid -grey,
totally unmodulated raster (it sets the bias applied to the
c.r.t. grids). Next, my first mistake. The RGB output
transistors are all of the BF337 variety, fed from the 200V
h.t. rail via 6.8k Q load resistors. I measured the collector
voltage of each using, second mistake, an Avo. There was
200V or so at each collector. First misleading and time-
consuming assumption: there must be something wrong
with the drives. Much fruitless stabbing around was
undertaken before I did what I should have done in the first

place - get out the scope. On looking at the output stages,
all was revealed. There was no h.t. at the collectors at all!
So what was the 200V the Avo stubbornly displayed? The
scope revealed this also - a great line rate pulse of about
600V amplitude. If I'd looked at the circuit more carefully I
would have foreseen this. There's feedback clamping in the
RGB driver/output stages you see, and the Avo was simply
giving average value readings of the clamp pulse voltages.
The moral I suppose is to spy out the territory first, and to
treat meter readings with suspicion where pulses abound. In
the event, all that was wrong was that the 1.2k Q power
resistor R602 was open -circuit, removing the 200V h.t. line.

Having replaced the power resistor (R600 + R602) we
were rewarded with rather a nice picture - but in
monochrome. After my initial dismal efforts however I felt
that tea was in order, and decided to take advantage of the
monochrome picture to set up the convergence. Anything to
avoid getting into a tussle with the decoder. The
convergence set up very well, and as the tea ran out I'd no
more delaying tactics.

I must have convinced myself that something complex
was wrong, because instead of simply going through the
chroma circuits with a scope I resumed picture diagnosis.
Weak colour could in fact be obtained by careful tuning and
turning the colour control to maximum. So a considerable
time was spent setting up the decoder. Almost adequate
saturation was obtained, but with the colour control still flat
out.

Bring out the scope again. Pin 6 of module 4 on the i.f.
strip (chroma take -off point) showed a healthy chroma
envelope, as did TP12 (collector of the second chroma
amplifier) on the decoder board. The same could not be said
when the check was made at the collector of the third
chroma amplifier transistor TR205. In fact the transistor
had failed. It's a BF194, but I never have any of these. So a
BF597 went in instead and proved to be an excellent
replacement - vast levels of chroma were now available, and
my problems were at last at an end.

The picture quality that can be obtained on these sets is
good - the equal I'd say of my favourite of the era, the ITT
CVC5 chassis. "In house" components are not generally
used, good quality, well known semiconductor devices being
the order of the day. BF337s, BF194s, 1N4148s etc,
making replacements simple. The chassis doesn't seem to
rely desperately on the parameters of particular devices
however, and seems to be very tolerant of any substitutions
that are made. This is not true of some chassis, and is
important I think with sets of this age, since the fewer the
components that have to be kept in stock the cheaper the
sets are to repair and the less likely you are to end up with
unwanted bits and pieces when the sets are eventually
scrapped.

The construction of the set is reasonably good, though
there are many panels dotted about at various levels and
angles to one another. This is not as bad as it sounds, since
the boards are for the most part easy to get at, and unclip
and unplug for easy swapping about. The hardest bit to find
is the power supply. It's behind the main chassis, which
must be removed for easy access. There's a cut out in series
with the mains fuse: it carries the line output valve's cathode
current, operating when the line output stage is overloaded.
There were various versions, some standard aerial ones,
others video monitors and C ATV ones for carrier
distribution systems.

Editorial note: Some fault notes on this chassis were
published in a letter in our December 1978 issue (page
72).
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Long-distance
Television

Roger Bunney

TH1- events since the last column was written have certainly
been dramatic! Australian ch. AO signals have been
received in the UK on several occasions, and there's a
suggestion that New Zealand ch. I may have been received
just above the noise.

The day after the last column was posted to the magazine
Hugh Cocks rang to report that weak line syncs were
isible on ch. AO (this was at 0825GMT on October 28th).

Here at Romsey unfortunately considerable Russian
interference meant that only the basic sync information was
visible. There was sufficient however to confirm the
presence of a video signal. The programme content
subsequently noted at Hugh's E. Sussex location consisted
of a newsreader. Information that Anthony Mann has sent
suggests that the signal was from ABMNO (Wagga Wagga,
NSW). Channel AO was received by Hugh on the 1st, 3rd
and 21st of November during the morning period, and a
definite identification of the new Australian ethnic service
was achieved -a light entertainment programme in French.

My own piece de resistance during the period occurred on
October 29th, when a weak vision buzz, i.e. the vision
carrier, was logged at an aerial heading of NEN at
0855GMT on 42.25MHz - the New Zealand ch. 1

allocation. The signal was audible only on a narrow -band
radio receiver, attempts to display the video using a narrow -
band TV receiver proving fruitless - all efforts were nullified
by very strong adjacent frequency Russian communications
signals. The 42.25MHz signal was steady but just above
the noise level. It was present for some fifteen minutes, then
faded it hasn't been logged since!

Though Hugh Cocks is only some 100 miles to the east
of my Hampshire location, we often find when comparing
logs that particular signals varied considerably in quality
land even presence). Russian ch. R I F2 signals for example
generally rise above the noise earlier at my location, which
is farther from the transmitter site, while the fade out times
at the end of an opening also vary.

Reception of Chinese TV in Holland? This Asiatic newsreader
was received by Henny Demming on ch. R1 .

Russian F2 signals were less active during November
than during the same month last year. During some periods,
particularly after the middle of the month, nothing was
present on ch. R 1. Generally the openings have started later
than in 1979, with earlier closing down. On October 29th
there was F2 reception up to ch. R2 vision, and for the first
few days during November reception from Russia was
good. Farther into the month reception became erratic.

On the 15th there were strong Russian ch. R I and Dubai
ch. E2 signals. F2 reception improved again on the 21st,
with ch. R1 and ch. A0. The long awaited ch. A2 System M
signals from N. America first appeared on the 25th - at
Hugh Cock's location for two minutes at I 555GMT. They
were preceded by an odd audio signal, CBC (Canada) at
50.7MHz. This is 4.5MHz below the ch. A2 vision carrier
- the sound should be at 59.75MHz! Unfortunately
50.7MHz is saturated with interference here at Romsey.
The 26th however was better for me, with two audible
55.25MHz carriers just above the noise level producing a
difference beat of about 4kHz. The video couldn't be locked
however due to the marginal signal level. What was very
evident was a blockbusting Canadian amateur, V1ABX,
calling CQ on the American 50MHz amateur band during
the afternoon period.

F2 reception has been widely reported by readers, Cyril
Willis (Ely) getting his first sight of Gwelo ch. E2
(Zimbabwe) on October 28th.

Sporadic E propagation also had its moments during the
period, specifically on the 3rd, 16th, 18th and 20th with
sustained signals from RAI (Italy) on the 16th. There were
also two small tropospheric openings. Signals were received
from Switzerland and Germany (both East and West) on
November 1st, in Band III and at u.h.f. Activity was noted
around midday in the south and south east of the UK. The
second opening was on the 20th, with a greater number of
Swiss and German signals, DFF (E. Germany) being
particularly prominent. The opening was widely reported
throughout southern and eastern England.

The Leonids meteor shower produced signals during mid -
November, with sustained Band I signals on the night of the
14th. Andrew Tett (Surbiton) received signals from as far as
DFF, ch. E34. He's troubled with very strong Crystal
Palace signals, requiring considerable filtering to minimise
cross modulation from adjacent channels.

Conditions overseas have been excellent. Sustained F2
and TE (transequatorial skip) signals have been received in
S. Africa, with openings lasting for many hours on many
days, the signals at times being as high as chs. E4 and R2.
David Maden (Vereeniging) received RTVE (Spain) chs. E2
and 3, RTP (Portugal) chs. E2 and 3, and RTVE Izana
(Canary Isles) ch. E3, plus heavy interfering signals on chs.
RI, 2 and E4. The openings sometimes commenced in the
afternoon (around 1530) and continued until well after the
local sunset (2200).

Anthony Mann (Perth) and Robert Copeman (Sydney) in
Australia have been logging Chinese ch. R I signals, while
on the 6th and 8th of November, during the period 0900-
1030GMT, Anthony received ch. B1 sound and vision. He
notes that when the BBC ch. B1 audio or the TDF (France)
ch. F2 audio is received after 1100GMT it has a
characteristic TE flutter.

Solar activity was particularly high during the first week
of November, with a count of over 300 on the 6th.

News Items
USSR: A ch. R33 transmitter for the fifth programme,
which is due to start in 1983, is being installed at the
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Ostankino Tower in Moscow. The first programme is also
to be transmitted at u.h.f.
W. Germany: Alexander Wiese comments that with the
opening of BFBS-TV in W. Berlin there are now
transmissions on five different standards in the city -
systems BIG PAL, I PAL, L Secam, G Secam and M
NTSC. The Canadian forces are likely to have their own
TV service later this year.
Belgium: Dieter Scheiba reports irregular pirate TV
transmissions on ch. E22. The video quality in the Brussels
area is good.
Australia: As reported last month, the new
ethnic/multicultural TV service has started in the Sydney
and Melbourne areas, on chs. AO and 28. Robert Copeman
points out that the Sydney ch. AO vision carrier frequency is
offset at 46.26MHz. F2 DXers note!
USA: The Satellite Corporation of America is proposing a
multi -channel direct transmission system to home viewers,
operated on a subscription basis. Two channels would be
used for nationwide coverage, with a further two channels
serving selected areas via spot beams. Subscribers would
rent/buy a decoder to unscramble the coded video.
Receiving units with 1m dish aerials are suggested. Thanks
to Brian Fitch for this information.

Satellite News
The Anglo-Swiss Telsat group hopes to start a satellite

TV service on January 1st 1984, two launchings for the
craft having been reserved. The venture is a joint British
(45%) and Swiss (55%) one. Initially services in German,
French and Italian are planned. "Excellent" reception
should be possible in Switzerland, France, the Netherlands,
Austria, most of Germany and North Italy, while
considerable interest has been expressed in
Holland/Belgium where there are extensive cable systems.
Three of the Swiss channel allocations in the 12GHz band
would be used. The RTL (Luxembourg) satellite, about
which there's been considerable speculation in recent
months, is likely to be delayed until the late 80s.

From our Correspondents . . .

Mike Allmark (Leeds) has received many signals of all
types during the past few months - signals from most of
Europe, and recently from Russia and the UAE via F2. The
fine test grid he's seen during afternoons to the south on ch.
E2 comes from Ghana! During the excellent October
tropospherics he received ORF (Austria) at u.h.f. - possibly
a record distance. On June 30th on ch. E3 he observed a
cartoon film and a second programme - the presentation of
diplomas - on ch. E3. These signals were also received by
Ryn Muntjewerff (amongst others) in Holland. The diploma
presentation was by King Hussein via Jordan Television,
Amman, while the cartoon film came from the Dhahran
Aramco transmitter in Saudi Arabia. The latter station,
often known at HZ22, recently changed from system M
(525 lines) to system B (625 lines).

Gareth Price (Isleworth, Middlesex) has constructed an
impressive wideband log -periodic array covering Band I
through to Band III. We hope to see an article on it in the
magazine in due course. For u.h.f. he uses a Vorta VPX22
wideband array. He visited the far east during October and
reports that Malaysia uses the PM5544 test pattern on both
networks, with no identification. The letters "RTM" are
shown between programmes and during the news. When
programmes are networked however two clocks are shown
side by side, since part of the country is half an hour ahead
of the rest (GMT +7-1 and +8 hours). The Singapore card

GOLDEN ANODISED AERIALS: SUPERB ECONOMY AMPLIFIERS;
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

Masthead Amps Type Gain Price

Astrax 1456 A:B:C/D (TV) 10dB f8.88
Astrax 1450 LN Bands 4&5 (TV) 28dB f15.49
Astrax 1455 Bands 1&3 (TV) 25dB £16.81

Astray 1470 Band 2 (FM) 25dB £11.89
Astrax 1520 power unit for above amps £9.15
i.e. An Astrax 1456 needs an Astrax 1520 = £18.03

IMPORTANT Quote TVM
For highly graphic lists and
Brochure Send 52p Refund of
30p on 1st purchase over E5.

Stockists of the finest aerials
available in Britain:
STOLLE FM aerials (W.Ger.)
FUBA TV & FM aerials (W.Ger.)
MARGON TV aerials (Hol.)
UKW FM aerials (E.Ger.)
ANTIFERENCE TV & FM aerials (U.K.)

AGENTS FOR
FUBA & MARGON

The fabulous golden
anodised FUBA XC391

We specialise in
Rotator & DX work.
Bands I & III stocked.

ASTRA (GOLDEN D.I.Y.) AERIALS
A friendly family firm. Our 25th. Jubilee Year.

SOME OF OUR SUPERB TV & FM AERIALS.

Name Group:W/Band Gain dB Price Discounted

Margon 103 (TV) both 19.5/21.5 £61.41 £52.19
Margon 91 (TV) both 18.5/20.5 £44.16 £37.53
Fuba 91 (TV) both 18.5/20.5 £48.61 £43.75
Optimax 14 (FM) Band 11 W/B 14 £57.50 £48.88
Optimax 8 (FM) Band 11 W/B 9.5/10.5 £32.54 £29.29
Fuba 8 (FM) Band 11 W/B 10.5 £40.85 £36.77

Over 3.000 aerials stocked all transmitters. poles lashings rotators. clamps wall brackets.
amplifiers. diplexers triplexers notch filters coax white or brown

Many of our customers come from recommendation.
53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.

Nr. Spurgeons Bridge Tel 01-684 4300
Open 9.00-5.30 TUE-SAT.
Closed 12.30-1.30 Closed All Day Mon.

01-684 5262
24 hr. answering service

FM & TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

South West Aerial Systems
10 OLD BOUNDARY ROAD,
SHAFTESBURY, DORSET.
SP7 SND te1.0747 4370

This aerial is new. It looks like most Continental style systems - but it's
different! Made in Denmark by the TRIAX A -S company, it features superior
construction, more robust and 'solid' to handle with easier assembly. The
director units are hinged, clip -in mountings; the dipole box is strong and
condensation free; the reflector a 'slide -in' positive fixing; and gold anodised
throughout. The Fuba company catalogue their classic XC391 at 16dB. gain.
Triax catalogue their Unix 92 at 16.5dB. With better performance, better
construction, better price, TRIAX A -S have set a new standard in aerial
technology.

Fuba XC391 (groups A, EAN, KI 16dB gain £47.55
Triax Unix 92 (groups A, ElIN, K) 16.5dB gain £38.55
Triax Unix 44 (groups A, E/W, K) 14dB gain, rear mounting £29.85

The above prices include VAT, packing and carriage.
Our 1981 catalogue costs 40p. Include SAE with all enquiries.
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(the PM5544 of course) has "SBC COLOUR" across the
bottom - transmissions are in Band III only. Thailand uses
System M and System B PAL, with no duplication of
services on the two standards. In Bangkok an extra sound
channel is available in Band II - this is often used to
transmit the original sound track of a film that's been
dubbed into Siamese. Dual -standard receivers with 14 -
channel turrets are available in the System M areas. On
November 2nd, Gareth received G4CRJ using an ELC2060
tuner and his Vorta aerial.

T. S. Nanda Kumar (Madras, India) has had great
success with Band I DXing. Various Indian and Pakistani
stations have been received, plus Dubai and suspected
Thailand.

Petri Popponen (Finland) received a ch. E2 signal via F2
on November 7th at 0935, possibly Malaysia. The blank
PM5544 pattern, with no VITS, was followed by a
programme at 1000GMT. Considerable F2 backscatter has
been noted on ch. B1 - severe multiple images etc. Nicholas
Brown's July 14th reception (see November column) has
been confirmed as coming from Finland - "Hetkinen"
means "just a minute please". J. Abbott (S. Africa) has
received the Russian Stat T satellite (714MHz) using a 5ft
diameter dish aerial with a head amplifier featuring 38dB
gain and a noise figure of only 1.8dB. I'm hoping to devote
some space next month to S. African reception of the
satellite's 714MHz signals. Finally, Henny Demming
(Holland) has sent in a large quantity of photos of F2
reception. Included are several of Asiatic newsreaders.
These were received on ch. R1, at 0900-0912GMT on
October 22nd, and are suspected Chinese signals.

Amateur TV
Our mention of amateur TV activities in the 430MHz

band produced quite a response. ATV transmissions lie
within the spectrum 434-440MHz, with the vision carriers
at 435 or 436MHz, and are often to the full PAL
specification. Activity is rather sparse unfortunately, with
pockets of active amateurs in London and the South East,
East Anglia and the Birmingham areas. When conditions
are good, signals from French, Belgian, Dutch and German
amateurs may be picked up, with the call signs starting F,
ON, PA and D respectively. The ELC2060 tuner will tune
directly to 430MHz, as will receivers in the Bush TV161
series. The ELC1043 and ELC 1043/05 tuners can easily be
modified to cover the band.

A new ATV handbook is in preparation, and I hope to
review this shortly. Specialised aerials for the 430MHz
(70cm) band can be purchased, but some domestic aerials,
such as the Wolsey Colour King, give reasonable results at
these frequencies. Activity is irregular however and is most
likely to be noted at weekends (if you know that a pocket of
ATVers is not too far off) or during a tropospheric opening.

Our thanks to the editor of the British Amateur
Television Club journal for the above information.
Enquiries about membership of the BATC should be sent to
Mr. B. Summers, 13 Church Street, Gainsborough, Lincs. -
with an SAE please.

The JVC Model 3040UKC
In the August issue last year I reviewed the Panasonic

Model TR5030G, a small -screen dual -standard receiver
offering scope for DX use. I propose to review two other
sets offering similar facilities, the JVC Model 3040 this
month and the Plustron Model TVR50 at a later date. Our
main interest in reviewing these sets is to report on their
suitability for TV-DXing in simple installations.

The JVC 3040 is a 5in. v.h.f./u.h.f. receiver with
switching between System B/G sound (5.5MHz) and
System I sound (6MHz). Coverage of the v.h.f. Bands I and
III is provided by a varicap tuner, a mechanically tuned
three -gang tuner covering u.h.f.

The JVC set is more attractive and convenient to operate
than the Panasonic one, with the variable tuning controls
for both tuners accessible on the front control panel. The
band -switching and volume controls are also forward
facing, likewise the loudspeaker. The v.h.f. tuning scale is
circular and clearly visible, the ch. E2-4 spectrum covering
150° of the scale and chs. E5-12 a further 180°. The u.h.f.
tuning calibration is visible through a small window, with
channel number indications every two channels.

Attractive though the JVC set is, its suitabilty for TV-
DXing is questionable. The gain at u.h.f. is good, the tuner's
i.f. output passing via the v.h.f. tuner to the two -stage i.f.
strip. At v.h.f. however the two i.f. stages do not provide
sufficient gain to make the set suitable for DX use
(something it wasn't designed for of course), particularly
since the small number of tuned circuits make for a
relatively unselective bandpass characteristic. As a result,
there's considerable adjacent channel interaction - when for
example ch. E2 and R1 vision carriers are both present. The
lack of gain at v.h.f. could well lead to the unwary using a
preamplifier, which would cause a further deterioration of
the adjacent channel performance. The system switching
introduces an 11.5MHz oscillator for 5.5MHz operation -
its output is fed to a 6MHz tuned circuit, creating a
5.5MHz difference frequency.

Strangely, there's no brightness control, the screen
illumination being adjusted by means of the high-level
contrast control, which of course affects the video gain.

The aerial input to each tuner is via external screw
terminals. The input impedance at v.h.f. seems to be 7552
unbalanced (though no indication of the chassis connection
is given), but at u.h.f. is 30052 balanced, i.e. intended for use
with ribbon feeder. So for optimum performance at u.h.f.
the correct (300/7552 balanced/unbalanced) transformer
must be used (it can be obtained in the UK), while for v.h.f.
use the correct chassis connection for the screen of the
coaxial cable must be determined.

Field and line synchronisation on weak signals is good.
The set can be operated off dry cells (nine 1.5V HP2 etc.)
which fit in a compartment beneath. A whip aerial is fitted
on the upper side of the case, with a spade terminal
connection emerging adjacent to the rear aerial connection
terminals.

The basic version of the set has little to recommend it for
DX use at v.h.f., though it does have potential at u.h.f.
(assuming that an aerial input matching transformer is
used). The lack of a separate brightness control is a decided
handicap.

In conclusion then, the 3040UKC receiver we tested is
suitable for normal domestic use and, with reservation, for
u.h.f. DX work. With modification, say an additional i.f.
amplifier (this would certainly make it a "hot" u.h.f.
receiver) and the addition of a rear mounted brightness
control, the receiver could be a useful feature in a DX -TV
installation, particularly as the tuning controls are well
placed for easy operation. The use of a wideband i.f. system
for DX reception presents problems however, as I've
pointed out in the past (see the August 1980 column for
example, page 556). Anyone buying one of these sets with a
view to DX use should bear these shortcomings in mind.

My thanks to JVC for supplying a set for test and
evaluation.
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Test Report: Thandar PFM200
Digital Frequency Meter
ONLY a few years ago a frequency counter would have
been considered to be an expensive and fussy laboratory
instrument with no business on the service workbench. The
situation has been changed by the all -conquering silicon
chip, which has now come up with inexpensive and
accurate digital counters. Of those currently available, we
selected a Thandar (Sinclair Electronics Ltd.) PFM200 for
evaluation.

Frequency Meter Applications
Some of you may still regard a counter or frequency

meter as an expensive luxury in the radio and TV
workshop. With the exotic equipment we are called upon to
service nowadays however such test gear finds many
applications. Here are some of them:

Setting up the tape speed in audio tape recorders and
decks, in conjunction with a standard test tape.

Checking local oscillator frequencies in a.m. and f.m.
superhet receivers.

Setting transmitter frequencies for amateur radio, model
control, etc.

Adjusting infra -red and ultrasonic remote control
transmitter and receiver units. These are very widely used in
TV sets nowadays, and the idea of remote control is
beginning to spread to certain makes of audio equipment.

Setting up timebases and subcarrier oscillators in TV
receivers.

The applications for a frequency counter with VCRs
include setting the f.m. deviation for video record f.m.
modulators, the carrier frequencies in the colour signal
processing circuitry, and the capstan speed. With VHS
machines, the final check on the capstan speed consists of
verifying a 3kHz tone on the VHS video test tape.

Calibrating and checking test equipment and signal
sources.

Identifying quartz crystals.
Checking the clock frequencies in computer and other

digital circuitry.

The PFM200
In appearance the Thandar PFM200 looks rather like a

large pocket calculator. In place of the keypad there's a
single four -position slider switch which sets the gate time or
sampling rate and a single slider switch for function setting.
The readout consists of an eight -digit LED display which
indicates the applied frequency in kHz, with automatic
digital point placement.

A very wide frequency range (20Hz to 200MHz) is
covered without range switching apart from the two -
position function switch. The sensitivity is typically 10mV,
with a safe input level approaching 1 kV at frequencies
below 1 kHz. Accuracy, the most important factor in a
frequency counter, is typically ± 2 p.p.m./+ 1 count, a very
acceptable figure. The instrument is portable indeed,
weighing less than +lb (200gm) and being powered by a
PP3 type battery (operation from an a.c. adaptor is
possible). Test leads are provided, along with an operator's

Eugene Trundle

manual and a protective wallet.
Inside the PFM200 there are four i.c.s and nine

transistors. The circuitry is based on a 10MHz crystal clock
oscillator, a 28 -pin jumbo chip containing all the counters,
timebases, decoders and drivers for the LED display. With
the low signal levels and "quiet life" that this sort of
instrument enjoys, electrical failure is unlikely and a long
trouble -free life can be expected, provided that care is taken
in handling it and that expired batteries are removed.

We were sufficiently convinced of the virtues of the
PFM200 to purchase one for the workshop. This has
enabled us to evaluate the instrument at leisure, with no
deadline for its return.

In the general mêlée of television field servicing a counter
is seldom required. In other electronic fields it could be an
important tool - for the mobile man concerned with
transmitters, data links and industrial electronics for
example. It could also we imagine be a boon to the friendly
Post Office engineers who minister to radio amateurs and
trace interference for radio and television users.

Many applications were found for the PFM200 in the
workshop - in the audio, video and TV departments. On
receipt, our first action after fitting a battery was to connect
the meter to the best frequency standard we know - the
locked reference oscillator of a working colour TV set. Up
came the
tweak of the calibration trimmer brought up 4433.619, and
this calibration has held steady over a period of six weeks to
date. Tongue in cheek we then used the instrument to check

The Sinclair/Thandar PFM200 digital frequency meter.
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The Thandar TP600 frequency prescaler can be used to
extend the upper frequency limit of most frequency meters,
including the PFM200, to 600MHz. The sensitivity is better
than 10mV r.m.s. and the suggested price £37.50 plus VAT.

the parameters and calibration of some of our workshop
test equipment - and discovered some surprising and
embarrassing inaccuracies (in the equipment, not the
PFM200!).

The instrument works basically by counting the zero
crossings of the test waveform, and it's important to bear
this in mind when checking sources containing beat
frequencies or heavy harmonic distortion. It would be a bit
naive for example to connect the counter to the i.f. input of
the working envelope vision detector of a TV receiver and
expect to see a readout of the i.f. at 39.5MHz without
further filtering. We found generally that it helped to know
in advance roughly what frequency was to be expected.

Many of the applications we found for the counter didn't
call for anything like the full accuracy of the instrument.
For these a shorter gate time can be selected, giving the
advantage of a quick settle -down time. Many short cuts
were discovered in applications where equipment
manufacturers' setting up procedures were based on the
assumption that a counter was not available. This has
resulted in much time saving. When looking at low-level

signals from a high source impedance we found that an
oscilloscope type 10:1 probe was useful in reducing circuit
loading and avoiding misleading readings, though this type
of probe will not work up to the counter's full 200MHz
capability. Since its arrival in the workshop the counter has
been much in demand, spending its time shuttling between
the TV, audio and video sections.

We found our instrument better than its sensitivity
specification at 1 kHz, and at the other end of the scale we
were quite happy to plug the test prods straight into the
mains socket. Donning our executioner's hat, we next
subjected the poor little counter to a source of 800V line
flyback pulses, using the attenuated input. We were
rewarded by a rock -steady reading of 15.625kHz with no
signs of distress.

If the instrument is in fairly constant use in the workshop
a suitable a.c. adaptor would probably pay for itself - PP3
batteries must be about the most expensive form of energy
going in terms of pence per milliampere -hour, and the
current consumption of the PFM200 (20-60mA) is rather
hard on these little batteries if used for prolonged periods.
Most of this energy is spent lighting the LED display, which
is perfectly readable even within a foot of a 100W bulb and
reflector. The visibility is aided by a tilted display and
purple filter, the viewing angle being wider than that of a
pocket -calculator readout.

Conclusion
Nobody could say that a 200MHz counter at under £60

is not good value for money! The Thandar PFM200 seems
to be a very good counter, though we must admit that our
previous experience of digital frequency meters is rather
limited. An LCD display would have reduced the battery
consumption considerably, but no doubt there were good
reasons for adopting the LED system. The frustration and
time we've saved since investing in the PFM200 is
considerable, and we regard it as money well spent. The
PFM200 is available from Thandar stockists at £57.27
including VAT.

Fault Report
Derek Snelling

TANDBERG TROUBLES

The problem with a Tandberg colour set (CTV2-2 chassis)
started a few weeks back. The report was of reduced width,
and sure enough on inspection there was a lin. gap at either
side of the screen. This could be removed by adjusting the
width control, which sets the bias in the EW raster
correction circuit. A quick check on the associated resistors
revealed nothing amiss, so the control was left at its new
setting. A week later however the set was back again with
the same fault, and this time the width control couldn't be
adjusted for a full width picture.

Nothing amiss could be found in the width circuit, so we
thought maybe the line output transistor's gain was low. A
new line output transistor had no noticeable effect however,
so the transistors in the EW raster correction circuit were
checked. This got us nowhere, so rather belatedly we
checked the e.h.t. - the height was normal, but the field scan
tracks the e.h.t. since the supply for the height circuit is

obtained by rectifying pulses obtained from the line output
transformer. On switching on again, the e.h.t. went off the
scale (over 30kV). I switched off hastily and wondered what
X-ray dosage I might have received. What could be wrong?
The h.t. was correct, so the next thought was that maybe
the flyback tuning capacitor C754 was doing something
funny - I remembered from a lecture I'd attended that it
was a special component. Anyway, a replacement cured the
problem, and it's worth noting that only the correct type,
obtained from Tandberg, should be used. In fact it's several
capacitors in one, hence the width reducing in stages.

A week later another of these sets came in. This time the
card said "set dead". Switching the set on produced loud
arcing noises from the back however. Not exactly my idea
of "dead", so we hastily switched off. Next we switched it
on and off briefly whilst looking in the back, and noticed
flashes from the power supply can. A ha! I thought, a dry -
joint in the power supply (it's happened to me a couple of
times). Now in this chassis the power supply is enclosed in a
metal can, which is fixed with awkward non-standard
screws with vaguely hexagonal heads. They usually call for
the use of a pair of pliers. A five minute struggle revealed
the power supply - but no sign of arcing.

Another brief switch on revealed the awful truth. What
I'd taken for arcing in the power supply had in fact been a
reflection in the metalwork of arcing higher in the set -
coming from the scanning yoke in fact. Very unusual.
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Removal of the blue convergence segment revealed a small
burnt patch and, worse still, a corresponding hole in the
neck of the tube. Luckily the customer had a four year tube
guarantee, with six months left, so all we had to do was to
persuade the manufacturer that the broken tube neck was
not the result of a blow with a blunt instrument.

The replacement tube arrived four weeks later, and in it
went together with a new convergence segment. Switching
on produced a few loud bangs followed by a high-pitched
buzz/whistle. This sound meant either a heavy load on one
of the outputs from the power supply (it's of the blocking
oscillator chopper type, as in the Rank T20 chassis), or a
fault in the power supply itself. The latter proved to be the
case, so two new transistors and a new trigger thyristor
were fitted.

I decided this time to power the set from a variac, slowly
increasing the mains voltage whilst monitoring the line
output stage h.t. and e.h.t. supplies. By the time the h.t. had
reached 100V (the normal line output stage h.t. voltage is
160V), the e.h.t. had already risen to 25kV. The cause of
the original tube failure was now clear - excessive e.h.t. - and
remembering the previous set a new flyback tuning
capacitor was fitted.

This cured the basic problem, but a glance at the screen
revealed a bright raster with flyback lines. Obviously the
arcing had damaged other components. So we checked the
RGB output stages, where we found the red output transistor
short-circuit. We also found the TBA530 matrixing i.c.
faulty. These were replaced, but on switching on the only
noticeable difference was a slight picture in the background.
In an effort to reduce the excessive brightness, the beam
limiter and c.r.t. first anode controls were turned to
minimum, producing a viewable if slightly bright picture.

At this point the height began to decrease, and a wiff of
smoke came from R816. This is the surge limiting resistor
(4752) in series with the rectifier (D806) which produces the
negative supply for the height circuit. D806 was short-
circuit. Replace D806 and R816. Switch on once more and
closely inspect the picture. Lack of width, pincushion
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Fig. 1: Beam limiter circuit used in the Tandberg CTV2-2
chassis. The e.h.t. current returns to chassis via R773, D203
and R207, D203 being forward biased via R247 and R248.
There are two modes of beam limiting. Transistor 0203 senses
the voltage at the slider of R207. If this swings negatively,
Q203 will begin to turn off, applying beam limiting to pin 6 of
the TBA500P luminance i.c. This reduces the contrast, then
the brightness. Should the beam current exceed the bias
current flowing via R207, D203, R248 and R247, D203 will
cut off. The beam current will then flow via R773, R248 and
R247 to h.t., and the voltage at the junction of R248/7 will
swing negatively. This negative voltage is applied to the c.r.t.
grids via R700, thus reducing the beam current. R207 should
be set for 1.1V across R773. This is equivalent to an average
beam current of 1.1mA.

distortion, and severe convergence errors. Adjustment
made no difference, and in the end we cleared the first two
problems by replacing the EW modulator driver transistor
Q853 (2N5298) and the latter one by replacing all four
transistors in the R/G vertical convergence circuit (the set
has a 110° delta gun tube).

This left me with the "minor" problem of excessive
brightness. The first anode voltages were correct, and the
matrix i.c. had been changed earlier. This suggested
something amiss in the luminance/beam limiter circuits.
Unfortunately the circuit gives few voltages in this area, so
that fault-finding is not easy. I decided that the TBA500
luminance i.c. was the most likely suspect, since i.c.s are
rather susceptible to high -voltage spikes. Not this time
however: all the voltages were substantially correct. So out
came the scope, which revealed that the signal was being
lost somewhere around the i.c. Perhaps the beam limiter,
which acts on pin 6 of the i.c., was responsible? A closer
look in this area revealed that R248 (15k Q) was open -
circuit (see Fig. 1). This would result in the c.r.t.'s grids
being at a much higher than normal voltage. There's a
moral here of course: when dealing with excessive or
inadequate brightness, don't forget the tube's grids.

So there it was. After replacing R248 we had the set
working correctly. But why the failure of C754 had on this
occasion produced such dramatic results compared to the
earlier occasion remains open to speculation.

EW FAULTS ON THE G11

Just recently I've been plagued by Philips/Pye G11 chassis
with EW raster correction faults. They fall into two
categories: the easy ones, where the fault is due to a dry -

joint on the modulator transformer L3137 (usually pin 3) or
failure of the EW driver transistor T2150 (BD238) on the
timebase panel, and the ones you get on the twelfth floor of
a block of flats (that's where I encountered the next one
anyway). A quick check showed that T2150 was short-
circuit, and thinking that this would be all that was required
I replaced it and switched on. The new transistor lasted a
few seconds, then failed, accompanied by the smell of
burning. Oh dear.

The burning smell seemed to come from the line output
stage panel, and a quick check here revealed that L3134,
which is in series with T2150, had melted, while the
modulator transformer L3137 looked a bit charred. I didn't
have either with me of course, so back I came next day.
Replace T2150, L3134 and L3137 and switch on. Lack of
width and another dead T2150. Check the diodes in the
modulator circuit, and discover that D3132 is short-circuit.
I didn't have one, but I did have a replacement line output
panel - twelve floors below in the car. In due course the
replacement panel was installed and yet another BD238
was fitted, and the fault had been cleared. Back to the
workshop with the faulty line output panel.

D3132 was replaced and with the panel on the bench a
dry joint was spotted on pin 14 of the line output
transformer. After repairing this the panel worked
satisfactorily. I've had the problem three times since and,
whilst L3137 usually survives and D3132 doesn't always go
short-circuit, L3134 always melts, T2150 always fails - and
there's always a dry -joint around pin 14 of the line output
transformer (usually on the wire link connecting the
transformer to C3128). So it pays to resolder these joints
when working on the line output panel.

Finally the other diode (D3133) in the modulator circuit
often goes short-circuit, blowing the 1A h.t. fuse (FS4037).
Unfortunately it usually blows T2150 as well.
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Two -channel
TV Sound

Harold Peters

COMING close on the heels of a superlative "Last Night of
the Proms", which was "simulcast" to give stereo sound,
Pat Hawker's November 1980 article on "Developments in
TV Sound" has stimulated enough interest for some readers
to want to know more about two -channel TV sound. Let's
first recap on the basic requirements that have been laid
down, and on the four techniques that have been developed
to date.

The requirements are first that the quality of the sound
should be to high fidelity standards - of the order expected
from LP discs and v.h.f./f.m. radio, i.e. a flat frequency
response to 15kHz. Secondly that in addition to stereo
sound it should be possible to use the two sound channels
for totally different signals, for example transmissions in
two languages, with minimum crosstalk between the two
channels. Thirdly there should be no reduction in the service
areas of the transmitters. And finally there should be
complete compatibility with the existing transmission
system so that viewers with single -channel sound TV
equipment are not aware of any change.

The first two -channel system, the pilot -tone technique
used for stereo f.m. radio broadcasting, is a non-starter for
TV since it's suitable only for stereo, the channel separation
being inadequate for use with a two -language programme.

The second system is the f.m.-f.m. one currently used in
Japan. In this system the second sound signal frequency
modulates a subcarrier at twice the line frequency, i.e.
31.25kHz with a 625 -line system. The two signals are then
added, the resultant multiplex signal frequency modulating
the r.f. sound carrier.

A totally different approach is to use digital techniques,
with the sound signals interposed in unused sections of the
line or field flyback blanking periods. The broadcasting
authorities have been using a "sound in sync" system to
distribute the present single sound channel TV signals for
many years now. The sound signal is first compressed then
converted from an analogue to a digital one. The resultant
digital signal is inserted in the line sync pulse interval. At the
receiving end, the signal is converted back to an analogue
one, then expanded. All this presents compatibility
problems, so that any system of this sort is only likely to
come into use along with a new broadcasting system, for
satellite TV for example.

The fourth system is the two -carrier one, with a second
sound carrier spaced 242kHz from the present one. This
system is currently on trial in W. Germany, which now
insists that all future broadcasting equipment is capable of
handling it, and seems the most likely one to be adopted
elsewhere in W. Europe.

Another desirable feature is that the system should tell
the receiver whether the sound being transmitted is
monophonic, stereophonic or bilingual. The f.m.-f.m. and
two -carrier systems both provide this feature by including in
addition a pilot tone at 3.5 times the line frequency. The
codes used differ however. The Japanese amplitude
modulate the pilot tone at 922.5Hz to indicate a bilingual
and at 982.5Hz to indicate a stereo transmission. The W.
Germans frequency modulate the tone at 274.1Hz to

indicate a bilingual and at 117.5Hz to indicate a stereo
transmission. In both cases mono is indicated by the
absence of the pilot tone control signal.

Dual -channel Receivers

It's the receiver side of things that's the main interest to
readers of this magazine however, so without further ado
we'll move on to this aspect of the subject. The following
comments relate to experience to date with the two -carrier
system.

Simple adaptors can be designed - and may well form the
basis of future constructional articles. Trials to date
however show that sets specifically designed for the job
provide a worthwhile improvement in the results obtained.

The major snags experienced with trial receivers have
been vision buzz and poor separation of the two sound
channels - especially in the case of bilingual broadcasts,
where the presence of a second commentary in the
background is annoying. These problems occurred with sets
using intercarrier sound however - the current convention.
Changing to a "split -carrier" system was found to provide a
cure to these problems - i.e. taking a separate sound i.f.
signal direct from the tuner, as in many of the old 405 -line
only designs. With intercarrier sound, the separation of the
two sound signals was 44dB at best. Using split carriers
improves the separation to 56dB. A separation of 40dB is
considered to be adequate (i.e. a little crosstalk can be heard
if you listen closely), so intercarrier systems may yet turn
out to be feasible, and could easily be improved using
careful alignment and modern techniques. The same
modern techniques however have made the split -carrier
system less of a bogey than it has been.

Intercarrier sound has ruled the roost for so long because
it's cheap to produce and because it's free from the effects
of detuning caused by local oscillator drift - since you
detect the difference between the sound and vision signals
(6MHz), and because this difference is crystal controlled at
the transmitter, the sound is always on tune provided the
picture is locked in. Tuner drift is of the order of 1-2MHz,
and the use of a separate 33.5MHz sound i.f. could have
lost the sound signal during the first hour of viewing. The
coming of colour made the problem worse, since the tuning
of the colour subcarrier is as critical as that of the sound
signal. Most sets now use a.f.c. therefore - while a.f.c. is
mandatory for good teletext data capture.

The a.f.c. signal is normally taken from a detector tuned
to the vision carrier: it produces a d.c. output proportional
to the difference between the carrier fed to it and 39.5MHz.
This is then applied to the tuner in the right phase to pull the
oscillator back on to tune. The 6MHz intercarrier signal
cannot be used for this purpose, despite what some
textbooks suggest, because no matter how much the
oscillator drifts the difference between the sound and vision
signals remains the same - 6MHz. With a split -carrier i.f.
system however it's possible to produce a very steep -sided
a.f.c. action in the sound channel. This can be merged with
the vision -signal derived ale. to provide a stable tuning
action.

The sound i.f. bandwidth requires careful tailoring. At
present a sound i.f. bandwidth of ±200kHz is acceptable
and can be achieved by using single tuned circuits of high Q
or ceramic filters. For two -channel work however the
bandwidth needs to be 200+242+200kHz, i.e. 642kHz,
which can be easily achieved by simple tuning with a
33.5MHz split -carrier system but would require very
careful bandpassing with an intercarrier system.
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Fig. 1: Pseudo -stereo sound filter circuit - Cl 1R2 and R11C2
filter out the h.f. and I.f: components of the sound.

Conventional detector circuits can be used, though the
de -emphasis components need to be moved over to the
other side of the decoding circuit. What's this? Well, for
stereo operation L+R is transmitted on the main sound
channel and L-R on the subsidiary channel. So to recover
the L and R signals we have to do the same sorts of things
we do in a colour decoder with the colour -difference signals,
i.e. adding L+R and L-R gives us 2L etc. Once a system
has been agreed upon, purpose designed i.c.s will take care
of all this.

Having gone to all this trouble, if the set is specially
designed for dual -channel sound it's worth arranging the
audio circuits more along the lines of a high fidelity unit.
Why not have tape input and output jacks, with a function
switch to select mono/stereo/channel 1/channel 2 and a full
tone control system?

Experience with the Philips K12 chassis shows that a

compact bass reflex enclosure with twin speakers is

practical without running into purity and degaussing
problems. One snag however is the typical size of the TV
cabinet, which would separate the stereo loudspeaker system
by only the width of the c.r.t. This is no problem with
monophonic or bilingual programmes, but for stereo a
greater sound spread is preferable. One way round this
problem is to feed the h.f. component of one channel,
suitably phase shifted, into the other channel. This gives the
same effect as putting a phase switch in one speaker lead
and appears to spread the sound. Not all programmes
would need this treatment, so a switch marked "stereo
extra" or something similar can be incorporated. All these
arrangements can be d.c. controlled using i.c.s, which
means that they can all come under the control of the
remote armchair handset.

Moving the de -emphasis farther downstream permits the
ingress of clicks and bangs from appliances, so transient
suppression is required somewhere along the line.

Andrew Flockton adds: A synthetic form of stereo has been
offered with some US TV receivers. They have
loudspeakers at either side of the screen, driven by separate
audio output stages, the TV sound signal being artificially
processed to give a pseudo -stereo effect - rather like those
records marked "mono recording electronically reprocessed
to give a stereo effect".

The technique used is to split the signal at a certain
frequency, sending all the signal above this frequency to one
side and all the signal below to the other side. Apparently
consumer response has been mixed - some find it
worthwhile while others find it annoying. Interesting, but no
substitute for true stereo. If anyone wants to try this out,
Fig. 1 shows a suitable circuit.

The Professional COLOUR BAR GENERATOR kit

littfiltept
electronics

N 7118

TRULY
PORTABLE

*Compare the specifications with any kit or manufactured Colour Bar Generator on the market. Then compare
the price. See Test Report in April 1980 Issue of Television.

SPECIFICATION
(a) Line Frequency: 15,625 Hz+0.1%
(b) Field Frequency: 50 Hz+0.1%
(c) Interlace: 2:1
(d) Subcarrier Frequency: 4.43361875 MHz
(e) Colour System: PAL
(f) Standard 75% Saturated 100% Amplitude

Colour Bars, left to right: White, Yellow, Cyan,
Green, Magenta, Red, Blue, Black

(g) Size 8" x 51" x 11" and weighs a mere 500g

*Push Button Selection provides:
(i) Peak White Raster

Linearised Grey Scale
(iii) Crosshatch
(iv) Colour Bars
(v) Red Raster
"Direct connection to Television Aerial Socket

* All kits are complete with a PROFESSIONALLY FINISHED Case, tinned, drilled and screen -printed P.C.B.,
step by step assembly instructions, and a simple setting up procedure (only TWO adjustments)

* No extras to buy, not even Batteries. It comes complete with its own re -chargeable battery and charger
(Approx. 10 hours running time per charge)

" The backing of our After Sales Service Department
 V.H.F. Modulator also available

Also available with additional 1 volt p.p. 75 ohm
video output. S.A.E. for details.

Prices inclusive of

* Ready -built, aligned and tested for only £88.25, with a full twelve months guarantee V.A.T. and Postage

INTRACEPT ELECTRONICS LTD., 203 PICTON RD, LIVERPOOL L15 4LG

Tel: 051-733 3042
STOP PRESS. 5-5-6 mhz add on FM sound module now available.
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Active Sound Filter
THE circuit described in this article was adopted following
problems with recording the sound from a television set (the
famed Television 625 -line Receiver) using an elderly Revox
G36 audio tape recorder. Now the performance of this
recorder is excellent - it can produce tapes that are virtually
beyond reproach. It's input circuits do not include low-pass
filters however, making things difficult when you want to
record from a stereo tuner or a TV set.

In the former case the stereo difference signal, centred on
38kHz, can produce beat signals by mixing with the bias
oscillator signal. The second harmonic of the stereo signal,
at 76kHz, can do the same thing. Similar problems arise
with the harmonics of the line timebase in a TV receiver,
since they fall at approximately 31, 46, 62 and 78kHz. A
TV set produces a lot of energy at line frequency, and when
attempting to record the sound I found that a permanent
whistle was present in the background. This was due to the
difference frequency between the line harmonics and the
recorder's bias oscillator falling within the audio passband.
Only a small amount of line frequency signal mixed with the
receiver's audio output is sufficient to produce a whistle.

Filtering Arrangements
My first effort at dealing with the problem consisted of

adding a simple RC filter. This was effective in reducing the
whistle, but also reduced the audio response very noticeably
at the top end. It was obvious therefore that a basic single -
pole filter was not the answer: something more
sophisticated was required. So the use of a two -pole active
filter was investigated, and proved to be the solution. It was
built around the popular, cheap and cheerful (about 25p)
741 operational amplifier i.c.

Fig. 1 shows the basic low-pass active filter using an
operational amplifier. It will be seen that the output is fed
back directly to the amplifier's inverting input. This means

Input

Fig. 1: Two -pole active low-pass filter, using an operational
amplifier i.c.

RI

Input from 100k

ratio detector
or intercarrier
chip

C3
0.22

470

220

C5
01

12V

Output

Fig. 2: Practical circuit, using a 741 i.c. The filter components
R31C1IR41C2 give a corner frequency of 12.6kHz. If the
impedance being fed is less than 50k52, the value of C5
should be increased to 4.7,u F.

Keith Cummins

that there's 100 per cent negative feedback, the basic stage
gain being one. The first step that has to be taken is to select
the "corner frequency", i.e. the frequency at wich the roll -
off attains -3dB. For this type of filter a smooth roll -off at
12dB/octave is obtained by applying the formula

f = 1/(27NRC). R is the value of the two resistors used in the
circuit, while C 1 equals CIT and C2 equals C/f2-. It
follows that the value of C2 is twice that of C 1. The corner
frequency decided upon was about 12kHz - sufficiently
high to cause minimal audio degradation while being
significantly lower than the line frequency (15.625kHz).
Making the value of R 181(52, C 1 0.1µF and C2 470pF
gives us a corner frequency of 12.6kHz.

The addition of the filter will ensure that line frequency
harmonics likely to beat with the bias oscillator will be
attenuated by about 30dB. Assuming that they are down
20dB to start off with, this gives a total of -50dB. Even a
level of -40dB would probably be acceptable.

Practical Circuit
The circuit shown in Fig. 2 was built up, with the

operational amplifier biased at half -rail voltage by R1/2
since there's only one supply line. The output from the i.c. is
of low impedance, which assists in preventing line -
frequency pick up on the audio output cable following the
i.c. The result of taking the signal via the filter was an
instant success, the whistle completely disappearing. As a
test, C 1 was disconnected. The whistle then returned,
though at a lower level than previously. So the effectiveness
of the filter was proved.

The circuit can be built on a small piece of Veroboard,
and positioned near the rear of the set, close to the take -off
point. Note that the arrangement is safe only when the TV
set has an isolated chassis (as the 625 -line Receiver has).
There's no reason however why the filter should not be used
to drive a small audio isolating transformer directly, with
the transformer suitably screened to avoid line pick up! In
this case the circuit acts as a filter and buffer.

The filter is also worth consideration when the TV set is
used to feed a high-fidelity sound system. Intercarrier sound
systems often contain very high -order harmonics of both
the line and field pulse frequencies. These can be responsible
for a rattling kind of sound when passed through a
wideband audio system. In reducing these harmonics the
filter also reduces the bandwidth for out -of -band noise, thus
improving the overall signal-to-noise ratio without
drastically reducing the audio bandwidth itself. It can be
argued that the de -emphasis network reduces such signals.
This is undoubtedly true, but the filter described makes a
much better job of it.

The supply voltage is shown as 12V. This is not critical,
and the circuit would probably work quite satisfactorily if
operated at 9V. There's no need to exceed 12V however - if
necessary, increase the value of R5 to reduce the voltage
applied to the i.c.

For those interested, a pair of these circuits can be used
to filter the output from a stereo decoder should the 38kHz
signal cause problems with a tape recorder.II
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Service
Bureau

Requests for advice in dealing with servicing problems must
be accompanied by a 75p postal order (made out to IPC
Magazines Ltd.), the query coupon from page 213 and a
stamped addressed envelope. We can deal with only one query
at a time. We regret that we cannot supply service sheets nor
answer queries over the telephone.

RANK Z718 CHASSIS
The problem with this set is that we can't balance the line
output transistors. The initial fault was that the overload
protection circuit would shut down intermittently. This
situation continued after replacing the two line output
transistors, so the output transformer was replaced. We
then had the set going again, but when we tried to balance
the transistors the voltage obtained across 5R6 was 20-15V
a.c. instead of 1V or less.

Inability to balance the two halves of the line output stage
is often due to failure of one of the flyback tuning capacitors
5C9/10, which should be replaced with Rank approved
types. If necessary, check the condition of 5R6 (68Q) as
well and the components in the base circuits of the output
transistors.

SONY KV180OUB
The problem we have with this set is that the "horizontal
converter" transistor Q802 (2S C1316) and the two
transistors Q851/2 (2SA678 and 2S D291) in the e.h.t.
regulator circuit have all gone short-circuit. Since the
converter stage drives the tripler, with the regulator in the
converter transistor's emitter circuit, we're wondering
whether the fault is due to a tube flashover. Also, are there
any equivalents?

These transistors seem to fail for their own reasons, and
we doubt whether tube flashover is responsible - assuming
that the h.t. has been set at the correct level (110V at the
emitter of Q902). There are no equivalents for the
2SC1316, and the equivalents for the others are as obscure
as the originals. The correct types should be readily
available from Sony or their agents.

THORN 9000 CHASSIS
The picture collapses to a single vertical white line, only
momentarily and intermittently. The problem is worse when
the brightness is turned up, but disappears at maximum or
very low brightness settings.

The trouble is most likely to be due to one or more dry -
joints on the line output transformer pins - some batches of
these sets suffered from this problem. Also check the
connections to the line scan coils, the Syclops transistor's
emitter resistor 8710 and the scan -correction capacitor
C 724.

PYE HYBRID COLOUR CHASSIS
This dual -standard set has given good service for many
years. For a long time however it has suffered from an
irritating fault which varies in intensity from day to day for

no obvious reason. It consists of a pattern superimposed on
the picture. If the ale. control is muted and the tuning
adjusted manually, the pattern can be tuned out, while still
retaining colour, but as soon as the a.f.c. is restored the
pattern returns.

First ensure that the various (braid) earthing leads are
properly connected to the tuner and i.f. panel, and that the
a.g.c. preset RV3 is not over advanced. If this does not
solve the problem, the a.f.c. circuit will probably have to be
realigned following the instructions in the manual. It's
possible, though unlikely, that one or more of the small i.f.
transistor emitter decoupling capacitors C 10/20/27 etc. is
open -circuit.

HITACHI CNP190
The picture is perfect apart from about half an inch of
foldover at the bottom of the raster.

We suggest you adjust the field output transistor's base
bias. This is done by connecting a milliammeter between the
120V h.t. line, say at pin K5 of the deflection board socket
or the positive side of C713, and the negative side of C607
in the field output transistor's collector circuit, then adjusting
8617 for a reading of 64mA. If the fault persists, check the
field output transistor TR37 (2SC936), its base input
coupling capacitor C606 (100µF) and the driver transistor
TR36 (2SA15V).

THORN 9000 CHASSIS
Two faults have appeared simultaneously on this set. First,
when the set has been on for about half an hour field flyback
lines appear on the picture. Secondly the picture takes on a
green cast - this comes and goes. No incorrect voltages can
be found.

Field flyback blanking is carried out in the SN76227N
colour demodulator/matrixing i.c., the blanking pulses being
applied to pin 6. The first problem seems to be due either to
loss of these pulses or the i.c. developing a fault when its
operating temperature rises. Check for loss of pulses when
the fault occurs - the problem could be a loose pin in socket
22 (pin 1) or socket 4 (pin 6). If this doesn't help, replace the
i.c., which could also be responsible for the green cast fault
since there's d.c. coupling from its outputs up to the c.r.t.
cathodes. If the intermittent green cast fault persists, the set
green bias potentiometer R194 could have a noisy track.
This would affect the d.c. conditions in the green output
stage. Other things to check if necessary are the green
output stage transistors VT106/9 and the green gain
potentiometer R 190.

GEC HYBRID COLOUR CHASSIS
The original fault we had with this set was that the picture
would revert to black -and -white, no amount of adjustment
of the fine tuning restoring the colour. On checking the
a.c.c. circuit we found that the cause was the preset P401
having increased in value from 100k S2 to some 200k S2 . We
next found that R704 on the pincushion correction panel
had burnt out. This was replaced, using a higher wattage
component, but then R705 cooked and burnt out. These
components are on the line scan side of the correction
transductor. What's causing this excess current flow? -
there's no short across the transductor, the line output stage
does not appear to be drawing excessive current, and
voltage checks have shown no great discrepancies.

Your problem should be resolved by replacing the
transductor. These components do develop shorted turns,
which will not show up as a direct short-circuit. Thank you
for the information on the colour drop -out fault.
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ITT CVC20 CHASSIS
The problem is intermittent foldover at the bottom of the
screen - covering the bottom inch or so. Is there a common
cause of this?

The main suspects are the field output transistors T9 and
TIO. First however check the output stage biasing network
R62/R63/D7/R65, and for dry -joints in the field timebase-
particularly around the NS phase control L7A.

SHARP 12P17H
There's sound but no raster on this portable, so I suspect
the 2SB468 line output transistor. There's 12V across it and
an efficiency diode which reads o.k. on an ohms check. Is
there an equivalent for the 2SB468?

The direct equivalent for the 2SB468 is the AU106,
though the more generally available AU113 should do just
as well. Since there's apparently been no fuse blowing or
signs of distress however the output transistor would not be
our first suspect. We suggest you check the supply to the
line driver transistor - there are two -1W resistors here,
R717/8, both 56 Q , and one will probably be found open -
circuit. They are deliberately under -rated as a protective
measure.

THORN 8500 CHASSIS
The trouble was intermittent loss of colour, so a disturbance
check was carried out on the chroma section of the signals
panel. When C160 was moved, the colour reappeared and
has remained. What action should I take if it goes off again?

The best procedure would be to override the colour -killer
by shorting the base and emitter of VT113. This will give
you an idea as to exactly where the fault is. You will
probably get coloured bars on the screen, indicating that the
reference oscillator is running out of lock. C160 tunes the
oscillator output circuit and is often the cause of this
problem. It can also be caused by the transistor (VT111)
and the 4.43MHz crystal - the crystals used in this chassis
tend to go off frequency. Complete absence of colour could
mean that the burst gating pulses are not reaching the
decoder due to the feed resistor R404 on the timebase panel
having cooked up and gone open -circuit. There could on the
other hand be chroma amplifier trouble. Check the
transistors (VT115 and VT117), see whether the delay
amplitude control R198 is open -circuit, and check C171
and C 180 as these capacitors tend to go open -circuit
intermittently. The MC1327P demodulator chip could be
responsible for complete loss of colour, but this is rare
indeed - the chip usually causes loss of one colour when
defective. Another possibility is a defective d.c. amplifier
transistor in the reference oscillator control loop - the f.e.t.
VT110 - since this will upset the oscillator.

SONY KV181OUB
The picture horizontals are correct, but there's quite severe
vertical pincushion distortion - the verticals are being pulled
into the corners as if the deflection magnets are all out of
position. These are o.k. however.

The EW modulator transistor Q586 (2SC1124) is almost
certainly faulty. It would also be worth checking D592 in
Q586's base circuit.

INDESIT T24EGB
The problem is lack of brightness - the picture is only
slightly visible with the brightness control at maximum. The
voltage at the c.r.t. grid is around 47V and varies little with
rotation of the brightness control. The neon in the tube's

grid circuit remains on all the time, while the voltages in the
video output stage are correct. Shorting the tube's grid and
cathode produces a bright raster, so the tube is not suspect.

The neon is included to provide switch -off spot
suppression, and should remain alight - it's in series with
the feed between the c.r.t.'s grid and the brightness control
circuit. The most likely cause of the trouble is simply that
R230, which is in series with the brightness control, has
changed value, though C215 could be leaky. Make sure that
the spark gap associated with the c.r.t. grid is clean.

THORN 3500 CHASSIS
I'm reconditioning one of these sets and, in the interests of
reliability, would like your suggestions on what components
to replace as a matter of course.

As with any chassis, the line timebase and the power
supply give rise to the majority of faults. There are also
some items on the video panel worth renewing. We suggest
you replace the following:
Power supply: The h.t. electrolytics C602/3/6, the 30V
supply electrolytics C607/9, and the chopper output
electrolytic C619.
Line timebase: R528 in the h.t. feed, and the electrolytics
C506/8/11 in the line generator circuit. It would be worth
replacing the sensing resistor R907 on the beam limiter
board.
Video panel: The clamp circuit electrolytics C215/27/31,
C221 in the clamp bias circuit and the h.t. decoupler C222.

Clean the tracks of all the preset controls, and set up the
receiver throughout, following the procedure laid down in
the manual.

SONY KV181OUB
This set has given good service, but recently the chopper
and line output gate -controlled switches Q603/Q510 both
went short-circuit, blowing the mains fuse F602. I can't find
any fault that could have contributed to the demise of these
rather expensive components. Any suggestions?

The only reasonably sure way we've found of avoiding a
recurrence of this unfortunate fault is to replace all the
following items: the mains on/off switch; the CX104A
line/field oscillator chip; the electrolytics C624 (47,u F) and
C620 (4.7,u F) on the power regulator board; the line drive
coupling electrolytic C538 (0.47,u F) and the flyback
tuning capacitor C542 (1,800pF, 1.5kV) on the timebase
board; and the two gate -controlled switches of course,
making sure that you replace the mica washer on the
chopper Q603. Check the condition of R608 and R642 on
the power regulator board.

DECCA 30 CHASSIS
There's an excellent picture on this set, but with some
captions you get horizontal pulling - this happens mainly
with film titles etc. I assumed it to be a sync fault, but
replacing the valve and checking the bias components have
made no difference.

There are two sync separator stages on this chassis, the
first consisting of transistor TR202 on the decoder panel.
Check its input coupling electrolytic C207 (11a F), and try
adding a 6.8pF capacitor between its collector and base.
Also check the video coupling electrolytic C200 (33,u F).
The beam limiting action takes place in the video circuit, the
sensing point being the cathode of the line output valve. Its
cathode decoupler C434 (100 µ F) is worth checking
therefore. In this respect, you should get a reading of 2.2V
at R37 on the if. panel. The problem could be in the line
oscillator stage, and the PCF802 valve and its associated
electrolytics C419/23/25 should be in good condition.
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GEC C2110 SERIES
When the set's first switched on there's a bright, non-linear
picture about an inch high. The raster opens up to normal
size after about ten -fifteen minutes.

The 40V line could be developing slowly. If so check the
reservoir capacitor C601. Various components in the field
timebase are suspect: the charging capacitors C457/8, the
bootstrap capacitor C462, the bias stabilising thermistor
TH451, R471 (22052) in the bias network and the output
transistors. Make sure that the mid -point voltage is set for
23V at the junction of R466/7.

SABA CHASSIS F
There's lack of brightness on this set, even though the
brightness and preset brightness controls are at maximum.
There's plenty of contrast and colour, but the picture is
dark.

The main suspect is the PL802 luminance output
pentode. Another possibility in the luminance output stage
is the flyback blanking transistor T313 (BC238) - it tends
to go open -circuit, with the result that the PL802's cathode
voltage rises. If the PL509 line output pentode is conducting
heavily, the voltage across the beam limiter control P632 in
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its cathode circuit will be excessive. This turns the beam
limiter transistor T631 on, pulling down the PC92
luminance preamplifier triode's grid voltage. Check the
setting of P632 therefore and ensure that the line output
stage is operating normally. The other main possibility is
that the c.r.t.'s first anode voltages are low. There should be
about 800V at the top ends of the first anode preset controls
P581-3. If this voltage is low, check the decoupling
capacitor C724 (0.01µ F) on the line output transformer
panel. It sometimes goes leaky, pulling the voltage down.

J1117

CASE
218

Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not tri7k questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

Many tales about fault-finding in the Pye Hybrid colour
chassis can be told. Ours this month concerns a 693 chassis
with the no colour fault symptom. The decoders used in
these chassis are very reliable, so it was confidently
expected that either the tuning had drifted off or that slight
adjustment was required to the reference oscillator
frequency control R V1O. When we came face to face with
the set however the tuning was found to be spot on while no
amount of adjustment to R V10 would bring any colour to
the picture.

RV10 was carefully returned to its original position
therefore, and a check was made with the meter to ensure
that the -20V and 15V supplies were reaching the decoder
panel, also that a voltage from the colour control
potentiometer was arriving at SK11. All seemed well, so a
source of 2.5V was found and applied to TP21 to override
the colour -killer. This made not a scrap of difference to the
monochrome picture.

Out came the oscilloscope! With some difficulty, as
we'd almost forgotten our way around this decoder, we
established that the chroma signal was present at SK6, that
the reference oscillator was running, that a good 10V peak -

to -peak ident signal was present at the collector of the ident

amplifier VT18 - and that U and V chroma signals were
emerging from the delay line! All the connections to the
decoder panel were again checked, but no fault could be
discovered on the decoder panel. So where lay the cause of
this puzzling symptom? Answer next month, along with
another item in the series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 217
- page 156 last month -

Last month we described a battle with a recalcitrant
Tandberg CTV2-2 which would produce virtually no
signals after having been fitted with a new u.h.f. tuner. Not
once - two new tuners were tried.

The solution to this obscure problem lay in the band -
switching arrangements. In this chassis a pair of BA 182
switching diodes, D1 and D2, are inserted in the i.f. output
feeds from the v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuners on the tuner/i.f. panel.
The band switching applies a d.c. bias to the appropriate
diode, thus turning it on so that the i.f. output from the
selected tuner is passed to the i.f. strip, the other output
being isolated. For u.h.f. reception, the relevant diode is D2,
which is switched on by a d.c. voltage from the band switch
via R5.

Now in the Mullard ELC 1043/05 u.h.f. tuner unit
originally fitted - the one that was replaced due to the drift
problem - there's an internal blocking capacitor in series
with the i.f. output pin. In the replacement Elpro tuner
however the i.f. output is developed across a small choke
which provides continuity to chassis at the tuner's i.f.
output. This was shunting away the switching diode's bias,
which thus remained off, robbing the i.f. circuits of their
input signal.

This is the first and only instance we've had where this
new type of tuner has proved to be incompatible: in all
other models designed for use with the Mullard type of
tuner it's worked well.

Published on approximately the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS. Filmsetting by
Trutape Setting Systems, 220-228 Northdown Road, Margate, Kent. Printed in England by Carlisle Web Offset, Newtown Trading Estate, Carlisle. Distributed
by IPC Business Press (Sales and Distribution) Ltd., 40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1 R ONE. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand - Gordon and
Gotch (A/sia) Ltd.; South Africa - Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions: Inland f10, Overseas £11 per annum payable to IPC Services, Oakfield House,
Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the
Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the
cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed ofin a mutilated condition or
in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TOP QUALITY REBUILT TV TUBES

Rebuilt on the most modem equipment to original manufacturers specification

* HIGH FOCUS
* LONG LIFE
* FULLY TESTED
* FULLY GUARANTEED

These top -class rebuilders
cover the country - phone
your nearest one now for de-
tails and prices - and first-
class service.

COLERAINE-PE Tubes
Tel: (0265) 3397

DUBLIN-PE Tubes
Tel: 860547

1...LZI:-
«-iiirskt
-7Z--

GLASGOW-RENVU Tubes
Tel: (041) 883 8272

BRADFORD-VISOR Tubes
Tel: (0274) 494340

OLDHAM-RE-LIFE Tubes
Tel: (061) 665 2668

STOKE-ON-TRENT-BAREX Tubes
Tel: (0782) 322744

c
BIRMINGHAM-TUBESURE

Tel: (021) 558 7777

NEWPORT-OMSPEC Tubes
Tel: (0633) 612556

PENZANCE-WECO Tubes
Tel: (073 676) 2265

I NORTH SOMERCOTES-RETUBE
Tel (0507) 85 300

) 1,.........e....,.......

NOTTINGHAM-TRENT TUBES
Tel: (0602) 813329

COVENTRY-TELETUBE
Tel: (0203) 610977

RUGBY-VISIONEX
Tel: (0788) 62626

SOUTHAMPTON-WECO Tubes
Tel: (0703) 36985

All these top -class rebuilders use plant and equipment manufactured by Western-Whybrow Engineering -
acknowledged as the best available, and the product of more than twenty years' experience of rebuilding colour
tubes in U.K. and U.S.A. There is a constant interchange of information to ensure the highest standard of rebuilt
tube.
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444(COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
U.H.F. AERIAL INPUT PATTERN GENERATOR CPG6-RF

All Facilities of our PG6RF

PLUS COLOUR BARS.
Produces 7 invaluable patterns.

Robust, Battery Powered, Pocket Sized Unit,
Plugs Straight into Aerial Socket.

FEATURES
* CROSSHATCH GRID * HORIZONTALS
* DOT MATRIX * WHITE RASTER
* VERTICALS * GREYSCALE

*PLUS PAL COLOUR BARS;
ONLY 3 SIMPLE ADJUSTMENTS.

* PG6RF OWNERS; Buy Add -On 'C6' Unit!

ORDER NOW!
PG6RF KIT £25.87 BUILT £33.35 - As per TV Review, Jan. 1979

C6 KIT £18.98 BUILT £26.45-Add-on Colour to PG6RF
CPG6RF KIT £42.55 BUILT £63.25- Both above combined.
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In response to demand we have produced an add-on Colour Bar
unit C6 to upgrade the PG6RF to PAL COLOUR. A MUST for TV
construction or servicing! Available as a KIT or BUILT & TESTED.
Kit includes all components and ready built modulator etc.
Hundreds sold, reliable design.
Full 12 month guarantee on built units.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
Quantity Discount

on application

These prices INCLUDE P & P and 15% VAT. Export VHF versions available.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS. ORDER FROM:-

TECHNALOGICS LIMITED (DEPT. TV)
WINDMILL WORKS, STATION ROAD,
SWINTON, MANCHESTER M27 2BU.

TELEPHONE: 061-793 5293

ACCESS
ORDERS

WELCOME

OUTPUT

OF POST SERVICE
P. & P. & 15% VAT

TV LINE
TRANSFORMERS

byFA ST RETURN
PRICES INCLUDE

COLOUR TRANSFORMERS
DECCA CS1730, 1733, 1830, 1835
DECCA 30 series Bradford Chassis
DECCA 80, 100 series
ITT CVC 5 to CVC 9
ITT CVC 20, CVC 30, CVC 32
PHILIPS G8, G9 Chassis
PHILIPS K80 (Rewind only-

old unit required -E12)

£10
RETAIL

£9
TRADE

(Trade Orders only)

WINDINGS
BUSH Colour Hybrid quadrupler type £6.00
RANK T20A chassis £6.00
PHILIPS G6 E HT Overwind (exchange basis only) £7.00
PHILIPS G6 Primary £5.00
PYE 691 to 697 EHT Overwind* £3.00
PYE 691 to 697 Primary Winding* £4.00

*please state which
EMO 90 degrees £7.00

MONO LOPTS
Most British & Foreign

makes supplied.
£9 RETAIL £8 TRADE

Separate windings
also available.

REWINDS
Rewind Service Available

Mono or Colour
SAE all enquiries.

Open Mon.- Fri. 9 to 5.30 pm

All lopts and windings are new and guaranteed

PAPWORTH
TRANSFORMERS
80 Merton High Street
London SW191 B E

Callers Welcome.

for 6 months.

Barclaycard and
Access welcome

in ITU
01-5403955

ARE YOU
USING YOUR SPARE TIME PROFITABLY?
If not, you're losing money. Money that you could be making by selling used
colour televisions from home in the evenings. In fact, provided you start
correctly and know exactly how to operate, you can easily earn a substantial
CASH INCOME with a starting capital of less than £20. Our new unique
publication "How to Deal Successfully in Used Colour Televisions" enables
you to follow in the footsteps of many experts who have a great deal of combined
experience in this lucrative home business, and who have 'pooled' their
knowledge to help you. After all, to follow the advice of someone who has
travelled the ground before you, is to be given the best possible start. And the
hundreds of valuable trade secrets, hints, tips and suggestions in the guide show
exactly how anyone of average intelligence can succeed immediately.

Every aspect, from securing the first television right through to rapid expansion of
sales, is covered with the detailed knowledge of experts to ensure certain
success. Indexed information on almost all makes of television is presented in
clear tabular form, describing performance, reliability, price and service. In

particular, the tips on expanding the business are very practical, and are almost
automatic when put into practice. Pages of unique advice on advertising ensure
that maximum sales are secured, and sources of supply are described in detail -for
both televisions and new/used spares. Monochrome sets are also covered, as are
"invisible" cabinet repairs. Plus FREE on -going advice and FREE regular up-
dating service.

You can start tomorrow - but you'll need our guide. The latest big illustrated
edition is out now, and costs just £4.95 - a small price to pay for financial
independence I

ORDER TODAY FROM:
GLOBUS INDUSTRIES LTD., UNIT 18. DARLEY ABBEY MILLS. DERBY.

Tor Globus Industries Ltd., Unit 18, Maley Abbey Mlle, Derby.
Please send by return post "How to Deal Successfully in Used Colour Televisions".
I enclose cheque/p.o. for f4.95.

NAME
ADDRESS
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TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
(ALL NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED)

(Prices include VAT at 15%)
Discount to Trade Post and Packing 85p

RANK BUSH MURPHY
Z146 A640 dual std mono 9.48

Bush A792. A793 single std mono 9.48
4774 single std mono 9.48

A816 solid state mono 10.43

Z712 T16a T16b mono portable 10.43

A823 A823b A823av colour 11.98

2179 Z722 series colour 18.06

Z718 18" series 24.57

Z718 20" 22" 26" series 24.57

T20a T22 series colour 18.00

PYE

169 173 569 573 769 series 9.28

RV293B 368 series 9.20

691 692 693 697 series colour
Two types see below

Wired in version 21.41

Printed circuit version 15.28

713 715 570 series colour 12.32

731 735 737 741 colour 10.10

725 colour 9.51

FERGUSON HMV MARCONI
ULTRA THORN

950 mkt 1400 mono 8.50

1500 20" 1500 24" 1580 mono 8.50
1590 1591 1592 1593 mono 8.50

1612 1613 1712 mono 8.50

1600 1690 1691 mono 11.85

1615 series mono 14.64

3000 3500 EHT or SCAN 8.50

8000 8000a series colour 12.14

8500 8800 series colour 12.14

9000 series colour 12.14

9800 series colour 23.85

DECCA
MS2000 MS2400 mono 5.80

MS1700 2001 2020 2401 mono 9.26
MS2404 2420 2424 mono 9.26

1210 1211 1511 portable 11.09
GYPSY portable 10.24

CS1730 1733 colour 10.00

CS1830 1835 colour 10.00

'30' series BRADFORD colour 10.00

80 series colour 10.00

100 series colour 10.00

G.E.0
2000 to 2064 dual std mono 9.50

2047 to 2105 3112 to 3135 9.50

"GAIETY" FINELINE 9.50

2114 portable mono 9.50

3133 3135 Ml 501 H portable mono 9.50
DUAL STD hybrid colour 11.59

SINGLE STD hybrid colour 11.59

SINGLE STD solid state 90° or 110° 10.00

TELPRO all models 10.00
TANDBURG CTV 2-2 colour 10.00

NORDMENDE solid state 10.00
TELEFUNKEN 637 647 10.00
ZANNUSI 10.71

WINDINGS
WIRED TO TAG PANELS

Post & Packing 40p

RANK BUSH MURPHY
Colour hybrid quadrupler type 5.60
T20a T22 Z719 Z722 Pry & Sec6.83
Z718 series primary 560
2718 series EHT overwind 7.20

PHILIPS
66 eht overwind 7.20
G6 primary 4.60
KORTING hybrid series 7.80
WALTHAM 125 EHT overwind 3.00

PYE

691 to 697 EHT overwind" 3.07
691 to 697 primary" 460
'Please state printed circuit or wired

version

FERGUSON HMV MARCONI
ULTRA THORN
8000 8000a primary 4.50
8500 8800 primary 4.50
8500 8800 EHT overwind 6.00

INDESIT
20EGB 24EGB mono 9.90

PHILIPS
170 series dual std mono 9.20

210 300 series mono 9.20

320 series solid state mono 10.00

G6 single std colour 19.88

08 series colour 10.35

G9 series colour 10.35

G11 series colour 17.38

KB -ITT
VC2 to VCI 0 VC12 to VC100 9.20

VC200 VC205 VC207 mono 9.20

VC300 VC301 VC302 portable 9.20

CVC1 CVC2 colour 10.35

CVC5 CVC7 CVC8 CVC9 colour 10.35

CVC20 series colour 10.74

CVC30 CVC32 series colour 10.00

CVC40 series 15.90

GRUNDIG
HYBRID 717 1500 3010 colour 12.57

5010 6010 5011 6011 6022
2222 12.57

1510 2210 2252 5012 colour 12.57

Contact your nearest depot for service by return.
Callers welcome. Please phone before calling.

If the Transformer you require is not listed please phone.

Tidman Mail Order Ltd.,

236 Sandycombe Road,

Richmond, Surrey.
Approx 1 mils from Kew Bridge.

Phone: 01-948 3702

Mon -Fri 9 am to 12.30 pm.
.1 30 to 4.30 pm.

Sat 10 am to 12 pm.

Hamond Components

(Midland) Ltd.,

416, Moseley Road,

Birmingham B12 9AX.

Phone: 021-440 6144.
Mon -Fri 9 am to 1 pm.

2 pm to 5.30 pm.

A
Lightweight

13 WORCESTER ST.,
WOLVERHAMPTON,Tai.ma WV2 4U
Tel: (0902) 773122
Telex: 336810

as Telepart
Pattern Generator
 Exceptionally light and durable
 Pocket size for outside service

 PP3 battery power source
 Five different test patterns for colour

and mono TV  Cross hatch grid  Dot matrix
 White raster

 Horizontals  Verticles
A lightweight, extremely portable and versatile pattern generator for
black/white and colour T.V. alignment and service at the customers home. At
the turn of a switch, the generator can provide five essential test patterns for
correct installation, fast checks and repairs. Pattern stability is first class and
compares favourably with other more costly bulky generators only suitable for
bench work. The generator is pocket size measuring 10 x7.5 x 4 cm and

weighs only 190 grams.

PRICE £14.95 (Subject to V.A.T.)

Colour Bar Generator
 Exceptionally light & durable

Telepart

 Compact 13 x17.5 x5.5 cms
 Battery powered for mobility  Cross hatch

grid
 White raster

 Grey scale  Colour bars
 Sound

Versatile Generator for Servicing or aligning mono or colour TV receivers.
and very compact for outside service. Features sound facility

often not found on more costly generators.

PRICE £49.95 (Subject to V.A.T.)

Power Supply
A Power Supply can be supplied for the Telepart COLOUR BAR GENERATOR.
This compact unit mounts by 2 screws into the Battery compartment and

converts the unit to a bench instrument.

PRICE £5.50 (Subject to V.A.T.)

AERIAL SPLITTERS AERIAL AMPLIFIERS
Aerial amplifiers can produce
remarkable improvement on the pic-

Two way in white box with three ture and sound in fringe or difficult
black insulated co -ax sockets. areas.
Completely made up with two spare B45 - for mono or colour this is
co -ax plugs. tunable over complete UHF television
Price only £1.70 EACH. band.

B11 - for stereo or standard VHF/FM
CALLERS WELCOME radio.

Large stock of capacitor, resistors, B12 - for VHF television band 1 & 3.
P.C.B. etching compound, TV valves, All amplifiers are complete
loft aerial and co -ax cable. and ready to use.
Open for Callers.' Tuesday, Thursday, Battery type PP3 or 8v to 18v dc, next
Friday and Saturday morning. to the set type fitting. Prices £6.70

each.
SIGNAL INJECTORS with 1pre-set) variable AF, which emits RF harmonics into

the UHF band. Protected up to 300 volts dc. Complete with leads £5.70 each.
All prices include VAT at 15%. P&P per order 30p. SA.E. for leaflets. Access cards.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD,
82 Bridge Street, Ramsbottom,

Via Bury, Lancs. BLO 9AGT. Tel. Ramsbottom 1070 682) 3036.

QUALITY TV's ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

GOOD STOCKS OF MODERN COLOUR
PLENTY OF SINGLE STANDARD MONO

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

COME TO THE BEST IN THE WEST

TELETRADERS
ST. LEONARDS WAREHOUSE

ST. LEONARDS ROAD, NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON
Telephone: (0626) 60154
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WMTV LTD. THE TV PROFESSIONALS

THE BEST DEAL IN TV's

* Britains most reliable source of
Quality T.V.'s.

* Hundreds of working polished T.V.'s.
* Full customer testing facilities.
* Thousands of untested S/S Colour T.V.'s

from £10.
* Quantity deliveries arranged anywhere

in Britain or the World.

Special Deals
* Mixed 25" 4 for £30
* GEC 19" 10 for £100
* BRC 26" 10 for £250
* Pye 691 22" £12 each
* PYE 205 22" 10 for £199
* Personal collection only
All above prices are plus 15% V.A.T.

RING 021-4446464 FOR DETAILS OF QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

MAIL ORDER TV's - Working Colour TVs supplied by Mail Order
and fully tested before despatch.

* GEC 2100 22" £45 * PYE 205 22" £60
* BRC 22"/26" £70 * BUSH 184 22" £40
* BRC 8000 17" £65 * BUSH A823 22"/26" £60

Above MAIL ORDER prices include V.A.T.
but please add £12 p & p/T.V. Set.

* New T.V. Stands.
* Fully adjustable.
* £6.25 plus 1.75 p & p.
* Quantity discounts.
* Price inc. V.A.T.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SPARES
* Ex -equipment Panels

RBM 823
BRC 3000
BRC 3500
GEC 2100
PYE 205

Con Power Line Decoder Video IF Frame Tripler LOPTX
7.00 6.00 14.00 14.00 6.00 9.00 3.00 3.00
6.00 12.00 12.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 6.00
9.00 12.00 12.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 6.00
6.00 8.00 6.00 6.00 10.00 5.00 5.00
6.00 12.00 8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 7.00

Postage & packing £1.25 Panels 50p Trip ers

Ex -Equipment Valves
Tested Untested

ECC82 20 10
PCF80 20 10

PCF802 18 9
PCL82 20 10
PCL84 20 10

PCL85/805 18 9
PCL86 20 10

PFL200 20 10
PL36 23 10

PL504 23 10
PL508 35 18
PL509 90 30
PL519 £1.00 40
PL802 £1.35
PY500 45 20

PY800/81 20 10
PY801/88 20 10
30FL1/2 30 20

* p & p paid but minimum order of £3.00
please.

* Deduct 10% discount on orders over
£20.00.

Ex -Equipment
Colour Tubes

All fully tested

Equipment Spares
*Always available

* Colour and Mono Scan Coils
£1.50. £1.00 p & p.

17"
18"

(A44 -271X)
(A47 -342X)

£18.00
£18.00

* Tuners for all makes of Colour
and Mono £4.00 £1.00 p & p.

* Mono tubes fully tested. All
18" (A47 -343X) £18.00 Sizes - please state size on order
19" (A49 -191X) £18.00 £3.00 £4.00 p & p.
20" (A51 -120X) £25.00 * Reconditioned 50p meters
22" (A56 -120X) £17.00 £92.00/Box of 10 incl. p & p.

25"
26"

(A63 -200X)
(A66 -120X)

£10.00
£20.00

* PLESSEY SL918 colour ICs with
circuit for substitution of

SL917 £2.00 + 25p p & p.
26" (A67 -120X) £17.00 * NEW VHF/UHF Varicap Tuners

with circuit and full data £1.25
Please add £5.00 p & p per C.R.T. + 75p p & p.

WE ARE OPEN MON-SAT 9.30-5.45
PLEASE NOTE -ALL THE ABOVE MAIL ORDER PRICES INCLUDE 15% V.A.T.

WMTV LTD. 92 HIGH ST (A435) KINGS HEATH B'HAM B14 7JZ TEL. 021-444 6464
021-444 2575
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THE FAMOUS BI-PRE-PAK

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR

on

*synch.

video
output

DESIGNED SPECIALLY FOR
COLOUR T.V. CONVERGANCE

 EASY BUILD KIT
with instructions

 READY BUILT AND
TESTEDILess Batteries)

£14.50
£16.75

Prices include V.A.T. and postage in U.K.
 LIMITED STOCKS SO PLEASE

ORDER PROMPTLY.

THOUSANDS SOLD!

More than ever these days, a cross hatch generator is absolutely essential to TV
engineers, etc. It is the only accurate way to align all three guns in colour TV. The
proven reliability, small size, easy operation and stability of this truly famed in-
strument is such that we are offering it once again, but this time, when stocks
have been sold, it is not likely that supplies will be available again at anywhere
near present prices. With improvements incorporated - plug-in I.Cs for example
- it is going to be wanted more than ever. Many thousands are in regular use by
TV renters and suppliers, etc. As this Generator is a VIDEO FEED UNIT and NOT
R.F., it can be used anywhere overseas without having to worry about frequency
matching. Operates from its own self-contained standard batteries.

* VERTICAUHORIZONTAL/DOT/CROSS HATCH PATTERNS
* FOUR POSITION PATTERN SELECTOR SWITCH
* TOUGH FIBRE GLASS CASE 51" x 3" x 3"
* OPERATES FROM SELF-CONTAINED BATTERIES
* VERY EASY TO CARRY AROUND - REQUIRES NO EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE
* PLUG-IN I.Cs AND SENSITIVE SYNC PICK-UP CIRCUIT
* FUNCTIONS TO FULL PROFESSIONAL AND COMMERCIAL REQUIREMENTS
* FOR PROMPT, NO DELAY DELIVERY
* IN KIT FORM OR READY -BUILT, TESTED AND GUARANTEED

ORDER DIRECT FROM

BI-PRE-PAK LT D222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SSO 9DF
 Telephone (0702) 351048 - Shop Hours 9.30 am-6.00 pm.

Tenrec Electronic Engineers Ltd
502 Bearwood Road
Warley, West Midlands
021 429 8150

Thorn 8000/8500 CTV's
Full working order from £65 + p.&p.

LCD Watches
from £5.85 + £1 p.&p.
SA E JO,- Complete List.

*A3I-410, 12" Mono Tube New. Special Price for Current
A38. 160W, 15" "Television" Feature; £19. P&P- £2.

Plenty of used colour panels working. S.A.E. for
list. 50p p. & p.

Trade enquiries welcome

(All prices include VAT) (T1.)

APOLLO
HIGH TEMPERATURE PUMPED COLOUR TUBES

Orders accepted by phone, same day delivery. Manchester
area £3.50. Mail Order anywhere by request, fitting while
you wait £15 extra.
18" A47 - 342 x343 x
19" A49 - 120 x/192 x
20" A51 - 220 x/110 x
22" A56 - 120 4123 x
25" A63 - 120 x
26" A66 - 120 x A67 - 120

These tubes replace many Toshiba types.
Callers welcome, please phone first.

061 799 0854
Reg Office.

43 Clarke Cres, Little Hutton,
Nr. Manchester M28 6XM.

While stocks last - 3 hour convertion kits for Philips 1500
Video's £99 inc. P. & P.

£33.00
£33.00
£33.00
£36.00
£39.00
£39.00

WARNERS MILL
SOUTH STREET

BRAINTREE
ESSEX

(0376) 26384

UNIT 5A,
KEMPS SHIPYARD,
QUAYSIDE ROAD,

BITTERNE,
SOUTHAMPTON

0703 331899

COLOUR & MONO TV's
WORKERS & NON -WORKERS,

EX EQUIPMENT TUBES & PANELS

RE -BUILT COLOUR TUBES

REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES IN

SOUTH WALES
NEWPORT CARDIFF NEATH

C.R.T. SERVICES
274 Chepstow Road, Newport, Gwent.

Tel Newport 272005.
TUBES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM OUR STOCKISTS IN

CARDIFF NEATH
Dependable TV, 9 Crwys Rd. Sureview, 89 Windsor Rd.

Tel. Cardiff 44006 Tel. Neath 57676
CURRENT PRICE LIST

A4 4-2 71X, A47-342X/343X £30 470ERB22. 470FTB22 £40
A49 -120X, A51 -110X £30 A51-161 £40
A56 -120X, A56 -140X £33 A56 -500X, 560HB22 £43
A63 -120X, A66 -120X £36 A66 -500X £46
A66-1 4 OX, A67-12 OX/1 50X £36 Add 15% VAT to all prices.

Prices are based on a type for type exchange tube
suitable for reprocessing.

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL TUBES
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LOOK IPhone: LUTON
BEDS. 38716

OPPORTUNITIES
TRADE SALES

ALL SETS GUARANTEED
COMPLETE

OVER SIX HUNDRED SETS
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Pye 20T, Philips G8;
Ferguson 3-3k5

Murphy, Bush, Decca, GEC
All from

£35.00 £50.00
Square Screen, Mono's from

£5.00 ALL MODELS
Sets for spares from

£2.00
All include VAT

OPPORTUNITIES
9A, Chapel Street, Luton, Beds.

LUTON 38716
9.30-6.00 p.m. Weekdays, 10.30-1.00 p.m. Sundays.

N.G.T. COLOUR TUBES
First Independent Rebuilder with

B.S.I. CERTIFICATION
(Certificate No. 004)

2 year guarantee: 4 year option
All Colour Tubes are debanded, high temperature pumped
and rebanded using new adhesives and new tension band.

19" £30, 20" £32, 22" f33, and 26" £38.
Exchange prices: add VAT at 15%

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,
120, SELHURST ROAD., LONDON S.E.25

Phone: 01-771 3535.
20 years experience in television tube rebuilding.

EMO - EUROSONIC - GRUNDIG - TELETON + ALL BRITISH MAKES
ETC., ETC.  ALL SPARES READILY AVAILABLE 

CREDIT AVAILABLE -TRADE ONLY
Almost any TV Component supplied by return "off the shelf" e.g. LOPTX -

EHT trays - droppers - OSC coils - switches - cans - smoothers - I.C.'s, etc., etc.

YOU CAN BE 95% SURE WE CAN SUPPLY ANY
TV COMPONENT BY RETURN

IF YOU NEED SPARES FAST- RING NOW!
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED. S A E FOR FREE WALL CHART

(WTON) THE TELECENTRE, WORCESTER ST.,
WOLVERHAMPTON (0902) 773122

TELEVISION TUBE

SHOP
NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

EUROPEAN TYPE Nos.
Price £ VAT f

15%
A28 -14W 21.95 3.29
A31-19W/20W 19.95 2.99
A31-120W/300W 17.95 2.69
A31-410W/510W 17.95 2.69
A34 -100W 18.50 2.77
A38 -160W 17.50 2.63
A44 -120W 27.00 4.05
A50 -120W 17.95 2.69
A59 -23W 21.50 3.22
A61 -120W 19.95 2.99

U.S.A./JAP. TYPE Nos.
9AGP4 21.82 3.27
190AB4/C4 23.00 3.45
230ADB4 28.50 4.28
230DB4/CT468 26.60 3.99
240AB4A 17.95 2.69
CT507 equiv 21.95 3.29
CT512 27.50 4.12
310DGB4/DMB4 23.00 3.45
310EUB4 19.95 2.99
310EYB4 18.75 2.81
310FDB4 23.50 3.52
310FXB4 17.50 2.62
3 lOGNB4A 23.50 3.52
310HCB4 23.50 3.52
340AB4 22.50 3.38
340AYB4 30.00 4.50
340RB4/CB4 26.00 3.90
340AHB4 26.00 3.90

Some Rebuilt Japanese
& European Types

Available from
£14.00 + VAT £2.10

COLOUR TUBES
New and Mullard Colourex

12VARP22 62.50 9.37
330AB22 73.50 11.03
470FUB 22B 97.50 14.63
A44 -271X 65.00 9.75
A47 -342X 69.50 10.42
A47 -343X 69.50 10.42
A49 -191X 59.50 8.92
A51 -161X 67.00 10.05
A51 -220X 64.00 9.60
A56 -120X 58.50 8.77
A63 -120X 69.50 10.42
A66 -120X 65.00 9.75
A66-140X/410X 70.50 10.57
A67 -120X 65.00 9.75
A67-140X/200X 69.50 10.42
A67 -150X 75.00 11.25
*Old Bulb Required for Colourex

ALL TUBES TESTED BEFORE
DESPATCH & GUARANTEED
FOR 12 MONTHS. 4 YEAR
GUARANTEES AVAILABLE ON

MOST TYPES
CARRIAGE

Mono £3.00 Colour £5.00
Mainland only. Overseas Rates on

Application.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP LTD.
52 BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD.,

LONDON, SW11.
Tel. 228 6859/223 5088
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SETS & COMPONENTS

TV DX.
High Quality, proven equipment supplied

by an expert in the TV DX field.
Wideband Band I preamplifier module.
Gives approx 20dB gain, low noise -IC used.
12V supply required. £6.00.
Upconverter. This is an ideal way to start
TV DXing. The unit converts band I/111 to
UHF -A tuned RF stage ensures low noise
and cross modulation, a feature which many
models lack, 12V supply required. £10.00.
Band I notch filter. This attenuates the
sound and vision frequencies of your local
band I channel (please state which) whilst
passing with low insertion loss the rest of the
band. £17.95.
Philips G8 selectivity modules. One or
two of these placed between the tuner and IF
strip of your TV gives reduced bandwidth es-
sential for serious DX work. £1.10.
FM DX! 88-108MHz tunable Mosfet pre-
amplifier. Reduces local signal overload.
£25.95.
TV DX receivers available. Please send sae
for my product list to:

H. COCKS,
Cripps Corner,

Robertsbridge, Sussex TN32 5RY.
Phone 0580 83317.

The above prices include post/packing. Oversees enquiries
welcome. Callers welcome. Please telephone first.

Southern Valve Co.,
2nd Floor, 8 Potters Road, New Barnet, Hens.

Tel 01-440 8641 for current prices & availability, all popular
valves stocked. NO CALLERS, SAE Lists. Cash with order.
Same Day Postal Despatch. (Lunch 12.30-2p.m.)

Valves, Tubes, Aerials etc by LEADING -MAKERS. Send SAE
Lists or Phone for current prices. Counter or MAIL ORDER. NO
COO. Speedy Despatch assured. No order under El.

PhaiP Beeman, 6 Potters Road, NOW Same*, Herts.
Tel: 01-449 1934/511934 Recording Machine).

Please phone for opening hours.OOOOOO 
TV PATTERN
GENERATOR

 UHF output, plugs straight into aerial socket, 
 provides cross -hatch and peak white and 8 bar grey 

scale. Size 100 ... 75 , 40mm.

£17.75
price includes battery, P&P, and VAT.

Further details of this and our other products on request.

C. L. JERVIS,
15 Mercer Grove,

Wolverhampton, WV11 3AN.
TEL 10902) 736606.

LOOK!
THORN 3000/3500 & 9000 TRIPLERS

High Quality Silicon Replacement Units
T3500 only £4.95 inc. P.P. Add 74p V.A.T.
T9000 only £5.45 inc. P.P. Add 82p V.A.T.

Quotes for 50+. 1 Year Guarantee
WING ELECTRONICS

15, Wayland*, off Tudor Road, Hayes End,
Middlesex.

SMALL ADS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 25p per word
(minimum 12 words), box number 60p extra. Semi -display
setting £4.80 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5 cms).
All cheques, postal orders etc., to be made payable to Television,
and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should always be
sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance,
should be sent to the Classified Advertismement Manager,
Television, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach
Tower, Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261
5846).

NOTICE TO
READERS
Whilst prices of goods shown
in classified advertisements are
correct at the time of closing
for press, readers are advised to
check with the advertiser to
check both prices and
availability of goods before
ordering from non -current

i issues of the magazine.

---------

- P
TX

.. TX50
TX50

,zs, Get
:o IN;,I "Just what the

doctor ordered" 1
TUBE TEST INSTRUMENTS

80 PROFESSIONAL £48.85
LOW COST SERVICE TESTER £29.50
COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS £21.00

to the point:fast!
-CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TESTER

for fault finding in Solid State
this tester uses C-MOS technology

detect faulty transistors and diodes in or
of circuit.

identifies PNP & NPN base -emitter -
leads.

complete with full instructions
PP3 battery) £15.60 inc.
C. W.O.ISA.E. for product details.

CHESHIRE. SK6 6YE.

-r Designed
circuits,& to
out

IA/ ERN ETH Also
collector

ELECTRONICS Supplied

LIMITED (less

FREEPOST.
P.O. BOX 9, MARPLE, STOCKPORT,
WERNETH ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS  WINNINGTON RD MARPLE  STOCKPORT  CHESHIRE

TELETRONIC (NORTH EAST)
COLOUR TUBES

Rebuilt with new electron gun, to British Standard.
High temperature pumping.

Here is what you pay. VAT
17-18-19 inch £29 4.35
20 inch £30 4.50
22 inch £31 4.65
25 inch £34 5.10
26 inch £35 5.25

Guarantee 2 years
Exchange basis.

CALLERS ONLY

TELESTAR TUBES
575c Moseley Road, Birmingham 812 985.

Tel: 021-440 5712.

LIMITED.
"SEE -VU" Works,
Strangford Road,

Seaham, Co. Durham.
Tel. (0783) 812142

Competitive - Reliable
REBUILT COLOUR TUBES

Hot pumped and Rebanded
Too near guarantee - Four Year Available

ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Ask for our list of sixty types JAPANESE 'IN LINES'

and 20AX.
The North -East's largest rebuilder.

Established 1957

Mono tubes also available.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors, etc.
into cash. Contact Coles -Harding & Co., 103 South
Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 0945 4188. Immediate
settlement.

TV WHOLESALE SUPPLIES LTD
THE SPECIALISTS FOR

Good quality colour and Mono TVs. Fresh stocks in every week. Why not call and see our
selection of PX, re -possession and ex rental TVs.
* COMPETITIVE PRICES
* FULL TEST FACILITIES.
* DELIVERY ARRANGED IF NECESSARY.
* SPARES FOR MOST MAKES OF MODERN RECEIVERS.
* PLUS REGUNN TUBES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES.
* ALSO EXPORT OUR SPECIALITY.

TV WHOLESALE SUPPLIES LTD.
35 SHIPSTON ROAD, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON,

WARWICKS.
TELEPHONE (0789) 4424.

Open 9.30 till 6.30 6 days a week.
On the main A34 Oxford road.
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SETS & COMPONENTS CONTINUED

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

214 Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey.
Tel: 01-686 7951/2/3/4

SUPPLIERS OF MONO AND COLOUR TUBES TO MAJOR RENTAL
COMPANIES.

ALL COLOUR TUBES HOT PUMPED AT 385c AND REBANDED TO
BRITISH STANDARD. 415 1972 CLAUSE 18-2.
19" and 22" TUBES APPROVED. OTHER TYPES PENDING.

BRITAINS LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUILDER FOR 21 YEARS.

COLOUR PANEL
EXCHANGE SERVICE

BRC 3000/3500. 8000/8500
GEC 2110 series

Philips G8. G9 and G I I

Three months guarantee on all Exchange Panels.
Free delivery in London area.

Also Ex Equipment Panels Thorn 3500 for sale.

All guaranteed Perfect Working Order.
Phone or send SAE for Catalogue.

KAY JAY TV SERVICE,
34, Clauson Avenue,
Northolt, Middlesex.

Phone 864-0350.

EXCELLENT QUALITY
USED COLOUR TV's
CHOOSE UNTESTED
OR FIRST CLASS
WORKERS ENGINEERED
IN OUR WORKSHOP.

TELFURB T.V. LTD.
WHEATLEY
08677 3849

IThesummimmmil

TELEVISION
R

D
E

FREE WINE AND LOW LOW PRICES

YES we are giving away free bottles of wine with every 100 spent,
PLUS our special LOW LOW price spring offers. You'll need the wine
to celebrate your good fortune. Don't delay, call and see us, we will do
you. a SUPER DEAL, on the spot.

(PS. Don't forget your cash)
Most makes colour or mono with good cabinets

GENERAL
FACTORS

GOOD MOTORWAY ACCESS
EXPORT ENQUIRIES

UNION ST, DONCASTER DN1 3AE
TELEPHONE (0302) 49583-68416

WINE OFFER ENDS 30TH APRIL 1981

IRISH
TV DEALERS

Call now for a full range of colour and mono TVs.
All sets sold working. Delivery can be arranged to
any part of Ireland. Call write or phone:

TELESCREEN
Bellanaleck Quay, Near Enniskillen,

Co Fermanagh, N. Ireland
Tel: Florencecourt 388.

STS FOR
QUALITY
USED T.V.s

200 EX RENTAL
COLOUR AND MONO TVs

ARRIVING WEEKLY
GOOD CLEAN CABINETS

Bush * Decca * GEC
Pye * Philips * Thorn

Grundig * Sanyo * ITT Etc

TROLLEY STANDS AND
ALL SIZE BEGUN TUBES.

DELIVERY IF REQUIRED
Call or phone now to:

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES
21 COLINDALE AVE.,

LONDON NW9
TEL 01-200-7337.

QUALITY
REBUILT
TUBES

HIGH TEMPERATURE PUMPING

COLOUR (2 year Guarantee)

90° up to 19" £32
90° 20" - 22" £34
90° 25" - 26" £36

110° and PIL £38
MONO (including thin necks) from

£12.
All prices - VAT

Delivery UK Mainland £6.
4 year Optional Guarantee

Send or phone for full list and terms.
WELTECH PICTURE TUBES

Unit 3-10 Wembley Commercial Centre,
East Lane, Wembley, Middx.

01-908-1816

G6 SPARES. ELECTRONICS. SAP. Early radios.
Sole, 37, Stanley Street, Ormskirk, Lanes.

EXPORT MONO TELEVISIONS used 24" for
CCIR B system suitable for most African countries.
Also colour available Parako T.V. b. Greenfell Road.
Maidenhead. Berks. 0828 347 I 7.

When replying to Television Classified Advertise-
ments please ensure:

(A) That you have clearly stated your requirements.
(B) That you have enclosed the right remittance.
(C) That your name and address is written in block

capitals, and
(D) That your letter is correctly addressed to the

advertiser.

This will assist advertisers in processing and
despatching orders with the minimum of delay.
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IRELANDS LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF
COLOUR AND MONO TELEVISIONS

Mono from £5, Colour from £20,
Delivery can be arranged. Working sets to order.

ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS AND
TOOLS, AERIALS, VIDEO RECORDERS, RADIOS AND CASSETTES ETC.

TELETRONICS, SESKINORE, OMAGH, CO. TYRONE. TEL: FINTONA 389
(STD 066 284)

WANTED

NEW VALVES and CRT's required, PCL805,
PL504, PL509, PY500A etc. Cash waiting. Bearman,,
6/8 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel:
01-449 1934/5.

WANTED C.R.T. 5642/200P31 for telequipment
storage scope DM 64. Phone Flintwick 5897.

WANTED. Transistor oscilloscopes dual trace 10mV,
10M1-1/.. 7 Firtree Road, Hastings. (Tel. 0424
427374).

EDUCATIONAL

BETTER JOB!
BETTER PAY!
GET QUALIFIED WITH ICS IN:
COLOUR & MONO TV SERVICING
COLOUR & MONO TV ENGINEERING
COLOUR & MONO TV MAINTENANCE
PLUS: Telecommunications, radio, elec-
tronics, electrical engineering, technical
communications, radio communications,
etc., etc.,
NEW: Self -build radio courses with free
kits
Train in your own home, in your own
time with ICS, the world's most experi-
enced home study college.
RETURN THIS COUPON TODAY
FOR FREE BROCHURE!
INN NM IINI OM 

NameICS
LAiddress

Int. Correspondence Schools
284D Intertext House, Stewarts Rd.
London SW8 4JJ. Tel: 01-622 9911

-I I=-- Mil

TELEVISION
COMPUTER & RADAR
SYSTEMS SERVICING

TWO YEAR full-time Modular
Diploma course to include a high
percentage of practical work.
 ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

 MONO TV & CCTV

 COLOUR TV & VCR

 DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

 COMPUTERS &
MICROPROCESSORS

 RADAR
Each of the above Modules are 12 weeks
in duration. Individual Modules can be
arranged for applicants with suitable
electronics background.
Tuition fees (UK & Overseas) £430 per
Module. - Computer Module £500.

Next session starts April 21 st.

(Also available 2f year course in Marine
Electronics & Radar.)

Prospectus from:

LONDON ELECTRONICS
COLLEGE

Dept: TT, 20 Penywern Road,
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

FOR SALE

EARLY R + T.V. Servicing Books. 12 books from
Vol. Ito 1961. Offers. 03272 77436.

NEW BACK ISSUES of 'Television' available 90p
each post free. Cheque or uncrossed P.O. returned if
not in stock. Bell's Television Services, 190 Kings
Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: (0423) 55885.

COLOUR TV PORTABLE PANELS. UHF Varicap
Tuner & Touchtune panel, Vis. & Sound IF, Spund
output, Chroma Decoder on panel 250x 200mm. Send
Cheque/P.O. £17.50 to 'Vision On', 171 South Ealing
Road. London W.5.

TUBE REGUNNING PLANT complete system.
Loads of extras. Full training given. Bargain! Box No.
158.

MISCELLANEOUS

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT. Latest
Discount catalogue out now. Phone C.W.A.S. Alarm.
0274 682674.

RIGONDA AGENTS. For all spares and repairs fast
dispatch trade service available. 01-476 1928. Star
Radio. 272 Barking Road, London E.13.

VETERAN & VINTAGE

"SOUNDS VINTAGE"
The only magazine for all vintage sound
enthusiasts, packed with articles by top
writers covering gramophones phono
graphs 78s wireless. news, history.
reviews. etc.
B. monthly. Annual subscription f6.00
iainnail extra) Send 75p for sample copy.
28 Chestwood Close, Billericay, Essex

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

ANY SINGLE SERVICES SHEET fl. L.S.A.E.
Thousands different repair/service manuals/sheets in
stock. Repair data your named TV £6 (with circuits
£8). S.A.E. Newsletter, price lists, quotations. AUS
(T), 76 Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire. (0698
883334).

PLEASE

MENTION

TELEVISION

WHEN

REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SERVICE SHEETS

30,000 SERVICE SHEETS IN STOCK COLOUR MANUALS ALSO AVAILABLE
TV Monos, Radios f1.25. Tuners £1. Tape Recorders, Record Players. Transistors and Stereograms + S.A.E. from

£1.25 each except Colour TV Circuits £2. Car Radios from £1.25. All Radiograms from f 1.25.

State if Circuit will do, if sheets are not in stock. All TV Sheets arc full length 24 x 12, not in Bits & Pieces, All other Data full lengths.
Free Fault Finding Chart or TV Catalogue with order. Crossed PO's Returned if Sheets Not in Stock.

ORDER
C. CARANNA, 71 BEAUFORT PARK, LONDON NW11 6BX. 01-458 4882.

MAILSAE

SERVICE SHEETS from 50p and S.A.E. Catalogue
25p and S.A.E. Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road,
St. Leonards, Sussex.

JAPANESE TV service sheet specialists catalogue
25p plus S.A.E. Sandhurst Publications, 49c,
Yorktown Road, Sandhurst, Camberley, Surrey.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 10,000 models.
Catalogue 24p plus SAE with orders -enquiries.
Telray, 154 Brook Street, Preston, PR 1 7HP.

Thousands of different full size service sheets Thousands of different manuals of all kinds in stock.
(Many of above are unique to us and obtainable nowhere else.)

Updated collection of British colour TV circuits/layouts etc. Contained in 3 huge binders - special price £39.50.

Updated foreign colour TV repair system for £22.50. (2 manuals, I binder) chassis from Grundig, Hitachi, Skantic, Luxor, Mitsubishi, Kuba, Zanussi.

Complete set of 10 unique TV repair manuals - only £49.50. Mono + colour from dual standards to latest models, McCourt & Tunbridge.

S.A.t . ant. quotation. also price lists, newsletter. bargain offers, details of our unique TV repair systems. F1 + large S.A.E. any single service sheet.

Phone: 0698 883334, anytime. Callers 4-6 pm. weekdays, Saturday from 10 am.

G.T. TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
76 CHURCH ST., LARKHALL, LANARKSHIRE ML9 1HE.
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SERVICE SHEETS. SERVICE MANUALS
PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS

COVERING COLOUR & MONO TELEVISIONS, RADIOS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.

SERVICE SHEETS £1.00 PLUS SA.E. SERVICE MANUALS ON REQUEST.

BOOKS COLOUR TV MANUALS
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

TVT '79 TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT & DATA BOOK. (A TO Z). 272 Pages £3.50
TVT '79 TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT & DATA BOOK. (2N. 2S. ETC.). 392 Pages £4.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G.J. King. Vol. I £9.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G.J. King. Vol. 2 f9.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G. J. King. Vol. 3 £9.75
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G. J. King. 2nd Edition £9.80
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY by G. H. Hutson £7.95
LONG DISTANCE TV RECEPTION FOR THE ENTHUSIAST by R. Bunney £1.70
AUDIO EQUIPMENT TESTS by G. J. King £7.50
RADIO CIRCUITS EXPLAINED by G. J. King £6.50
SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE by G. J. King. 2nd Edition £7.20
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G. J. King. 3rd Edition f7.95
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO TELEVISION by G.J. King. 5th Edition £3.75
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO COLOUR TELEVISION by G. J. King. 2nd Edition £3.75
C., , HODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE AND ITS USES by G. N. Patchett £4.40
TELETEXT AND VIEWDATA by S.A.Money £6.00
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR. 2nd Update 110.35

COVERING FOLLOWING MAKES
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

ALBA, BRC, BUSH, DECCA, GEC,
DEFIANT, MARCONI, EKCO, PYE,
FERGUSON, DYNATRON,
NATIONAL, HITACHI, INVICTA,
ITT/KB, RGD, GRUNDIG, SOBELL,
STELLA, SONY, MURPHY,
PHILIPS, HMV, ULTRA & OTHERS.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM MANUALS
We supply circuit diagrams for televisions in Giant Binders,
covering most British 'Single' and 'Dual Standard' models,
consisting of 2 volumes on colour and I on black & white. Price
£14.50 each post free or all 3 for E40.30 post free.

WE STOCK NEW AND SECONDHAND EDITIONS OF "RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING" BOOKS.
FROM 1971-72 EDITION UP TO DATE. PRICES ON REQUEST.

BACK ISSUES OF FOLLOWING MAGAZINES AVAILABLE. CURRENT PRICE PLUS 25p POSTAGE PER COPY.
P. WIRELESS, P. ELECTRONICS, E. ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS TODAY, ELEKTOR

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
190, KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSHIRE. TEL. HARROGATE (STD0423) 55885

OPEN TO CALLERS DAILY 9.00 a.m. TO 5.00 p.m. (HALF DAY WEDNESDAY) PLEASE INCLUDE AN S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Television for
insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd and made payable to Television)

NAME

ADDRESS

Send to. Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION,
GING, Classified Advertisement Dept., Rm. 2337,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS. Telephone 01-261 5848.
Rate
25p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No, 60p extra.

Company registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office, King's Reacts Tower. Stamford Street, London SE1 9L S
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DISPLAY
ELECTRONICS

LEADERS
IN TUBE

TECHNOLOGY
SINCE THE 60's.

REGUN NED
COLOUR TUBES
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

Up to 19" £29.50
20" £31.50
22" £33.50
25" £35.50
26" £37.50
The above prices are for standard
38mm Delta Gun Types. Prices on
application for P.I.L. Tubes etc. Some
types available without pre -supply of
glass at extra cost.
Carriage/Packing £5 up to 75 miles
from works. £6.50 over. Please add
15% VAT

REGUN NED
MONO TUBES

2 YEAR GUARANTEE
20" £11.00
24" £13.00
Carriage/Packing £4.00 up to 75
miles from works. £5.00 over. Please
add 15% VAT.

BUDGET CORNER
Buy any 5 mixed types Cash 'n
Collect - Take 20% discount.

OR
Buy any 5 Mono mixed sizes Cash 'n
Collect at £8.50 (20") and £10 (24").

PLEASE ADD 1 5% VAT.

CALLERS WELCOME
Late night Thursdays until 8pm
Saturdays until midday.

N.B. Customers intending to collect
orders are requested to telephone in
advance:- even popular types may
be out of stock for short periods.

V.D.UJRADAR TUBES
Home and export enquiries for Radar
Display Tubes manufactured from
new (with phosphors to specification)
are invited.

WATERLOO ROAD,
UXBRIDGE,
MIDDLESEX

Telephone: Uxbridge 55800

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT
DEALERS/ENGINEERS

HEWS
HIGH VACUUM

QUALITY
REBUILTTELEVISION

PICTURE TUBES

FLASH

COMPETITIVE PRICES

CONTRACTTERMS
AVAILABLE

2 YEAR GUARANTEE
17" 18" 19" £31.00 + VAT £4.65
20" £34.00 + VAT £5.10
22" £36.00 + VAT £5.40
25" £40.00 + VAT £6.00
26" £43.00 + VAT £6.45

PIL Tubes our speciality.
All Prices For Tubes available on
a Sound"Glass for Glass" basis

otherwise £20 surcharge
Built up to a standard
not down to a price.

TUBESURE LTD.
Unit 111, Middlemore Industrial Estate,

Middlemore Road, Smethwick,
West Midlands. Telephone: 021-558 7777.

STANDARD
T.V. TUBE

HIGH QUALITY COLOUR AND
MONO -CHROME REPLACEMENT
TUBES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES.

* Complete New Gun fitted to
every Tube.

* Two year Guarantee
* Every Tube Electrically Tested.
* Every Tube Picture Tested.
* Supplier to Major Rental Com-

panies.

18", 19" £25
20",22" £27
25",26" £29

All prices quoted assume the return of your old glass
rebuildable condition. Old CRT cash/cheque with order.
Please add VAT at 15%.

S.STANDARD TV TUBE CO.
11-29, Fashion Street,

London El

Tel. 01-247 3097

Now

WE
SERVES

A44/270X-271X
A47/342X-343X
A49/120X
A51/110X
A55/14X
A56/120X
A63/120X
A66/120X
A67/120X
A67/200X

at

Exchange

Bridgwater!

L

our
£27.00
£27.00
£27.00
£27.00
£32.00
E32.00
£36.00
£36.00
£36.00
£36.00

LV
THE

Colour
price +VAT

I

WEST

£4.05
£4.05
£4.05
£4.05
£4.80
£4.80
£5.40
£5.40
£5.40
£5.40

EW

15%total price
£31.05
£31.05
£31.05
£31.05
f3680
£36.80
£41.40
£41.40
£41.40
£41.40

New Mono
our price + VAT 15% total price

A 1 1 120 300 £15.00 £2.25 £17.25
A50 120 £14.74 £2.21 £16.95
A61-120 £15.96 £2.39 £18.35

18 month full guarantee (Established ten
years).

Send cash or cheque together with
old tube with your order.

Carriage=f4 -50 including VAT

ALSO YOUR VALVE SUPPLIER
NEW AND BOXED
(inclusive of VAT)

DY802=74p ECC82= 64p EF 183= 78p
EF184-44p PCC89-72p PCF802 98p
PC L82= 78p PC L84= 92p PCL805-97p
PFL200=L1.15 PCL86-97p PL504=L1.38
PL509--L2.82 PL519 -f2.92 py88 70p
PY800 - 70p PY500A=L1.52

All

orders over £10 Free of charge.

Special News Flash

"TUBE REPLACEMENTS"
53A Exeter Road,

Exmouth. Tel: 6210
ARE OUR AGENTS FOR

.4 l'ON DEVON - SOMERSET
THEY OFFER FREE DELIVERY PLUS

MOST OTHER TV SPARES
I HI f ( 1 / 1/ or,t i (m, R f()( I S7

Colour Sets.
600 ex -rental TVs

Good sets good prices
Call and see

All mail order and
equiries to

Head Office and
Factory

WELLVIEW TUBES
LTD

Unit No1, Monmouth St,
Bridgwater, Somerset.

Tel. 0278 425690-722816
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CVC 9 ITT Control panel.
£4.00

CVC 20 ITT 6 push button unit
& Input panel. £5.00
Philips TV IF Modules 38 Mc/s
1st and 2nd IF. £1.50
3500 6 push button unit for
Thorn 3500. Varicap
Tuning. £1.00

VARICAP F.M. TUNER
Range 87.5 to 108MHz. £2.00
(IF panel with circuit). £2.00
6 position 12.5KV Resistor
Unit for varicap. 50p
GEC IF panel (204C). £7.50
I.T.T. (CVC 5) 7 push button
unit for V/cap tuning £7.00
New portable T/V chassis.
Mono £16.00
New I.F. panel T/V. 3 I.C.
II coils etc. £3.00
ELC 2000M New. £7.00
GEC VHF/UHF 8CH touch
tune units 41C IxSN
29862N+ I x SN
1686 ING+2xCBF
16848N. £5.00
New circuit supplied.
CVC panel with pots and main
switches 250K, 100K, 423
500K. £1.00
New (NSF/AEG) UHF/VHF
Varicap tuner units.
Cost £10. only £4.00
Convergence panel for GEC
2040, 11 pots, 5 coils, 2
resistors etc. New. £1.50
PYE 731 6 push button unit
and 100KA pots. £3.00
New circuit supplied with UHF
8ch Light action unit
4 i/c for Varicap tuning GEC
C2001/C2201. £5.00
UHF Mullard 4 push button
tuner unit. £2.00
ITT Control Panel with Mains
lead, 4 slider pots, Mains
filter. £2.50
Bush Rank 6 push button Unit
for varicap. £2.50
4 push button unit (for Varicap
Tuning) 20K. 50p
4 pots and 6 push button unit
for Varicap. Mains on/off
switch + Mains filter.
I.T.T. £3.50
Philips T/unit UHF. £2.00
Transistor UHF units with Ae
socket and leads. GEC 2000
rotary type. £2.00
Thorn UHF tuner unit and pan-
el for 9000 series. £8.00
Thorn 9000 frame panel.£9.00
Mullard VHF Tuner V/cap
V3 14. £5.00
U321 T/unit V/cap. £6.00
Thorn 3500.
Thorn 8500 focus unit.
Decca focus unit.
Large or small. £1.00 each
4 push button unit. Thorn
1400/1500. £3.50
4 push button for varicap with
pots. 50p
Decca Bradford Tuner, 5
button (4 push). £2.75
Line 0/P Trans. CVC 20/5.00
12" TV tube Hitachi
A3 I /300W. £12.00

SPEAKERS
5 x 3 80r or 50r.
G9 70r.
5 x 3 35 ohm.
6x4 15 ohm.
GEC 8 ohm.
GEC 15 ohm.

50p
£1.00

75p
£1.00

70p
70p

NE 2B6H 2 small neon lamps
used in GEC. 3p
Red and Green LED, 14 mix-
ed. £1.00
TLR 102 small red LED. 5p
20 small red LED. £1.00

MAINS DROPPERS
GEC mains dropper for models
c1441H, c2001H, c2015 H,
c2110H, c2113H, c21 18H.
c2136H, c2202H, c2219,
c2601H, c2611H. 20p
Thorn 6+1+100r. 35p
Pye 69+161. 40p
Pye 147+260r. 40p
(731) 3+56+27r. 50p

CERAMIC FILTERS
5.5 MHz. 15p
6MHz. 25p
3.5mm Jack socket. 7p
FT 3055. 20p
NPN/PNP 60v 5 amp/80w.
pair.
6 way ribbon cable, per
metre.

20p

20p

TV XTALS
4.433: 610 KHz. 50p
6 volt 23 watt soldering
iron. £2.00
Infra -red emitting diode,
TIL30. 20p
750 MFD 50V. 10p

THERMISTORS
200+200+75+25 4 fuse holder
+2BY133+resistors. I.T.T.
panel. £1.50
ITT PT266 3W12 (Thermistor
degausing) fits most sets.
PTH45IA or B.
PT 37P.
GEC 4700M/25v.
1000M/63v ITT axle.
22M/375v ITT.

THYRISTORS
GEC 122M for Philips
GI I.
5 amp/300v.
52600D 7amp/400v.
RCA 40506.
PYE
22N4444/0T113/BT116.
MR 501 3amp/ 100v.
MR 508 3amp/800v.
SCR 957.
SP 8385 Thorn.
ELC 1043 AEG.

15p
20p
25p
15p.
15p
20p

60p
25p
30p
50p

85p
7p

12p
65p
25p

£4.00

PHILIPS SNIPS:
CUTS MOST THINGS.£1.50
CO AX plugs. 12p
UHF Aerial socket and leads,
PYE, ITT. THORN. 35p
AE Isolating socket. UHF and
lead. PYE, THORN. ITT. 35p
Plug and socket 3+6 pin
printed circuit type, pair. 10p
TBA 750. SC9503P, MSC9504P
GEC aerial T'V socket &
lead 35p
GEC Mains and battery
switch. 30p

FRONT END FOR MUSIC CENTRE
VHF/MW/LW size 13x32".
4 push button unit. 7 transistors, V/condenser, 10 coils rod
aerial I/C decoder CA 758E (no power supply and output
stage). Circuit supplied. £6.00
Output stage for music centre. £6.00
Pre -amp panel 4 pots transistor etc. Plugs and sockets.£1.00

B9A print V/holder. Sp
PYE 697 long. 15p
TV 18 EHT. 40p
TV 20. 50p
100k 40 turn pots for V/cap
tuning. 20p
Mains on/off rotary. 13p
Mains on/off push. 20p
D/P push button on/off. 10p
ITT mains on/off push
button. 25p
IF panel. £1.00
20 watt 0/Put stage. £1.00

DE SOLDER PUMPS.
ORP 12.
LP 1173/10 watt.
LP 1170.
AM/FM tuner unit
(seconds).
10 watt Mullard amps.
NEW. £2.00
AT 1025/08 Blue lateral. 15p
Thorn hearing aid unit + ext.
loudspeaker. £2.00
ADI61/162. pair. 60p
731 PYE 600/300v, also
Bush. 75p
EHT rectifier BY212. 10p
3X G770/HU37EHT. 10p
EHT rec 2m/a small. 20p
EHT rec 2m/a large. 30p
Both 12KV.
EHT rec used in Thorn
1400/1500.
Triplers x80/150. 10p
CSD 118xMH rec for Thorn
3500. 10p
GEC 8N 2/2000V. 8p
UHF T'V aerial for
portable T'V 50p
TRIPLERS
Thorn new type 9000. £4.00
Thorn TS 25 I ITDT. £2.50
PYE TS25- I 1TBQ. £1.50

£4.00
40p

£1.00
50p

50p

TS25- I ITBW fits Autovox.
Saba. Bang Oulfson, Grundig
Tanberg. £3.75
GEC 2110 after 27.1.7713.50
GEC 02100 TVM 25. £2.00
Philips G9. £3.75
Grundig 3000/3010, Seimens
TVK 52. £3.00
ITT LP 1174/NC. £3.00

MULTI CAPACITORS
1000 + 2000/35v. 25p
2000 + 2000/35v. 30p
2500 + 2500/63v. 50p
470 + 470/250v. 40p
150 + 200 + 200/300v. 70p
200 + 200 + 100/325v. 60p
100 + 200/325v. 40p
200 + 200/350v. 60p
ELC 1043 on panel for
I.T.T. CVC 9 £5.00
175 + 100 + 100/350v to fit
3500 Thorn. £2.00
THORN SPEAKERS
15005-.sx2z 30
1590 5x 2-1 120
3500 5 x 3 800
3500 7x 3 800
9000 7x 3 160
5 x3 loudspeaker for GEC 15

£1.00
UHF Modulator. CCIR. £3.00
Circuit supplied flush mount-
ing socket. FM/TV 35p
ELC 1042. £6.50
ELC 1043/05. £6.00
Mullard. Power supply 30V I

amp Reg. £2,00
Small DX Tuner V /cap 48-88
MHz and 175- 220MHz
automatic changeover. £5.00
Transductor AT4041/07. £1.00
8 Push button switch and 1 to 8
V/Ristor unit 21-68 C11/2.00
R2540. £1.00
BUY 69 (RCA1693). £1.00

SENDZ

COMPONENTS
63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON,

SHOEBURYNESS,
ESSEX SS3 8AF.

Reg. Office only.

Callers by appointment only.
Add 15% VAT.

Add 50p P. & P.
Add postage for all overseas parcels.



Equivalent
EQ TCA 270 series

CA270CE 50p
CA270CW 50p
CA3089Q 50p
CA3090 50p

LC.%
MC476P 50p
MC1349 50p
MC I 352P 50p
PUA758PC £1.00
S7246/N64100 £5.00
SAA 1020 £6.00
SAA 1021 £5.00
SAA 1024 £4.00
SAA1025 £5.00
SAS560 £1.00
SASS 70 £1.00
SBA750B £1.00
SL901 £3.00
SL9 18 £3.0e
TAA320A 50p
TAA470 £2.00
TAA550 20p
TAA570 £1.00
TAA700 £2.00
TBA 120A 40p
TBA120AS 40p
TBAI20B 40p
TBA120C 40p
TBA I 20SA 40p
TBA120SB 40p
TBAI2OU 40p
TBAI441 £1.00
TBA396 £1.00
TBA480Q £1.00
TBA510 £1.00
TBA520Q £1.00
TBA530 £1.00
TBA540 £1.00
TBA550Q £1.00
TBA560CQ £1.00
TBA560Q £1.00
TBA570 £1.00
TBA625 £1.00
TBA64 I BX1 £1.50
TBA65 I 80p
TBA673 £1.00
TBA720A £1.00
TBA750Q £1.00
TBA800 40p
TBA8IOS £1.00
TB A820 £I each
TBA890 £1.00
TBA920 £1.00
TBA920Q £1.00
TBA950 £1.00
TBA95OQ £1.00
TBA990Q £1.00
TCA270 £1.00
TCA270Q £1.00
TCA270SQ £1.00
TCA4500A £1.00
TCA640 £1.00
TCA650 £1.00
TCA660 £1.00
TCA740 £1.00
TCA800 £1.00
TCA830S £1.00
TCE82 30p
TCE120CQ £1.00
TCEI57 20p
TCE527 20p
TCEP100 £1.20
TDA I 170 £1.20
TDA I 190 £1.20
TDA 1327 £1.00
TDAI412 50p
TDA2540 £1.00
TDA 2640 £1.00
TDA2680 £1.00
TDA2690 £1.00
TDA3950B £2.00
SN16862AN £1.00
SNI6964 AN 50p
SN29764 £1.00
SN29848 50p
SN75108AN £1.00
SN7600I £1.00
SN76003 £1.00
SN76(X)3* £1.50
SN76008KE £1.00
SN76013' £1.50
SN760I8KE £1.00
SN7602.3* £1.50
SN76033 £1.00
SN76033* £1.50
SN76 1 15 50p
SN76131 50p
SN76226 £1.00
Tuner Limo Varicap and Mechanical

repaired. Please ask for estimate.

AC I53K
AC 176K
AC I 87/8K pair
AF 139
AUII3
BA 159
BA182
BA248
BAV 10
BBIO3VHF
BBIO5UFIF
BC 107
BC108
BC 109
BC 116
BC 139
BC 147C
BC 148B
BC 149C
BC 154
BC 157
BC 158
BC 171
BC17113
BC 173
BC 173C
BC 174
BC I82L
BC 183
BC183LB
BC 207
BC212LT
BC213LA
BC 237B
BC 238
BC238A
BC238C
BC 245
BC 250
BC 251A
BC252C
BC257
BC 300
BC303
BC307
BC308B
BC327
BC336
BC337
BC350
BC365
BC413C
BC454
BC455
BC460
BC462
BC463
BC546
BC559
BD124
BDI3I
BD132
BD136
BD207
BD22I
BD228
BD238
BD239
BD253B
BD416
BD561 '2
BD595
BD596
BD68 1
B D807 I0/a/70V
NPN 9 watt
BF127
BF137
13F157
BF 180

I.C.'s--cont.

SN 76227
SN7630P
SN7650N
SN76532
SN76533
SN76544N
SN 76546
SN76550
SN 76570
SN76650N
SN76660N
SN76666N
SN76707N

50p
50p

£1.00
50p

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

15p
50p
50p
50p
50p
50p

*Denotes with heatsink.

Semiconductors
ACI28 25p

25p
25p
50p
25p

£1.25
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p
7p

30p
30p
30p

7p
7p
7p

20p
7p

20p
10p
7p
7p
7p

20p
7p
7p
7p
7p

£1.50
30p
30p
10p
30p
20p
25p
20p
12p
35p
25p

pair 30p
35p
35p
25p

25p
20p
20p
20p
20p

Semiconductors-cont.

BFI81 20p
BF 182 20p
BFI85 20p
BFI95 7p
BFI98 7p
BF200 20p
BF237B 7p
BF240 7p
BF245A 7p
BF263P 25p
BF264 20p
BF273 7p
BF274 7p
BF337 24p
BF355 30p
BF423 PNP 7p
BF458 NPN 12p
BF458T 12p
BF594 7p
BFT43 20p
BFY50 15p
BFY90 15p
BRIO() 30p
BSS68 20p
BSX20 5p
BSY79 7p
BT100 30p
BT106 £1.00
BT106 special 50p
BT109 f1.00
BTI16 £1.00
BTI 19 f1.00
BT 138/I0A 70p
BT 146 25p
BT151/80OR 70p
BTT822 f1.00
HTT8 I 24 f1.00
BTT8224 f1.00
BTY80 20p
BUI05 50p
BUIO5/04 f1.00
BUI08 f1.00
BU 124 50p
BU 126 £1.00
BU 137 60p
BU204 40p
BU205 f1.00
BU208 50p
BU208A f 1.00
BU208/02 £1.00
BU326 60p
BU407 50p
BU500 f1.00
CA270 50p
CA270EW 50p
E1222 20p
R2008B f1.00
R2010/3 f1.00
R2603 SOp
0A90 7p
OTI 12 £1.00
MJE5 IT NPN 300V 4A

25p
MJE2955/15A 50p
MJEI66I 25p
BY127 10p
BYI33 10p
BY 176 type 25p
BYI 76 50p
BYI79 35p
BY 184 25p
BY 187/01 10p
BY190 40p
BY204/4 7p
BY206 10p
BY210/400 7p
BY2 10/800 10p
BY223 5A/1500V 25p
BY226 10p
BY296 10p
BY298 12p
BY299 10p
BYF3123 wire end 50p
BYF3I26 wire end 50p
BYF3214 20Kv 50p
BYX36/600 10p
BY X38/600 50p
BYX55/350 10p
2N390 7p
2N2222 7p
2N3055 35p
2N3566 7p
2N4355 7p
2N4442 60p
2N4444 f1.00
2N6099 25p
2N6348 50p
2N6399A 30p
2SK 30A 7p

TIP29C
TIP29A
TIP30A
TIP3 I A/B
TI P32
TIP33B 10A/80V
TIP4 IA -42 pair
NPN TIP 130 60V/8A
IN3899
IN4003
IN4004
IN4005
IN4006
IN4007
Y7I6
Y827
I amp/400V
I amp/1600V
3 amp/ 100V
3 amp/300V
3 amp/1200V
W04 bridge
W005 bridge
ITT bridge 11A C73
3 amp bridge
B30C 600A6
B30C 500
I amp/100V
NKT279. AC 128
MC7724CP

Condensers
4700 25
470/40
220/40
1500/40
1250/50
220/63
1000/63
700/250
800/250
4/350
8/350
22/350
33/350
400/350
33/450
220/450
10/500
33/500
.1/800
.047/1000
.01/1000
.47/1000
.0047/1500
1N8/1500
2N2/1500
.1/2000

20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
25p
50p
25p
50p

Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp

20p
30p
20p
7p
7p

10p
7p

15p
25p
20p
25p
12p
12p
20p
12p
40p

25p
10p
Sp

10p
10p
10p
15p
35p
30p

5p
8p
8p
8p

50p
10p
50p
10p
10p
10p
lOp
10p
30p
10p
10p
10p
15p

Various Mixed Packs
10 Thermistor 50p

20 Slider Pots

30 Presets

40 Pots

300 Condenser

300 Resistor

150 Electrolytic

15 bulbs

100 diodes

100 20mm fuses

£1.00

50p

£1.50

£1.50

£1.50

£2.00

45p

£1.00

£2.00

100 W/W resistors £1.50

100 ceramic and plate
condensers £1.00

3(8) Carbon IiIm 4W
1 R to 2M ITT f1.50

1800/4K V
4.7NF/5K V
180PF/6K V
210PF/8K V
270PF/8K V
330PF/8K V
1000PF/10K V
I 200PF '12K V
1000PF/ 1 2K V

6200PF/2000V
RYW56 100/V '2A
BDX32
TIC I 26N Thyristors
800V 12A

Sale Condensers
220/10 4.7/63
330/10 33/63
4700/10 47/63
100/16 330/63
220/16
160,25
330/25
470/25
680/25
33/35
10/40

.01/100
33/100
.47/160
2.2/160
22/160
.47/250
1/250

22/40 3.3/250
47/40 10/250
8/300
680/40 .1/400
163 .005/1500

All at 6p each.

5p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p

£1.20

65p

SENDZ

COMPONENTS

63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON,
SHOEBURYNESS,
ESSEX, SS3 8AF

Reg. Office Only.
Callers by appointment only.

Add 15% VAT and 50p P. & P.

All items subject to availability.

Add postage for all overseas parcels.
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